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Optimism high as Christmas season begins

Job market for
college seniors
worst inl0 years
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Some placement officers at Kentucky colleges think that
graduating seniors may be facing
the worst job market for seniors in
more than a decade.
James Alcorn, director of placement at the University of Kentucky, said this year's prospects
are the worst he's seen in his 16
years at Kentucky, where the
number of campus interviews has
dropped by 25 percent.
Interviews are down 19 percent
at Eastern Kentucky,according to
Kurt Zimmerman, director of
career development and placement at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Although interviews are running narrowly better than in past
years at Morehead State University, Dr. Margaret Shepherd said
she wouldn't be surprised by a 15
to 20 percent decline next spring.
The College Placement Council
recently released a report that
said many recruiters "quickly applied the brakes" last spring
because of poor economic conditions.
"This year, they are starting out
cautiously, waiting to see when
the economy and hiring needs pick
up," the report said.
"There's no question about it,
the job market is extremely
tight," Alcorn concluded.
That fact is not lost on the
state's graduating seniors who
reflect their elders' pessimistic
assessment of the job situation.
"It's becoming increasingly apparent I won't have a job by
December," 'said Mitch Johnson
of Danville, who will graduate
next month and admits he is
"really scared."
"It's kind of insignificant what
kind of job you get. You just want
to get a job."
The job interview is going to
become increasingly important,
according to placement officers.
"When you get across from an
employer, you've got to sell,"
Alcorn said. "The way students
present themselves will have a lot
to do with whether they get a job."
Alcorn said students should not
be bashful about asking to talk
with business executives and he
said that stude.its should use any
contact they have to get a job.
"They're not going to get in on
their father's coattails," Alcorn
said. "They're going to get in on
their own."
Alcorn also recommended that
graduates in the liberal arts
enhance their chances by taking
some courses in business and
computer science.
Some placement officers are
taking heart from what some
recruiters are saying about a
return to normalcy.
"I think the majority of them
are expressing optimism," Zimmerman said.

occasional rain
Today, cloudy with occasional light rain this morning,
diminishing during the afternoon. Highs near 50. Northeast
winds 5 to lOmph. Tonight,
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
for rain. Lows in the low 40s.
Light east winds. Sunday, 70
percent chance for rain. Highs
in the mid to upper 50s.
Southeast winds 10 to 15mph.
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Merchants generally pleased
by after-Thanksgiving turnout
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
All things considered, Murray's
merchants generally were pleased with buyer turnout on the day
after Thanksgiving — the official
start of the Christmas shopping
season — and are optimistic about
estimated sales throughout
December.
Local business owners,
managers and leaders of merchant organizations this morning
said the combination of rain and
the ailing economy did not hurt
Friday business as much as expected.
Lynn Phillips, manager of
JCPenney,said he was "pleasantly surprised" by the turnout at his
store, adding that sales went
slightly beyond what was
estimated. Naturally, he said
business is expected to increase as
the holiday draw nearer. "Sales
should accelerate up instil the second week in December," he said.
"And then it will really break
loose."
Another large store on the north
side, Wal-Mart, also a had an encouraging start to the season as
YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND — Catherine Hurt,a Carter Elementary
School third grader, has plenty of friends Judging from the many
friendship pins attached to her shoe laces. Catherine is taking part in
the latest fad among young people in Murray and across the nation.
According to Catherine,she and her pals purchase *wetly beads,exchange them with each other, then slide them on safety pins that are
placed on their shoes with each colored bead an representing an individual friend. Catherine is the daughter of Jean Hurt and Harold
Hurt.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Rotary parade set
for nextSaturday
The 10th Annual Rotary
Christmas Parade will be at 10
a.m. Saturday,Dec. 4.
The theme for this year's
parade is "A Community
Christmas" with entrants being
mostly from the Murray area.
Any group or individual that
would like to participate is urged
to call 759-1020 or 753-1206 before
Friday, Dec. 3. Church or choir
groups, school and youth
organizations, and commercial
businesses are invited to submit
entries.
Entrants will be judged in two
categories — creativity and
design. The winners of the commercial category will receive
handsome plaques with the school
category winners receiving $100
for first, $75 for second,and $50 for
third place. All participating
groups will receive a certificate of

appreciation suitable for framing.
Once again the Murray unit of
the Kentucky National Guard will
assist in coordinating traffic
around the parade area. The
parade will proceed from 10th and
Main through the Court Square
and digsvasemble at the old Tappan
parking lot. Parade entrants are
urged to enter 10th Street at either
Chestnut, Payne or Shape Streets
by 9:30 that morning.
The parade is co-sponsored by
the Downtown Merchants
Association and people are invited
to shop.the many bargains the day
of the parade. Santa Claus is expected for the parade and will be
available for the children. Also
that morning the Rotary Club is
sponsoring a Ham Breakfast at
Pagliai's from 6 a.m. to 10.
Everyone is invited and urged to
watch the parade.

Extortion suspect asks
for Tylenol information
CHICAGO ( AP) — A man
charged with extortion in the
poisoned Tylenol case has sent a
letter to the Chicago Tribune in
which he urges anyone with information about the case to turn it
over to police, the newspaper said
today.
The Tribune reported that the
letter, received Friday, was
postmarked Nov. 23 in New York
City and signed "Robert Richardson," the name used by a man
since identified by Tylenol task
force investigators as James W.
Lewis.
Authorities have said that Lewis
is wanted only on an extortion
charge and is not a suspect in the
seven Chicago-area deaths from
cyanide-filled Tylenol capsules
Sept. 29-Oct. 1. He and his wife,
LeAnn Lewis, lived and worked in
Chicago shortly before the deaths.
The couple became the targets
of a nationwide hunt after Johnson
& Johnson, the parent firm of the
Tylenol manufacturer, received a
letter demanding $1 million in exchange for an end to the killings.
Warrants were issued for Lewis,
for extortion, and for his wife, on a
charge of using a false Social
Security number,the FBI-said.
In the letter received Friday,

the Tribune said, "Richardson"
authenticated his signature by
enclosing a copy of the check paid
him by the newspaper for a "Point
of View" article he submitted
earlier his year as a free-lance
writer. The article appeared July
26.
The man provided the same
authentication in an earlier letter
to the newspaper, in which he
denied any connection with the
cyanide slayings, the Tribune
said.
The latest letter also VIM a
rambling assertion of his innocence and a criticism of Illinois
Attorney General Tyrone Fahner,
who "Richardson" said attacked
him and his wife "without bothering to determine that we had not
been in proximity of Chicago at
the critical times."
Feiner is the head of the task
force investigating the deaths
In the second part of the letter,
the writer urges:
"If anyone has any information
about the Tylenol poisonings, or if
you know the identity of the killer
or killers, please come forward —
now, Please trust the investigators who speak to you. If
necessary, discuss what you know
with an attorney first ...

sales surpassed last year's mark
Store Manager Gary Stewart said
"business was up quite a bit"
from last year, adding that he had
not expected it because of the
weather and the economy. He added that he believes the Murray
store will do more business than
many stores in west Kentucky and
Tennessee. ''We're looking forward to a great Christmas
season," he said.
On the court square, Downtown
Merchants President Robert
Wynn said volume of sales thus
far is about the same as it was last
year. Beginning Sunday,
downtown merchants will be open
from 1 p.m. to 5, and beginning
Dec. 9 stores will extend evening
hours to 9 p.m., Wynn said.
In the Dixieland Center on
Chestnut Street, Buddy Buckingham, owner of Buckingham
Ray LTD said he thought business
was "picking up" in the shopping
center. He added that many merchants are having to run special
promotions and advertisements
earlier this year because of the
economic situation. He added that
sales will probably follow last

year's trend, when many shoppers
waited until the two weeks before
Christmas to buy their gifts
•'Everybody is pleased" with
the volume of buying thus far on
the south side of Murray, according to Robby Rudolph,
operator of Rudolph's Goodyear
Rudolph, who heads the Southside
Merchants, said he and merchants in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center thought the departure of
some stores from the center would
have an adverse effect on
business. "We thought that would
bother us, but it hasn't," he said
In addition to entering a float in
this year's Christmas Parade,
Rudolph said the south side will be
the scene at a major promotion on
Dec. 9 Calloway County country
singer Lisa Allen will perform
from noon to 4 p.m with Loretta
Lynn's Dude Ranch Band, and the
CCHS Choir and Jazz Band will
also perform. He said Santa will
be present along with Grandpa
Smurf. Also, at noon, an airplane
will drop 1,000 Riffle balls containing coupons for discounts and
wiles

Administration backing off
jobless benefits tax proposal
By MERRILL HARTSON
AP labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration, after a
fireskern of political outrage, is
Welting off a proposal to tax
unemployment benefits.
"It's not going anywhere," said
an administration official, speaking on the condition that he not be
identified.
A disclosure on Thanksgiving
Day that the taxing plan was
under consideration by President
Reagan sent shockwaves through
the organized labor and
Democratic Party
establishments, which quickly
mobilized howls of protest and
assertions that the administration
was "callous" toward the 11.6
million people who don't have
jobs.
Administration officials were
quick to point out that the plan had
yet to be considered by Reagan.
The official who said late Friday
that the idea was going nowhere
said, "It's not as if it's something
he's (the president) got behind
and is going to drop."
White House Counselor Edwin
Meese III had suggested earlier
Friday that a fair tax on
unemployment benefits might encourage some people to look
harder for Jobs.

But he was quoted in today's
editions of The Washington Poet
and The New York Times as saying the taxation proposal was not
"undergoing Selina consideration" because the president had
not taken it up.
Meese and White House deputy
press secretary Larry Speakes
are in California with Reagan,
who is in the middle of a six-day
Thanksgiving vacation at his
mountaintop ranch near Santa
Barbara.
"We do know that generally
when unemployment benefits end,
most people find jobs very quickly
after that point," Meese said in a
CBS television interview Friday
"So whether this (tax proposal I
would be an incentive. .. There
are many families, for example,
who — because of more than one
wage earner in the family
are
earning almost as much on
unemployment as they would in
their regular jobs."
Labor Secretary Raymond
Donovan said Friday through top
aides that the proposal had yet to
be fully "embraced by this administration."
Speakes reaffirmed Friday that
the matter remained on Reagan's
agenda, but refused to respond to
the tumult of criticism and declined to be drawn into a discussion of

the issue.
The proposal to tax unemployment benefits, and a companion
notion to cut the minuntuit wage
for young people. were among
eight ideas advanced to the president by Meese in an 'option
paper" drawn from the Cabinet
Council on ECINUNTIIC Affairs
Both Speakes and Donovan
reiterated that Reagan has to explore the proposals further with
his economic advisers Speakes
said no action would be taken until
sometime early next year
Some 4.6 million people drew
unemployment benefits under
various state programs in the
week ending Nov 6 Moreover, approximately 350.000 were getting
extended benefits for long-term
joblessness and an additional
924,000 were receiving extra
unemployment compensation
checks for six to 10 weeks under a
special federal program
A typical jobless worker's weekly unemployment check totals
about $115, Steve McManus. a
Labor Department spokesman,
said.
The maximum amounts paid
vary from state to state The
highest, authorized for a Jobless
worker with dependents, is $234 a
week in Massachusetts
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Man pays for bulk of$1,800 grocery
bill with paper, nfeogazine coupons
CINCINNATI ( AP) — An
unemployed father of two walked
out of a supermarket with
$1,827.77 in groceries, but he paid
only $125.29. The balance was
made up by newspaper and
magazine coupons.
For 32-year-old David Carlisle,
an unemployed safety inspector,
the shopping trip Friday was the
answer to a desperate man's
prayer.
"I got down on my knees one

'E.T.' presents
hot items
this Christmas

lima* 4.36C
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SUPER BUBBLE — As Susie Nichols watches, George Kral creates a magnificent soap bubble during a
perfect day for such activities recently. Both are students at Vanderbilt University, Nashville.
AP Laserphoto

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Children thought the merchandise
was out of this world as parents
emptied their wallets for E.T.
suitcases, E.T. underwear and
E.T. running shoes at an exhibit
and store named for the extraterrestrial film star.
"I'm going to get out of here $50
lighter than when I came in,"
Mary Kappenman, of Eugene,
Ore., said Friday as his daughter
and two sons dragged him through
the "E.T. Earth Center" at
Universal Studios. "The kids are
all wild about the E.T. and saw the
movie three times."
More than 5,000 people crowded
into the 13,000-square-foot, tentlike structure in the first two
hours after it opened Friday, said
Steve Lew, chief operations officer for Universal Studios tours.
In the exhibits, children can
pick up phones to hear E.T. talk,
see a mockup of E.T.'s spacecraft
and play E.T. video games.
The merchandise was the biggest star, however, with stuffed
and -leathery dolls, snack trays,
lunch pails, plates and eating
utensils, all emblazoned with the
big-eyed space creature.
You name it, they sell it, with
E.T. on it — pencils, erasers,
notepads, portfolios, pencil cases,
diaries, knapsacks, small suitcases, pillows, sheets, blankets
and comforters.
E.T. dresses up like Santa Claus
to adorn gift wrap, Christmas
stockings and cards. He's also on
,wallets, record albums, combs,
scrapbooks, T-Shirt', undersieir,

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Smoke
drifted out the windows of a bank
building after a day-long fire that
kept some holiday shoppers away
from downtown but attracted
many curious onlookers to the
smoldering high-rise.
About 50 firefighters remained
on the scene today to hose down
the smoldering top 12 floors of the
16-story Northwestern National
Bank building and the vacant
Donaldson's department store.
The fire raged 12 hours before it
was brought under control about 5
a.m. Friday. Fire officials say it
may have been set because it
spread so quickly. Damage was
estimated at $30 million.
One firefighter suffering chest
pains remained in the coronary
care unit at Hennepin County
Medical Center. Nine other
firefighters were treated at the
hospital for various minor injuries
and released.
Some merchants had to close
Friday, the traditional busiest
shopping day of the year, because
of smoke or water damage.

niOst and prayed," said Carlisle,
whose wife was boapitilized last
spring, leaving him to care for
their two young daughters. "I
said, 'There's no way I can make
ends meet. It's up to you,God."
Carlisle said he dreamed of
coupons and a system for collecting and using them. Now,
although he does not subscribe to
magazines or newspapers, Carlisle's family collects old copies of
publications for coupons.
The coupon shopping trip Friday was his second in seven months. The first time, his coupons
were worth 1407.
"My kids think it's neat. When
you're on welfare and you go to
school and can say,'My dad spent
$200 or whatever on food Friday,'
it's a big thing," he said as he
stood amid 15 overflowing shopping carts that clogged an aisle at
the Price Hill IGA Store.

The carts were packed with
turkeys,45 bottles of salad oil, kitty litter, cartons of soda, sliced
hams, imported cheese, froz.en
deserts, canned foods and
detergents.
"I think it's just fantastic," said
store manager Ed Vincent, who
rang up the bill. It took nine hours
for Carlisle to make his selections
and have his bill tabulated.
Carlisle said his wife, Charlene,
who has since been released from
the hospital, spends six hours a
day cutting the coupons while he
sorts and organizes them.
They save up coupons for major
shopping sprees so there are plenty of leftovers — food they can't
keep for themselves because of
limited storage space.
"I can take(the surplus) around
the neighborhood in a two-wheel
handcart" for neighbors who are
in similar straits, said Carlisle.

Navy submarine to help
restore power in Hawaii
flONOLULU ( AP) — A Navy attack submarine with a nuclear
reactor was ordered into the
Nawiliwili Harbor on the island of
Kauai today to help restore electrical service to Hawaii's
hurricane-ravaged "Garden
Island."
Adm. S.R. Foley,commander of
the U.S. Pacific Fleet, authorized
the the submarine USS Indianapolis to enter port in anticipation of the Kauai Electric
Co.'s repair of a power cable, a
fleet spokesman said.
The cable would carry electrical
power from the submarine to one
of the island's generating stations.
The submarine had been cruis-

ing offshore Friday night on what
was described as a "routine training mission" after leaving Pearl
Harbor earlier In the day.
The sub was expected to tie up
at Nawiliwili Harbor at 10 a.m.
local time, or 3 p.m. EST, the
spokesman said.
Hurricane Iwa swept over the
islands of Kauai and Oahu on
Tuesday night, and the unofficial
damage total is pushing $200
million, officials say. Gov. George
Ariyoshi issued a disaster area
proclamation Friday for both
islands.
Most of Kauai's 39,000 residents
have been without power since the
storm.

Kerosene heaters may be
hazard if used incorrectly
By DENISE FITWATRICX
Associated Press Writer
Portable kerosene heaters may trim the cost of home heating bills,
but they can pose serious hazards when used improperly, say Kentucky fire-safety officials.
Faulty design is not a problem with most kerosene heaters,,wiAich„
sett anywhere from $100 to $300, explained Morgan Kelly,chid *ow
ty state fire marshal.
.
cu..tovi
,
The problem comes in when people'Who buy the heaters fail to read
the enclosed directions on how to operate them correctly, he said.
"We are not making a blanket statement that kerosene heaters are
dangerous," said Kelly in a telephone interview from his Frankfort
office. "We are saying that we are concerned about how they are used when people get them home."
Kelly warned against placing kerosene heaters near curtains, bedsheets or other materials that can easily catch fire. He also said the
wicks in most units need to be trimmed at recommended intervals so
the flame does not sputter.
But perhaps the most dangerous misuse of a kerosene heater is filling it with the wrong kind of fuel, said Kelly.
Only high-grade kerosene should be burned in the units, he said.
Heaters should never be filled with gasoline because it reaches
dangerous temperatures and can explode.
Kelly identified the proper grade of kerosene as ASTM 1-K, which
he said usually costs from $1.20 to $1.50 a gallon.
Studies indicate that burning inferior kerosene in the heaters produces unhealthy levels of toxic fumes in the home,said Kelly.
The Consumers' Union, an independent safety research group,
recently found that heaters filled with low grades of the fuel were
emitting high levels of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide.
Kelly said the federal Consumer Product Safety Commission is
planning an in-depth study next year of the effects of kerosene
heaters.
"It's important to have adequate ventilation when you use these
things," he said."A lot of winterized homes are practically air-tight,
so a window should be open when the heater is used."
So far, there are no statistics available on the role kerosene heaters
have played in starting home fires. But Kelly said he believes they
could have led to at least some of the 45,000 fires reported in Kentucky dwellings last year.
Kelly said his office urges people who buy kerosene heaters for
their homes to also buy a smoke detector and fire extinguisher.
"It would be unfair for us to make a sweeping statement against
the industry," he said."But we do want people to know that there are
certain risks involved."

ELLS STUDI

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY WORKSHOP — Jan Johnsonins (right), of Paris, Tenn., learns the craft
of ceramics from instructor Bill Schwanefhigel, Rochester, N.Y.,during one of the maay workshops offered
by the craft shop in the new University Center at Murray State Unteersity.
(Photo by Valerie Allison)
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Chance to unfreeze
Cold War
The death of Leonid Brezhnev and the coming to
power of Yuri Andropov presents us with a rare opportunity to influence the course of world affairs in
the last two decades of the 20th century.
It is an opportunity which President Reagan
should seize.
He has not so far made the most of it. His immediate reaction ("It takes two to tango") has been
so guarded as to convey the impression that he is
afraid of any improvement in the relationship between the White House and the Kremlin.
"It's always been my belief that if the Soviets
knew we were serious about maintaining our
security, they might be more willing to negotiate
seriously at the bargaining table," Reagan said in a
radio talk.
In other words, the Reagan policy is to intimidate
the Russians into abandonment of their negotiating
positions by outdoing them in an arms race.
That is a simplistic policy which is not likely to
work any better than the sanctions we imposed on
equipment for building the natural gas pipeline between Siberia and Western Europe.
Reagan recently acknowledged that the ?ineline
sanctions wouldn't work. He dropped them.
Secretary of State George Shultz apparently
prevailed in arguing against the sanctions, while
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger argued
for continuing them.
Former Secretary of State Alexander Haig had
warned that the sanctions wouldn't work, but he
had been overruled by the cold warriors in the
White House and the Pentagon. In the event, the
sanctions did more harm than good.
There should be no such fumbling policy now.
President Reagan must not underestimate the
deep fears of the American people about the
nuclear arms race. He should not dismiss the
nuclear-freeze movement as a creature of Russian
agents, as he seems to be doing when he follows the
Reader's Digest line. One of the moving forces
behind the renewed strength of the nuclear peace
movement, both here and in Europe, leading people
to believe he is not sincerely interested in arms control.
The president missed an opportunity to take the
initiative when he failed to go to Moscow to attend
the Breshnev funeral. But he can follow up now with
strong, realistic diplomacy aimed at solving the
problems of Afghanistan, Poland and arms control
that have put detente into a deep chill.
Such diplomacy may not succeed. The Kremlin
may prefer to remain frozen in the ice of hostility,
fear and suspicion.
And yet it would be a failure of leadership on bur
part if we don't give Anciropov and company a
chance to change course.
We like to think of ourselves as leaders of the
Free World. It is time to be showing some of that
leadership.

Let's hear it for Chicago
For reasons that are all but forgotten, the
"Chicago gangster" is a figure of modern folklore.
Al Capone is long departed, but Chicago's reputation for crime has been as persistent as its fame for
windy street corners.
The wind hasn't died down in Chicago, but crime
has,and it is time to give the city some applause.
Felonies committed in Chicago have declined by
nearly 25 percent during the last five years.
Much of the credit goes to Cook County's chief
criminal judge, Richard J. Fitzgerald, who decided
in 1977 to do something about the fact that most of
Chicago's robberies and burglaries were being
committed by a hard core of repeat offenders.
Three judges and prosecutors were assigned to
deal exclusively with repeat offenders. Defendants
who had been convicted previusly found themselves
brought to trial with unususal speed. Plea bargaining was discouraged. Where there once had been
revolving-door justice, the door began to swing only
one way — toward prison.
Chicago was counting 236,000 felonies a year
before Judge Fitzgerald set up the Repeat Offenders Court. By last year, felonies were down to
180,000.
In a war on crime, the battles are fought with
police work in the streets. As Chicago's experience
seems to show, it is in the courtroom where the war
will be won or lost.
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And then, there's the one about...
Not too long ago, Ringling Brothers
circus was appearing in Asheville,
N.C., and a South Carolina grandmother loaded up her grandchildren
in her orange VW and went to the Big
Top.
While they were under the tent, one
of the elephants, waiting to make its
grand entrance, mistook the orange
VW for the stool upon which it was to
sit as part of its act. You can imagine
the result.
Despite, the crushed top, the car
could still be driven. As the grandmother and her flock, crunched
beneath the little top, puttered down
the interstate toward home, they
passed a wrecked vehicle. A few
miles later on, a state trooper, squad
car siren aroar, pulled them over,
and arrested the grandmother for
leaving the scene of an accident. He
didn't buy her elephant story.
My information about this incident
comes from Mrs. Neville Holcombe,
a friend of the arrested party. It may
have lost some of its detail in translation, because I was laughing so hard
hearing it
not sure I got it all
down.

What has puzzled me about the
story since hearing it is that it has no
moral at the end. Yet, it is the kind of
story that is perfect for Rotary Club
speeches and sermons, if I could only
find some significant lesson to be
drawn from it. I'm happy to pass it
along for you to use as you can.
Maybe the point is that life is full of
unpredictable surprises over which
we have no control, and that the only
way to live with the certainty of
uncertainty is to be able to laugh at
yourself.
There is a certain dignity to a good
laugh that changes the complexion of
things instantly.
For example, one of the terrible
public relations problems that the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
faces annually is a lack of enough
football stadium seats for all the people wanting to buy them. Despite
seating for 95,000 people at the second largest college stadium in the
nation, hundreds of season ticket
seekers are turned away each year.
Ticketholders keep their seats for entire lifetimes and often pass them on
to their relatives in their wills, and
non-ticketholders try every trick in

the book to get on the list.
The story is told of a fan who paid a
hundred dollars to get into one game,
and who was chagrined to find an
empty seat in front of him that remained empty throughout the game.
The fan finally could suppress his
anger no longer, and he asked the
lady next to the vacant seat why it
was empty. Oh,she explained. it was
my husband's, and he died. The fan
thought about that awhile, and them
he sled the lady why, if the husband
wasn't able to use the seat,she hadn't
invited a friend to use it' To which
she replied, Oh, they're all at the
funeral.
That kind of tale lacks the base of
reality of the elephant story, but it
does illustrate the use of good humor
to take the edge off of difficult situations.
Perhaps another example will
serve to make that point again.
Seminarians learning the rituals of
the ministry always come up to the
problem of what to do at a wedding if
someone speaks up at the part in the
ceremony when the rniniter asks if
anyone can show cause why the couple should not be united in wedlock.

At a mountain wedding la a Angina
cabin, reportedly, the rose minisisr
sited that question and a voice from
the next room shouted, "I object"
The minter surprised himself by instantly shouting beck. -Objection
overruled!"
Sornetinwa, obviously, there's no
humor hidden in • bed situation
Other times, however, the humor is
there, but has to be hunted out. Yet.
the whole history of human progress
has been the taking of bed situations
and reshaping them into something
endurable or light How else could
the pioneers have faced the raw
wilderness of an unknown continent
and brought us to where we are' The
Davy Crockett who could tell bear
stories with such gusto had seen
neighbors and kin killed and torCured. The infectious laughter of an
old lady still brimming with life may
hide a lifetime of lost children and of
illnesses.
God wrought another of his many
farsighted miracles when he planted
laughter in our souls. A child laughs
before It learns to cry An adult
sometime has to learn how to laugh
all over again.

headline
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looking back into murroy's post
Ten years ago
Fisher-Price Toys, the world's
largest manufacturer of toys for
preschool children, announced plans
to construct a large modern toy
assembly plant on East Penny Road,
two miles north of Murray near
Vanderbilt Chemical Plant.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Harlin McCage,74, Roy Johnston, 90,
and Mrs. Loma Cox,69.
Sgt. E-5 James Snyder, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Snyder, will leave
Dec. 17 for a tour of duty with United
States Army in Korea.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Brooks, Nov. 23.
Sgt. Walter Adcock of Kentucky
State Police spoke at meeting of
Hazel Woman's Club on Nov. 16.
Twenty years ago
Recovery, Inc., a self help
organization for nervous and former
mental patients, has established a
group in Murray. Beginning Nov. 29
the group will meet each week at
Calloway County Health Center.
Deaths reported include Raymond
Earl Melton,43.
Charles Mason Baker, councilman,
reviewed the accomplishments of the
city and projects and goals at a
meeting of the Murray City Council.
Betty Carolyn Thurmond,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Thurmond, and Joseph Nicholas
Ryan III, son of Mrs. James
Etheridge and the late J.N. Ryan H.
were married Nov. 23 at Brockport,
Ill.
The Beta Club of Calloway County
High School initiated 24 new
members with Dan McDaniel, president, presiding.
Thirty years ago
Fire destroyed the home of Mr and
Mrs. Ed Carter at Coldwater about 1
p.m. today.
E.K.(Al) Altman has been named
as head of the pharmacy department
at Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Holloway, Nov
21, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Lamberth, Nov. 27, and a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Eury Colson, Nov. 72.

Charles G. Warner, Jr., son of Dr.
and Mrs. C.G. Warner, is a student at
Ohio State University, Columbus.
Lucy Ann Forrest, Barbara Hart,
Beverly Browner, James Ed Farris,
Lavalla Shreve, Barbara Shelton,
Billy Joe Kingins, Carolyn Osborne,
Dale Campell, Bob Miller and Jimmy
Allbritten are members of the cast of
the play, "The Adorable Imp," to be
presented Dec. 2 by Junior Class of
New Concord High School.
Showing at Varsity Theatre is
"Carson City" starring Randolph
Scott.
Forty years ago
More than 3,000 automobile owners
have registered for "A" basis
gasoline rationing books since
registration started Nov. 17.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Herman Miller, Botell Baker, 32, Marjorie Ann Wynn, infant girl, and C,C.
Covington.
--Registration of all 18 and 19 year.
old youths in United States for Army
duty will begin Dec. 11.
State automobile license stamp_
which take the place of limn Oars
will go on sale at office of Calloway
County Court Clerk on Dec. I. The
stamp is to be placed on inside of
windshield in lower left hand corner.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Churchill, Nov
20, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Willis, Nov. 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hopkins, Nov. 20, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Russell, Nov. 72, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. O.J. Grogan,
Nov. 23, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Osborn, Nov. 23,and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wylie Parker, Nov. 23.
Ralph Gingles of ICirksey, junior at
Murray State College and president
of Agriculture Club, has been elected
vice president of the Youth Section of
American Country Life Asuciation
a national organization.
Prof. A.C. Ls Follette spoke about
"The Responsibility of Horne in
Preserving the Home Front" at the
meeting of the Murray High School
Chapter of the Parent-Teacher
Association.

Fifty years ago
Over $60,000 in actual deposits
were placed in the Bank of Murray on
opening day, Nov. 21, Three per cent
interest will be paid on time deposits.
Deaths reported include Voris
Shelby Denham, 20, Dr. Y.Y Miller.
59,and Gus B.Grogan,61.
The opening of the tobacco sales
will be on Dec 14 on three floors —
Association Floor operated by A.G.
Outland and Co., Growers Loose Leaf
Floor with J.K. Farmer as manager
and Farmers Floor with T.D. Smith
as manager.
More than five inches of snow fell
In Murray Nov. 17 and 18, according
to H.B. Arnold, weather recorder. It
was the first snow of the season but it
melted rapidly on Nov. 19 and 20.
Marriages announced include Jean
Waddell to Pat G. Morris Of) Nov 18,
and Murelle Coctirum to Ezzie
Turner, Nov. 19.
The Murray Woman's Club sensing
the extreme need of the City School
for an adequate library sponsored a
book shower on Nov. 36.
The ilith annual session of First
District Education
.Aasociation was
Nov. 25 in Murray State College
auditorium with about 1,600 persons
In attendance.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky
42071.

1

HEARTLINE: My husbind and I
want to retire to Florida next summer. We really don't have the money
to go there several times or for an extended period to look for a home
However, we have received some
literature about some condominiums, and the company which
Is selling them will pay our trip down
there and expenses for us to May
three days and check the place over
What do you think about this idea'
J.F.
ANSWER: Before rushing out to
buy a retirement home - investigate!
• Never, never buy land sight Lumen.
You might be buying a lot under sixteen inches of water in the iciiy-gooey
swamp.
• You are usually better off if you
consult with an attorney or • real
estate agent employed by a reputable
agency
• Many states still do not have any or
at least not adequate land-sale transaction laws which are designed to
protect you.
• Beware of those companies which
fly you south or southwest, wine and
dine you, and then pressure you into
signing by making you look too stupid
to recognize a good deal. There are
many well-planned, well-rehearsed
dinner plans designed to woo you and
then zap you.

thoughts in season
By Kan Wolf
Scholars, and particularly scientists, often dismiss what we call
"good sense" or "common sense" as
a mixture of superstition and halfunderstood folklore.
Toads don't cause warts, but in
some cultures (Or are they subcultures' "common sense" suggests this is true.
On the other hand, most people
have greater ability, especially
moral ability, than they might give
themselves credit for; one can think
rightly without ever having darkened
the door of a schoolroom.
The Frenchman Rene Descartes
(1506-1650), one of the first modern
rationalist philosophers, began his
famous Discourse on Method with
this statement
Good sense is, of all things
among man, the MON equally
distributed...the power of judging aright and of distinguishing
truth from error, which is properly what is called good sense
or reason, is by nature equal in
all men.
Descartes went on to write,
however, that having "a vigorous
mind is not enough, the prime requisite is rightly to apply it."
A "thoughful" present for the holiday season would be a copy of
"Thoughts in Season," a MO-page
paperback book complete with Ken
Wolf's columns from the past 3,1
years. Oast at the book is $S and may
be purchased at the following locations — Murray State University
Store, Bookmark. Calloway County
Public Library and Readmore in
both Murray and Paducah. Proceeds
from the sale of the book will support
the Murray-Calloway County COMprehensive Care Center and the Need
Line Aisociation
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datebook
Memorial pions programs
Programs for the Week of Prayer for Foreign
Missions by the WMU of Memorial Baptist Church
will be Monday through Friday. "Look at the
Fields" is the theme of the programs.
Margaret Taylor will be leader for Monday program at 10 a.m. at the church; Jane Rogers frill be
leader for the Tuesday program at 7 p.m. at 1205
Dogwood Dr.; Wednesday program at 7 p.m. at
church; Thyra Crawford will be leader for the
Thursday program at 1:30 p.m. at church; Marie
Housden will be leader for the Friday program at 10
a.m. at church.

Hospital gifts needed
The Christmas Activity Calendar has been posted
and the patients at Western State Hospital are watching for the dates of their Ward parties, looking
forward to visits from many groups in the cornifts and contributions
munit and to receivin

from friends who are not able to visit the hospital.
Margaget C. Riley, coordinator of Community
Relations at the hospital, said the patients enjoy going to holiday programs in the community or having groups come to the hospital to sing carols and to
host holiday parties. Christmas decorations will be
throughout the hospital by Dec. 1. Any person desiring to hep 500 very special people have a Merry
Christmas, may call Mrs. Riley at 1-886-4431 or
write c/o Western State Hospital, P.O. Box 2200,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240. The Calloway County
Homemakers and other groups also have this as a
project each year.

Humane Society to meet
Humane Society of Calloway County will have a
general membership meeting Tuesday, Nov. 30, at
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library.
Janis Hicks, president, said a panel discussion
regarding a spaying program for Calloway County
will be conducted. All interested persons are invited

Mason to read from

book

Author Bobbie Ann Mason, a native of Mayfield,
will read from her work in the Barkley Lecture
Room of the University Center at Murray State
University on Monday, Nov. 29, at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by Murray State, the Kentucky Arts Council
and the National Endowment for the Arts, the
reading is open to the public at no adinission
charge.
"Shiloh and Other Stores," the author's latest
book, which is a collection of short stories, was
published earlier this month by Harper and Row.
Her stories also have appeared in The New Yorker,
The Atlantic and Redbook. A recent review in The
New York times Book Review calls Ms. Mason's
talents "Formidable" and says her wit and skill
make for "fascinating" material. Her most recent
stories are set in West Kentucky and portray rural
people struggling with the ominous and modern
changes invading their lives.

Service program Monday

Pie recipe listed
Sin Pie
1 cup self-rising flour
1 stick margarine
1/2 cup chopped nuts,
chopped fine. Work
together and press in 9x13
pan. Brown lightly. Let
cool.
2nd layer:
1-8oz. cream cheese
(room temperature)
1 cup Cool Whip
34 cup sugar, beat till
creamy. Then spread on
crust.
3rd layer:
2 regula size instant
chocolate pudding
3 cups milk. Beat at low
speed for 2 minutes,
spread over second layer.
Cover top with Cool
Whip and sprinkle with
nuts. Refrigerate.
Laura Arnold

Community Services Activities of Kentucky State
AFL-CIO will have a program from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. on Monday, Nov. 29, at U.R.W. Local 665 Rub-

ber Worker Union Hall, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield. This will be sponsored by GPPAW Local
375 an URW Local 885 for all persons now layed off
or unemployed. Each one should bring a sack lunch.
Subjects to be discussed include unemployment
compensation law of Kentucky, debt counselling,
stress and how to deal with problems of stress due
to long and difficult periods of layoff, health care
and job searching, according to Evelyn Caldwell,
president of Local 375.

Faculty gives papers
Two members of the faculty in the Department of
Political Science and Legal Studies at Murray State
University presented papers at,recent professional
meetings.
Dr. Winfield Rose, chairman, gave a paper titled
"Public Sector Labor Relations, the Supreme
Court, and the New Federalism" at the Region VRegion VI conference of the American Society for
Public Administration in Louisville. Dr. Mark Wattier, assistant professor, presented a paper titled
"Ideological Voting in the 1980 Republican
Presidential Primaries" at the annual meeting of
the Midwest Association of Public Opinion
Research in Chicago.
.111111114111•111111.111.1111WOoomol

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER n,1982
What kind of day will tomor- •
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

ARIES
d4
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 614
You'll have to compromise
with others. It's a bad time to
seek advice about financial
PRESENTED AWARD — Dr. R.B. Barton (right) was presented the "Clvitan
matters. Travel leads to exof the Year" award for the Murray Chitan Club at the "Charter Night" meeting
pense.
president
past
(left)
Horton
Nick
is
of the club. Making the presentation
TAURUS
20 to May 20)
(Apr.
lists ingredients for cookie
You'll reach an impasse
Bargain Matint.
egg, milk and vanilla and
about a matter involving joint
1 teaspoon vanilla
Apricot Filled Cookies
Sat &Sun. 7 no
beat well. Sift together
Don't let worries
expenditure.
flour
cups
3
1 cup shortening
dry ingredients. Add to
about work interfere with
2teaspoon salt
1
/
Chcri & Cmi
'512 cup granulated
peace of mind.
creamed mixture. Mix
,712 teaspoon soda
sugar
Ail Seats $1 .50
GEMINI
wel. Chill one hour.
Apricot filling
2cup brown sugar
1
/
(May 21 to June 20)
2 at a
1
Roll out dough /
Cream shortening and
1 egg
Difficulties with a loved one
2with
Cut
thick.
"
7 15955-2 00Sat &Sun
2
1
/
time
Add
sugar until fluffy.
3 tablespoons milk
put you in an antisocial
can
n. cookie cutter. Place
An age. undreamed of..
Avoid rationalizing and
9nc
840ptfllk
1.0011199,
SoRceRESS
grips with the facts of
to
come
Wren each pookie. Top
a situation.
CANCER
ax541nAzokg,
press edges with an in(June 21 to July 22) GO
verted teaspoon or pinch
family member expresses
7:16,11:111-1:111Sat..4 Sun
WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB — Members of the World Friendship Club had a A
to seal. Bake on
together
Henry Winkler
at the home of indifference to some of your
country
native
their
of
clothes
in
attired
being
by
party
costume
an ungreased cookie
ideas. You'll have social op'NIGHT SHIFT' is)
left to right, back row, Brigitte von Budde, Ger- portunities, but shouldn't
sheet at 375F for 10 to 12 Mrs. Rob Walston. Pictured,
Warford, Evelyn Wallis and Debbie Shapla, overdo.
minutes. Makes 3 dozen. many, Tina Mlles, Mexico, Thelma
central center 758-3314
front row, Catherine Etuokwu, Nigeria, LEO
Cuba,
Garrastazu,
Meme
Murray,
Mary Gertzen
Soledad Rust,Spain, Espie van Ameringen, Philippines, Neelam Tandom,India, (July 23 to Aug. 22
Monee_r Ghaffari, Iran, and Monica Walston,Germany. Not pictured was Gracie Your attempts to mix
CHERI 3
MURRAY
Erwin.
business and pleasure may not
715.9 10.299 Set.,It Sun
prove fruitful. A person who
DRIVE-IN
likes to hear himself talk will
Open 45 •Start 7 15
SYLVOSIEKFRST
do just that.
Fri-Sat-Sun
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept.22
Let them
A family member tends to
teach you
IN STOCK
nag. Despite your ability to
ALL they
know!
handle detail, others point Out
895
Menus for the Nutrition Tuesday — chili and something
that you've
Program for the Elderly cheese pie, vegetable overlooked.
Nancy Watson Was 40 Years Old
tn. s
and Meals on Wheels for sticks, mixed greens, hot LIBRA
He paw ais
body to save
•
SINGLE
week of Nov. 30 to roll, butter, chocolate (Sept. 23 to Oct. 223
the
Yesterday. Call Her and Wish Her
inissionarg
ou're set in your ways and
Dec.3 have been released sheet cake, pineapple,
ROLL
are not amenable to reason,
direcThurman,
Tripp
by
milk,coffee or tea.
7:05,925,-2:00Sat.,Sen.
"Happy Belated Birthday" 753yet still you should corntor of Murray-Calloway Wednesday — ham- promise. Don't become involvme Most Fun CREp
7140iNgrer Nave
ALLPAPER County Senior Citizens.
burger, hashbrowns, ed in financial dealings.
4097.
INION SCAM.: view&
ALLPA PER
green beans, bun, butter, SCORPIO
Meals are served MonMAP
3594 Lone Oak Rd. day through Friday at sugar cookie, orange, (Oct.23to Nov.21)
lite NMI • SaIIIIMIA
Others give you little ea
4.44.41.
tea.
or
coffee
milk,
LONE OAK PLAZA Hazel and Douglas
Thursday — lasagna, couragement about a work
PLUS
Centers and each Tues- blackeyed peas, cabbage project. Don't let their objecPADUCAH, KY
day and Thursday at Ellis salad, garlic bread, but- tions cause you to give up all
Velopeoes
9-6 NON-SAT
Meals also are
Center.
502-554-0100
at)
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•
Vixen
ter, banana pudding, together.
_0440
SAGITTARIUS
gent out each day.
First Feature Repeated Fri-Sat
banana, milk, coffee or
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Menus are as follows: tea.
This is not the time to inMonday — sloppy Joe, Friday — roast beef troduce a loved one to friends.
corn on cob, pickled and gravy, lima beans, You're inclined to be nervAus
beets, hot roll, butter, whole' carrots, hot roll, and this interferes with acpeach halves, milk, cof- butter, pear halves, milk, complishment.
coffee or tea.
fee or tea.
CAPRICORN
San. Nov. 28th
Sat. Nov. 27th
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Problems regarding work or
to 5 p.m.
JO a.m. to 6 p.m.
home may put you in an
escapist mood. You'd be wise
N o
to sidestep a clandestine attachment. Be discreet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
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CIPMen,
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Do &Way.
aginative, but are at times
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With This Coupon
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0
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daydreaming. Other fields
Shirts
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PUBLIC NOTICE
At Eagle Inn
517 So. 12th Hwy 641
Murray, Ky
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Real Home Cooking

At The Spaghetti Factory

QUEEN
$4900

Plate Lunches
and Dinners
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1 Days A Week
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Coming community events
Saturday, Mn.. 27
Murray Sq•ar-Aleaders will dance at I
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hal
Akoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murii77ralloway
County Jaycees will sponsor a commodity cheese
give-away from 9.30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at Jaycee
Building, Highway 121
North.
Xi Alpha
—MTftiapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will spanDor Christmas Village at
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at noon
at clubhouse.
Events in Land BetTO BE GIVEN AWAY — This Improved Nine Patch quilt will be given away at
ween
the Lakes will inthe Annual First Christian Church Noel Market Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 4.
clude Weaving at 10 a.m.
Showing the quilt are,left to right, Jay Hays,Betty McCord and Betty Gore.
and Hog Butchering at 2
p.m. at The Horneplace1 850 ; Feeding and
Sheltering Winter Birds
at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. at
The annual First Chris- 111 North Fifth St.
Persons may select Woodlands Nature
tian Church Noel Market
This year's Bazaar co- from craft items, Center.
Christmas Bazaar will be chairmen Vicky Holton Christmas decorations,
Murray Moose Lodge
Saturday, Dec. 4, from 8 and Judy Eldridge report gingerbread houses, attic
will
have movie at 1 p.m.
am.to 3 p.m. in the chur- there will be a lot to enjoy jewels, toys, games,
and
Juke Box Dance that
ch's education building at at the 1982 Noel Market.
nursery items, stuffed
animals, needlework. evening.
Sunday, Nov. X
Also included are baked
The Homeplace-11150 in
goods, jams,candies, cofLand Between the Lakes
Miss Krista Ann has accepted the position fee and cocoa.
Santa and will close at 5 p.m. for the
Russell of Oak Ridge, of activities director with
Tenn., was a member of the Knoxville Health photographer will be season. Discovery Walk
available between 11 a.m. will be at 2 p.m. at
the 60th annual com- Care Center.
mencement of the sumShe is the da
ter of and 1 p.m. at the cost of $1 Woodlands Nature Center
and Elderhostel Course
per photo.
mer , quarter of the
A luncheon of bean or Offering will start today,
University of Tennessee,
vegetable soup, cornlight both in LBL.
Knoxville.
bread, dessert and
She graduated Summa
beverage will be served
Cum Laude with a
between 11 a.m. and 1
Bachelor of Science in
p.m. Tickets are $2 each
Education. She had a douand are avaiable in adble major in physical
vance by calling 753-3824
education and recreation.
or can be purchased at
Miss Russell was afthe door the day of the
filiated with Pi Lambda
luncheon.
Theta Professional
A Martha's Square
Education Society, Gamafghan will be given
ma Beta Phi National
away on the day of the
llotior Society, National
bazaar with donations beEducation Association,
WATCH FOR
ing 50 cents each. Funds
Tennessee Education
raised by the Christian
,,Aseociatiou, National
OUR AD
Women's Fellowship dur,PPOU ,and Recreation
ing the Noel Market will
Association, Recreation
COMING
Society of University of Mranirgii.s. gdOiard G. be used for various comJ
munity
and
CWF
Tennessee, Kappa Delta Russell of Oak Ridge,
projects
SOON
social sorority and The Tenn., and the grand- during the upcoming
Farm House Little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. year.
Sisters.
Bill Hill and Mrs. Mary
rhe recent graduate M. Russell, all of Murray.

Bazaar at church on Dec. 4

Miss Russell graduates

Sonday, Now X
Second day of
Christmas Ville's, sponsored try XI Mph. Phi
Chapter of Beta Skims
Ptu, will be at Livestock
and Exposition Canter.

Iimmaday,New.
Murray State ampler
of Americium Society cit
Safety Erigie•ers will
spoesor a debate at 7 p.m.
in Room
acuity
MSU, Interim J R
Gray and Prof. John FarMonday,Noe. X
Recovery, Inc., will rell.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Memorial Baptist
Seventh and Olive Mirth WM/ Week of
Prayer Program will be
Streets.
Hazel and Douglas at 7 p.m at 1306 Dogwood
Centers will be opal from Dr
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acFirst Baptist Mortis
tivities by Senior
41141.1 Week of Prayer
Citizens.
Communft
—Tbiorus is Program will be at 9:30
scheduled to practice at sin.. in church chapel
7.30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Reservations for "Old
Fashioned Christmas
Gala" by Murray State
University Women's
Society should be made
by today with Ellen Harrell, Judy Payne or
DeeAnn Umar.
Woodlands Nature
Center in Land Between
the Lakes will close at 5
p.m. for the season except for scheduled Iketivities.
First -Te.
B "- i Church
WMu week oi Prayer
program will be at 9:30
a.m. in church chapel.
Memorial Baptist
Church WMU Week at
Prayer program will be
at 10 a.m. at church.

Ty.Nn. SO
niseday. Nov 30
Human* Society of
Calloway County will Health Canter
have a general snendoorsoap assoting at, 34 pai. Bethel Baptist Bible
at Calloway Public Study is scheduled at
p.aa. at home of David
Library
Cenniagham
Pack Committee of Cab
Returalag Students
Scout Pact $7 will inset
at 7 pie at First United United will meet at 11 30
am in Room 101, OrdMethodist Church.
way Hall. Murray State
Alcoholics Anonymous University
will meet at II p.m. in
western portion of
Murray Duplicat•
Livestock and Expositioa Bridge Club is scheduJed
Center.
to meet at
pm in
Gleason Hall. St Leo's
Murray TOPS (take off Catholic
pounds sensibly ) Club formationCharrh For incal 4111-2341 or
will meet at 7 p.m. at 753-434

WARM GIFT IDEAS

Author Bobbie Ann
Mason will read from her
work in Bartley Lecture
Roan,University Center,
Murray State University,
at 7:30 p.m.

A Kato-suor P0,71111,1 1*A711
Ti* 000190191CAL GIFT THAT SPRSACK
MUM PRIUNOS ALL TIOA
Give me warm, money Wm get
that your tarn*/ and mends can use
*homer they 00—a KIMSun*
Porta* halter There are 10 mockss
and sizes to choose Prom *999%
fuel-einoent As cost oat pennies
per hour to operate Trey re
smoissiess and odorless in
%option Easy to operate Safety
teSteCl and listed by Underwriters
Latioratones
A ker0-Sun' portable kerosene

IF YOU ARE
THINKING ABOUT
BUYING A RECLINER

WAIT
DUNN
FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE

You Are Invited

ftlib.

it•Jitege4+o

to worship with us
During Advent In
Preparation For Christmas
(A Festive Service Each Sunday)
One Morning Worship Hour
(Winter Schedule)
10:55 A.M.
Nursery Available
Church School All Ages,9:45
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We're happy to
announce that Jenny Francis, brideelect of Wes Furgerson, has chosen het
decorating accessories from our
gallery ofgifts. Jenny and Wes will be
married December
20.

Ladies & Men's
Blouses,
Skirts
& Sweaters

Ladies & Men's
Fashion
Jeans

'10

753-4567

kt.t

Just
moved in?
I can help
you put.
Don't worry and
r about learning
your way around tOw Of What to see and
do. Or whom to ask
As WELCOME W
Representative,
I'll simplify the bsisines4 of getting settled
Help you begin to en4y your new town
. . good shopping, ocal attractions,
community opportunititis. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family_
Take a break from unifiaclung and call
me

Ingeboeg King
Kathryn Outland 753-3070
Asst.
Hostess
492-8348

LEVI
Bendover Slacks
Reg.827

NOW

OFF
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LEVI
501 Jeans

LEVI
Shoes
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" 9:30 — 8 Mon. — Sat.
Sun 1-5
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Bob Rousse appointed
Rousse, with seven
years experience in home
service insurance, now
has an advantage of
becoming a "full-service
agent" with the addition
of homeowner and auto
The division is the car- liability along with lowrier for the group life in- cost permanent life,
surance for all state of term, business insurance,
Kentucky employees, in- pension, annuity riders
cluding teachers and and Ws-sheltered retirement plans for selfschool employees.
Kentucky Central Insurance Co. has appointed Bob Rousse local
area representative for
the Consumer Saying
Division of the company.

DIPLOMA — Wally Franklin, vice president of
Consumers Saving Division of Kentucky Central Instirance Co., presents Bob Rousse his diploma upon
completion of the Financial Need Analysis Class in
Lexington.

c*lioppe
*Pipes
*Lighters
*Tobacco Pouches
*Blended Tobacco
*Gift Items
*Pipe Racks
*Imported Cigars

Brent Morris assumed
ownership of Murray
Gulf, located at the corner of 12th Street (U.S.
641) and Glendale Road,
in September.
The service station
features a mechanic on
duty from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
and a free car wash with
every fill-up.
A Murray native who

7534123
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

so

Congratulations
08 „

has spent the last six
years in the service station business, Morris said
the station sells regular,
unleaded, premium
unleaded, gasohol and
diesel fuel. Hours of the
station are from 6 a.m. to
8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 6 a.m. to 9
p.m. Friday and Saturday, and 4 p.m. to 8 Sunday.
The station has had the
same attendants the past
six years to serve
customers.

NEW VICE CHAIRMAN — Paul F. Kiestyw (left) plant manager of Fisher
Price Toys, Murray, takes a look ahead as one of the new vice chairmen of
Associated Industries of Kentucky, the state's largest diversified associatiop
representing business and industry. With him is Peter R. LaFalce, vice pre*
dent and general manager of Hoover Universal,Inc., Georgetown, the assodadon's other vice chairman. AIK has a history dating from 1911. The organization
is headed by S. Rayburn Watkins, president,a native of Benton and a graduate of
Murray State University.

Company elects former Murrayan
Brent Morris

by Loretta Jobs

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

111%.
11W4

For a -no obligation"
quote on insurance needs,
call Rousse at 753-8477.

REAL ESTATE AND YOU

Sharp designed the ER-2363 with features that help
you increase your profits by showing up-to-the-minute
sales trends, as well as helping speed up your
transaction time.
Two department keys (expandable to four) give you
a detailed sales breakdown.' The departments can be
preset for quick unit pricing, positive and negative
sales, and fast single item sales.
Percentage. charge and void traesactions plus
automatic tax and change computation keep your
checkout lines moving and your customers happy.
And after you close the doors at night, the journal
tape gives an instant replay of the days business for
more accurate control of your cash. If more
immediate sales trends and higher profits are what
your looking for, look into Sharp's new ER-2363.

114 Main Streol

He has lived in Murray
the past nine years with
his wife Rose Marie and
daughter Donna, a senior
at Murray High School.
The Rousses also have
four other grown children
and six grandchildren.

Brent Morris at Murray Gulf

SHARP'S NEW ER-2363 MAKES
BETTER BUSINESS EASIER THAN EVER.

SHARP

employed.

Bob Rousse
Paul Kiesow
Brent Morris
Ken Humphreys
Cain Construction
J. Nick Ryan

•

HOME SALES ON UPSWING
Easing of mortgage interest rates; slow
rate of home price appreciation, rising of
household income are making home ownership this fall more affordable.
Easing of mortgage rates in Murray is
here. It's a great time to buy a home. Local
conventional interest rates have declined as
much as 3,to 4 per cent. The 3 per Fent_
reducfion in new mortgage interest rates
over the last 60 days means monthly
payments of $150 lower for the average
home purchased in November.
Already, declining mortgage interest rates
are beginning to have a favorable impact on
the housing market in Murray. There has
been an increase in the number of first-time
buyers in the market. First-time home buyers
con obtain interest rates as low as 91
/
4 per
cent with a buydown.
Interest payments are a deductible expense and so are real estate tax payments.
Both reduce your income tax. Call your
Realtor. He or she con help you find the home
that will let you utilize your housing dollar
most effectively.
Tomorrow prices will probably be higher
than today's. After years of steady increases, home prices have begun to level off.
But prices could very likely begin to climb
again before long. That is why now is a great
time to buy. Your Realtor knows the community, the best home values and can help
find a financing method that's right for you.
The good news is that people are once
again looking and even the better news is
that people are purchasing the homes of their
choice.

Ken Humphreys,
formerly of Murray, has
recently been elected
vice president of
marketing for Federal
Kemper Insurance Company, Decatur, Ill., according to John D.
Strong, president of the
company.
As vice president,
Humphreys is responsible for all marketing activities of the company in
the 13-state operational
area of the company.
Federal Kemper is a
multiple lines property
and casualty company
with sales in excess of 90
million dollars. Life inKen Humphreys
surance sales by Federal
Kemper agents exceeded 337 million dollars in 1981.
Humphreys began his
career
Federal
"If you think the idea Kemper with
in 1974 as a
of personal service regional sales manager
is gone, you don't
in Murray and western
have insurance with Kentucky. In 1977, he was
National Life and
promoted to Assistant
State Manager for
Accident."
Kentucky-TennesseeIndiana.„In 1980, he was
named sales manager for
agency operations in the
company home office,
,kn NIT Compain
Decatur. In February, he
was named sales officer
of the company and was
serving in that capacity
until his election as vice
Ed Jennings
president.
Box 64
Humphreys is a
graduate of Murray State
Murray, Ky
University where he
42071

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing

American and International Traveltime

- 41,'-iirie*'— 4V-WV—VW14114
_N.
ASK ABOUT OUR

ANOTHER
BONANZA BUILDING

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH
Comprehensive health II Hospital
Insurance protection I medical
IN Surgical
Your choice of deductibles
and lifetime maximum coverage

received a Bachelor's
Degree in 1966 and the
Master's in 1977. Ken, his
wife Mary and daughters
Kelley and Julie reside in
Decatur. Mary is a
business education
teacher in the Mt. Zion,
Illinois school system.
He is the son of Mrs.
Paul Humphreys of Murray Manor and the late
Paul Humphreys.

Cain, Neal
attend seminar
Jim Cain and Randy
Neal of Edwin Cain ,Construction Co., Murray,
recently attended a
Metallic-Braden Prodirt
Pricing Seminar rpcenity
(
in Nashville.
Topics during tlte
seminar included pricing
of building systems and
new technologaN
Cain Constru,ttion is te
exclusive Metall'
Braden dealer in the Mirray area. Caln deals wIh
commercial and resid
tial construction.

Ford recognizes
Nick Ryan
For sales excellen
during 1982 J. Nick Rya
has been recognized by
Ford Division of Ford
Motor Company with
membership in the Society of Professional Sale
Counselors.
This marks the third
,
time that Ryan has bel
distinguished wit
membership in the Soci
ty.
Ryan and his wife Bett
live with their son David
and daughter Amy at 518
Broad St.

Edwin
Cain
Construction
Company INC
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

MB
Metallic-Braden

Look to the Shield
Jack Hankins and Merl Faulkner chose J.C. Cates Construction and
Bonanza Buildings to build their new "Speedy Mart No. 2" in
Metropolis, Ill. For information on energy efficient Bonanza Commercial Buildings, call J.C. Cates Construction.

J.C. CATES CONSTRUCTION
502/443-8562

Dan
McNutt
522 Main
753-0445
SHELTER WE INSURANCE

METAL
BUILDINGS
HELPING TO BUILD
CALLOWAY CO. FOR 36 YRS.
— COMMERICAL•RESIDENTAL —
621 S. 46 753-1675

fins & feathers
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!west kentucky outdoors

Dardy Hassell, with his son John, killed this fourpoint buck in Lynn Grove.

1.44de Greenfield, using his bow, got this 11-point,
109-pound fallow buck. The deer was killed in LBL
during the quota bow hunt.

KLLIS DEER — Kerry Lee Todd, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
got this 8 pointer deer, weighing 139 pounds, 31,4
years old,in a hunt in the Land Between the Lakes.

Pierre, South Dakota - the harvest is late. Last
On the plains they call It November all the milo
the "scuz." That's when crops were already comthe rain and fog blow in bined when we arrived.
from the Black Hills, But this year the farmers
covering the plains like a are still the fields,
quiet, creeping blanket. fighting nature's clock to
It mune today, and this get in their grain.
prairie town and surrounThis has had a positive
ding farmland are getting side effect for the
ready for winter.
pheasants. When the
I spent the day in the season started there was
"scuz," tromping still a lot of standing
through weed patches cover. The first salvos
and fields of harvested ran the birds into the
mil. I'd come here three standing grain where it
days earlier, bent on was nigh on to irnpoasible
reacquainting myself to get them out. But now,
with the joys of the phea- when the crops are falling
sant fields. I was here to the harvester, there
last November with Don are more young birds left
Buck, Phil Sumner and and concentrated in the
Darrell Lindsey. Now we fencerows and gullies.
were back in force, and
The first morning found
until the weather blew in, us with seven birds taken
things were going fine.
between 10 a.m. and 12:30
The pheasant season p.m. We had a quick
opened this year on Oct. tailgate lunch and then
16. During the week marched back out to colwhich followed, lect our other five birds.
thousands of South Our Labrador retrievers
Dakotans and their worked ahead of us and
guests tromped the fields flushed the pheasants,
and gullies like Cox's Ar- which I condiser easy
my. It's always like a targets compared to wild
festival, with parties and Kentucky bobwhites.
big feeds and families
On day we were acgathering. Most of the companied by Steve
young cock pheasansts Nelson, a friend who
are usually harvested or works for the South
educated. A week after Dakota Department of
the season starts, hunting Tourism. Again we found
is several times tougher good hunting and plenty
and limits of three birds. One grain sorghtun
ringnecks more difficult field next to a cut mil()
to come by.
field literally must have
But last year we found held a thousand
that hunting later in the pheasants. The standing
season has definite ad- sorghum was chest high,
vantages. The crowd has and we'd line up and
dwindled to practically march back and forth,
nothing, and hunting per- trying to roust the birds
mission is easy to obtain. out of their hiding spots.
The birds, though thinned
But yesterday was
down, are still extremely "scuzzy," the day the
plentiful. Their advanced bubble burst. We were
course in hunter evasion rained or misted on most
makes them tough, *lad of the. morning, and the
we hale to work forWi- pheasants were sticking
cornivined daily limit of tight. Also sticking tight
12 cocks.
was the gumbo mud from
And then there was last some of the biggest,
year's early November blackest prairie fields imweather: beautiful and aginable. This mud is like
shirt-sleeve warm. The cement, and it builds up
countryside was golden in in poounds on your boots.
its barrenness, and our
We struggled from 10
trip was almost perfect.
a.m. until 4:30 p.m., long
We knew we were marches and several
pushing our luck this trip, miles of kicking cover
and the "scuz" proved us and clucking encouragement to our dogs. We
correct.
We started out in the finally managed 12 birds,
same mold as last year. but believe me, they
Day one was pretty, and came the hard way!
we received some news
We have three more
which raised our hopes days left, and it looks like
even higher. This year the "scuz" is here to stay.
the plains have received Tomorrow's forecast is
more "rain that usual, and for rain and/or snow. Dit-

to

Kirrcry Loodgeo &

by wade boornel

for tomorrow
night and the following
day. One good thing,
however, tarrying five
pounds of mud for the
miles I'll be walking
should help slim down the
doughnut around my
waist.
In a nutshell, pheasant
hunting in South Dakota
is coming back after a
bad mid-70's slump. The
birds are extremely plentiful. As I said, the
farmers are some of the
nicest people anywhere,
and hunting access isn't
difficult if you'll wait for
the first couply of weeks
to pass.
We stay in Pierre, the
South Dakota state
capitol, and we hunt
south of town near the
fanning community of
Fresh°. We sleep in the
Holiday Haus Motel,
that

where we also eat in the
restaurant and have our

Lards cleaned All told,
four guys can split gas,
buy their licenses, bedding, food and other
essentials and make the
trip for around $400.
The pheasant season
continues on through
Dec. 5. Considering the
"scut," however, I'd say
a trip at this late date
would be risky. Instead.
I'd plan on coming bock
the first week of next
November. Information
can be obtained from the
South Dakota Tourism
Department, 12 S. Central, Pierre,SD 57501.
We'll go home in three
days with sore muscles,
some 60 pheasants and a
storehouse of good time.
This is a fun trip, and I
hope to keep up the tradition.

John Hassell killed this nine-paint buck with one
shot from In yards.

GETS DEER - Michael Thcenotion got this 5
pointer deer in Lynn Grove area on Saturday, Nov.
6,in the statewide hunt. It weighing 100 pounds.

Bill Miller killed this 12-point buck, which dreamed
out at 184 pounds

YOUTH HUNT — Monty Thompson got this 6
pointer deer, a buck weighing 122 pounds, in Youth
Hunt in Land Between the Lakes on Sunday, Nov.
15.

NOW OPEN!
Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners

Greg Darnell killed an eight-point buck Nov. 6 in
Calloway County.

I

Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Par

z21111W

itA

Kenlake Marina

.ef

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

I Pontoon Rentals
Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

kGuide

Rt. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 or 474-22)), Ext. 171

ow-

toko 94 tot, out 04 Allur,ay #co. 2 tO
,
Ink, 750 ha 7
pc‘. 8-- •
•• v
at,tt
Woe k top
Pono•ornof:;nd follow blacktop to vo,fi c yea

Telephone S02-436-91113

Cain's
ON firarittfid Keetharky Lair

"Watch For Oar Christmas Specials"
Locally Owned & Moisogod
By Owen tiorsworthy & JimPlerceaft
to 9 p.a. Moo. through Sat.

753-0703

AMC-Jeep—Renault
Inc.

•J.C. Pontoons

•1

11,
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R.211ettionanman (901) 232-8221
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110$ Cheese St.

Everyone's oing To

641 Super Shell

Country Crossroads

Where "Service Is Oar lesion

in Hardin I%(y.

Apreiver
-

I-1w. 641 South -

7434131_

Your 0-1Iaui lloodgeartors

Bover's
Tree Service
753-0338

Footwork's,
'Boss Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car Truck Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

r.
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat'?

Sports Specialists
Murray's Newest
Sporting Goods Store

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON PdtCLURE
GRAYSON MtCLURE

• THE JONES

SP CO Fe "r

1

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

"117:t±rt

appy Holiday Travel Inc

rums

1Hwy 641 North

753-6448

Topping, Deodwooding, Hedge Trimming, Complete Removal, Pesticide
Treatment, Sergery, Seasoned
Fireweed.
*Fay Ignored
Ammessomminli_
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Bradley willseek revenge
when Braves visit Racers
When the Bradley
Braves, the defending
National Invitation Tournament champions,come
to Murray Monday night,
they'll be looking for
revenge. The Racers
upset the Braves,58-56, in
an overtime contest in
Peoria, II., last year, and
in the process became the
first, last and only team
ever to win four consecutive times over the
Braves in Robertson
Memorial Field House.
Bradley will play its
home games in a new
arena this year.

"Bradley has lost
several big players,"
Murray State coach
Greene explained, "but
they've had back-to-back
excellent recruiting
years."
Coach Dick Vesace's
Braves will be led by a
trio of senior guards —
Willie Scott, Barney
Mines and Eddie
Mathews. Another standout is 6-7 sophomore forward Voise Winters.
Murray State has a 6-6
all-time record against
Bradley, and the Racers
have won the last six

meetings between the two
schools. The only
previous visit by the
Braves to Racer Arena
was in 1968, when MSU
prevailed,66-63.
Tonight the Racers host
West Virginia Tech in the
season-opener for MSU.
The Racers played and
won an exhibition game
last Saturday against a
visiting Marathon Oil
AAU team, 82-75. The
Golden Bears also won
their initial rnatchup of
the year beating Pikeville
College, 111-64.

Second season- recruiting
begins for Beamer, MSU staff

TOUGH STUFF — (Left) Racer forward Walt Davis brought
the Murray State crowd to its feet last week when he attempted a
180-behind-the-bead stuff ... but barely missed. However, not to
disappoint the hometown crowd,senior center Ricky Hood (right)

did a little sure-handed dunking of his own. The excitement came
against Marathon Oil in an exhibition last Saturday. Tonight MSU
hosts West Virginia Tech in the Racers'season opener.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Wise electric use today means
a brighter future for them.
,e5

•

To keep down the cost of
-- —.electricity in the future;' we
must all use it wisely now.
Begin today by asking for
our free booklets on "How
to Save on Your Electric
Bills„ and "How to Insulate
Your Electric Water Heater.
In addition, we have
information on how to
insulate and weatherize your
home to conserve on

pi*

heating and coaling
Remember. . .

SAVE
YOU
911/YL
CONSERV
E
LERGY
inrwt.

401011v.
Murray Electric Co.

St.
753-5312

While the Murray
State—Western Kentucky
football game has traditionally indicated the end
of a season, it has also
signaled the start of
preparations for a new
year of competition.
Racer coach Frank
Beamer and his staff
have turned their full attention to recruiting efforts with targets of Dec.
15 (junior college) ana
Feb. 9 (high school
seniors) as national signing dates.
"Next season will be a
rebuilding year for us and
that starts with
recruiting," said
Beamer. "We're going
after players who can
step right into the program and help us immediately."
Murray State concluded its 1982 season with a 47 record following last
Saturday's 27-20 loss to
rival Western Kentucky.
It was a year in which the
Racer roster fell apart in
the form of 32 players
missing one or more
games due to injuries.
"We lacked consistency and that was one thing
that stands out in looking
back on the year," said
Reamer. "We had so
many injury problems
that forced constant position changes. But those
things go in cycles and
next year we're hoping to
avoid those problems."
"We're very much involved in recruiting right
now," noted Beamer.
"We have to sign some
excellent players to
replace a group of excellent players."
Murray State landed
three standout per-

t
o.
New 1982 Chevrolet Citation
4 door Hatchback Sedan

Stock No. 970
New 1982 Chevrolet Citation
4 door Hatch Back Sedan

Stock No. 457
New 1982 Cavalier CL
2 door Hatchback Coupe

Tinted glass, front & rear floor mats, body
moldings, air conditioning, remote control
mirror (L H.), power brakes, 2.5 liter E.F I.
L4 cylinder, four speed transmission, tilt
wheel, power steering, rally wheel trim,
P 1 85/80R - 13 G/B radial white stripe AMFM stereo radio, dark blue sport cloth
bench seat, silver-gray exterior.

Tinted Gloss, air conditioning, power
brakes, 2.5 liter EFI L 4 cylinder,
automatic transmission, power steering,
rally wheel trim, PI85/80R-13, G/B radial
white stripe, redwood sport cloth bench,
light redwood metallic exterior.

Front & rear floor mats, door edge guards,
wheel opening moldings, air conditioning,
rear compartment cargo area cover, 1.8
liter, 2-barrel-L4 cylinder, automatic
transmission, tilt wheel, P175/80R-13 G/B
radial white stripe tires, charcoal custom
vinyl bucket seats, red exterior, pin striping

$883927
Suggested List Price
Factory Invoice Amount
& Your Cost
7866"
Cash Down
—600"
Amount Financed
73664
'
Credit Life Ins.
+245°4
Total Amount Financed
7611"
Interest
+1813"
Total Note
'9424"
A.P.R. 10.90%
Term 48 months
Payments per month '196"
Limited

641 S.

"Soles Tax Not Included"
Time Only With Approved
G.M.A.C. financing

Suggested Retail Price
'8936"
Factory Invoice Amount
& Your Price
7948"
Cash Down
—500"
Amount Financed
7448"
Credit Life Ins.
+247"
Total Amount Financed
7696"
Interest
+1833"
Total Note
95304°
A.P.R. 10.90%
Term 48 months
Payment per month 998"
Limited. Time Only With G.M.A.0 opprov
ed credit.
"Sales Tax Not Included"

Suggested Retail Price
'9848Th
Factory Invoice Amount
& Your Cost
8666"
Cash Down
—600"
Amount To Finance
8166"
Credit Life Ins.
+271"
Total Amount Financed
8438"
Interest
—2010"
510,44912
Total Note
A.P.R 10.9%
Term 48 months
Payments per month '217"
Offer Is Limited Time Only With Approved
'Credit Thru G.M.A.C.
"Soles Tax Not Included"

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

753-2617

formers on the 1982 AllOhio Valley Conference
squad selected by the
league coaches. Included
on the conference honor
squad are offense tackle
Phil Poirier, cornerback
Ronald Hopkins and wide
receiver Stan Trice.
It marked the second
year that Poirier has
been named to the AllOVC team.
Although Murray State
won just four of its encounters this season,
Beamer was impessed
with the way his squad
"played hard"
throughout the year.
"I was proud of the way

most of our players
fought back in the last
half of the year," said
Beamer. "We won three
of our last five games and
lost by one point at
Eastern Kentucky."
Of Murray State's
seven defeats, five were
by a touchdown margin
or less, including three of
a field goal margin or
less.
"We are losing some
fine football players but
we have several febod
ones to build around next
year," said Beamer."We
plan to spend a lot of time
evaluating our personnel
and working hard in our
off season program."

3 prep football champs
decided Friday night
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Paris Coach Randy Reese said he had
decided beforehand that
his team was going to
score a lot and "move the
football" in its Class A
state championship game
against Cumberland.
"But I never dreamed
we'd have that kind of an
output of points," Reese
said following his team's
35-6 victory Friday for a
second straight Class A
title.
"We just weren't going
to be denied," Reese said.
The point totals steadily declined during the
rest of the day Friday as
a steady rain turned the
artificial turf at Cardinal
Stadium into a slippery
pond.
Corbin used shortyardage scoring runs by
Tommy Greer and Steve
Rawlings to defeat
Glasgow 18-6 for the Class
AA title, while a 29-yard
touchdown pass from Jeff
Kremer to Mike Thompson held up to give Fort
Thomas Highlands a 6-0
win over FranklinSimpson in a rain-soaked
Class AAA title battle.
The final installment of
the four-game series is
scheduled tonight, with
Christian County (13-1)
taking on Louisville
Southern (12-1) for the
Class AAAA crown.
James Clark scored
three of Paris'
touchdowns on runs of 10,
4 and 1 yards, while Terry
Rice and Tommy Skeen
each broke loose for 49yard touchdown runs in
the third quarter.
"This was my last
game and I wanted to go
out in style," said Clark,
a senior who ran his
season total to 26
touchdowns while gaining
76 yards in 15 carries.
It took just over three
minutes for Paris to take
control of the game.
Clark scored his first
touchdown after the
Greyhounds had
recovered a Cumberland
fumble on the 12-yard line
early in the first quarter.
The Paris defense held
Cumberland, which
finished 12-2 after playing
In its first state title
game, to 54 yards
rushing. Cumberland's
star tailback, Bobby
MclIquham, who rushed

for more than 1i900 yards
this year, was held to 40
yards in 14 carries before
leaving the game in the
third quarter with a hand
injury.
Paris finished 14-0 and
tied an unofficial state
record with its 27th
straight victory over two
seasons.
Corbin used a strong
ground game to control
the ball against Glasgow
and take its third state title with a relatively
lackluster 8-4 record.
Both teams had the ball
for only two series in the
first half, with Corbin
running 18 plays both
times it had the ball: The
Redhounds failed to score
the first time, but took a
3-0 halftime lead when
freshman Harold Reedy
Jr. kicked a 22-yard field
goal with 22 seconds left.
The ball hit the right
upright and dropped
across the crossbar.
Rawlings and greer,
the workhorses of the
Corbin offense, tacked on
their touchdowns in the
third and fourth quarters.
"They just ran tackleto-tackle and controlled
the football," said
Glasgow Coach Coy
Meadows, whose team
finished 12-3 and lost to
Corbin for the second
time this year.
Corbin quarterback
Greg Dimcum said the
rain helped the
Redhounds because they
are a power team..
However, the rain
didn't help either team in
the nightcap, as the field
became steadily worse
and the temperature
dropped.
"I really felt sorry for
both teams," said Bill
Hermann, whose
Highlands team won a
record ninth state title
and ran its two year winning streak to 19.
After the Kremer-toThompson scoring strike
which caught FranklinSimpson off guard late in
the first quarter, both
teams had trouble hanging onto the ball. The
teams fumbled 15 times,
with each losing three.
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Miller hears talk, can Tigers respond?
will need to mature to to rotate and experiment
By JIM RECTOR
take
some pressure off with various lineups.
Sports Editer
One area the Tigers
Subtract over 90 points his inside ace.
be bled this year,
will
a
has
of
"This
lot
team
from a lineup which
averaged 66.3 by a team things to prove as a according to Miller, is inthat finished 194 a year group. Some of these side strength_ Along with
guys were around last West, the Tigers have
ago and what do you get?
Talk of rebuilding? year when we went 194 three other 200-plus
and they know what winn- pounders available for
Talk of an off year?
Not if the talk is about ing's all about. We've got action.
Heading the list is
Murray High's Tiger all the possibilities of
Al Wells (8-4. 215)
senior
a
into
real
developing
basketball team.
who
we've
but
five pointaveraged
quality
group,
The talk of the town is
how good Murray should got a lot of hurdles to dive rebounds last year
and was an increasingly
be this year, how they overcome," Miller said.
Two hurdles will be dominant player as the
should be the best in the
new Fourth District locating adequate guard season progressed last
which added Mayfield to replacements for David year. Miller says Wells
the four team league McMillen (11.4 points) will be "one of the keys"
already strong with and Ted Duffy (12.5 to the Tigers success this
Calloway County and points). Seniors Jon Bill- year as he "has the size to
ington and swingman be a quality player and
Marshall County.
Tiger coach Cary David McCuiston along he's an excellent reMiller has heard the talk. with juniors Roger Dunn, bounder."
With Wells and possibly
Yes, he's caught the Tommy Wagner and
McCuiston
(6-1, 170) at
sophomore
Steve
vibrations boasting how
Murray should only have Rutledge will be called on forwards, Miller has size
one or two challengers to to foot the ballhandling and speed on the boards.
But he can also insert 6-4
a free ride into the state's bill early.
junior
Trevor Mathis or
is
Miller
still
undecided
Sweet 16 field. But he's
Paul Daily
sophomores
five
his
starting
about
realistic about his team's
chances — "we look good although he says suffi- (6-5) or Jamie Johnson
on paper," he says, "but cient depth will allow him (64) for an even more
we've got a lot of inexperienced players and it's
a long time between now
and the playoffs
(March)."
Despite Miller's wary
outlook, basketball prognosticators can't help
but enjoy an optimistic
view of the '82-83 Tigers.
Tops on the list of hoperaisers is 6-6-Y2 senior
center Jim West. The
team's top returning
scorer (16.2) and rebounder (9.7), West
represents one of the
region's premier big men
at an even 200 pounds.
Miller is naturally high
on his star pupil, AllPurchase and All-State
honorable mention last
year, but the Tiger coach
insists his other players

need to be with an opening schedule inciuding
Paducah Tilghman,
Hickman County, Marshall County and
Calloway County in the
first two MIES.
Murray initiates its
season Tuesday when the
Tigers boot Mingo (6:3S
p.m.), followed by a visit
from Tilghman on Friday.

impressive lineup heightwise.
"We'll definitely be bigger this year than we've
been in the past few
years, but with that
comes less quicksess.
We'll definitely be a more
physical team," Miller
predicts.
The Tigers will receive
some early indications as
to how physical they'll

Lair s good argilior
Suet Firs a these

TIGER IN BLACK — Murray High bead coach
Cary Miller emphasizes a point during a game last
season. Miller will lead his 1343 troops into their
first encounter Tuesday when the Tigers host
Wing°.
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Holmes defends
crown easily
against Cobb
el'HOUSTON (SP)' --Larry Holmes' toughest
task in his heavyweight
title defense against Randy "Tex" Cobb might
have been keeping a
straight face.
Following his one-sided
decision victory over
Cobb, the World Boxing
Council champion said
the challenger had made
several wise-cracks during the 15 rounds Friday
night at the Astrodome.
"We ought to fight in a
phone booth," Holmes
said Cobb told him once.
Cobb could have used a
phone booth. He didn't
have the foot speed to corner Holmes and he didn't
have the hand speed or
the punching power to do
any damage when he got
close to the champion.
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TOP PROSPECT — Tiger center Jim West (41)
has attracted much attention already this season,
being picked as a Top 20 college prospect in Kentucky by the Courier-Journal.
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Rug Doctor®
Makes house calls
Rent The
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Do^ settle tor less Rug Doctor has
the machine that will satisfy all your
carpet cleaning needs around the
home and office
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STUDENTAID.
It takes more than brains to go to college. It takes money
For,tuition, room and board,and books.
The Army College Fund is designed to help you get that
money for college while serving your country.
If you qualify, you can join the Army College Fund
when you join the Army. For every dollar you put in, Uncle
Sam puts in five. Or more.
So, after just two years in the Army, you can have up
to $15,200 for college. After three years, up to $20,100.
To get your free copy ofthe Army College Fund booklet.
call or visit your local Artily Recruiter. It could be the most
important book you've ever read.
Additionally, if you qualify, you con get on $8,000 Bonus
CAI Pudica 442-2149
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baby's father, 21, admits paternity. Before this pregnancy,
there was no talk of marriage. Now the young man says
he will "consider" marriage after the baby is born. My
daughter is not pushing for marriage, but she wants to
keep the child, regardless. I've been trying to persuade her
to give up the baby and start anew.
I'm certain that you have heard from many women who
have (1) married under these circumstances, (2) kept the
child and remained unmarried, or (3) signed for adoption.
Since the final decision must be my daughter's, perhaps
the experiences of others will help her decide.
Please print some pros and cons on the subject. She is
due in two months.
Abiqail Van Buren
HER MOTHER
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Wife Won't Be Bound
To Husband's Fantasy
to, anyway?

DEAR ABBY: What is this world coming
I'm 47, married 28 years to the same man (he's 49), we
have children and grandchildren, and I consider myself
normal. Last week Ralph asked if he could tie me up to
make love. He said I would enjoy it. I couldn't imagine
"enjoying" lovemaking under those circumstances, but I
let him tie me up with some old neckties. I felt ridiculous,
got the giggles and laughed through the whole thing.
Now Ralph wants me to tie him up. That's where I put
my foot down! What kind of lovemaking would that be
with him tied up and unable to move? It sounds crazy to
me. He says lots of people do it. I'm ashamed to ask
anybody else. Maybe you can tell me why this appeals to
some people.
NO TIES IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR NO TIES: People who tie each other up
("bondage") fantasize that they are "helpless," and
therefore not responsible for what's going on; it
heightens the enjoyment and relieves them of guilt.

DEAR MOTHER: The experiences of others will
not help your daughter because each case has a different set of circumstances. She needs to discuss her
situation with a professional who can help her make
a decision she can live with.
I know you want only the best for your daughter,
but your input is understandably charged with
emotion.
Please persuade her to get professional help. She
desperately needs it.
•••

NEW LIONS — New members and their avows who were recently installs°
in the Murray Lions Club are (from left) Buddy Light, sponsor for Paul
Blackburn, Gary Mullen' and David Jewell; Blackburn; Arvin Crafton, president; E.J. Carmichael,sponsor for Gary Stewart; Stewart; Jolm Kreuger,sponsored by Ken Winters; Winters; Mullens; and Jewell. Not pictured are Kent
Wright,Ronald Babb,David Bogard and Gary Harper.

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter recently had her first baby.
I was appalled to learn that her husband had taken pictures of her during her labor, actually delivering a baby
boy! Is nothing sacred anymore?
I found it extremely difficult to .look at the pictures of
my daughter in labor, experiencing intense pain. And the
pictures of the baby in various stages of being liprn were
sickening!
Please don't tell me that an unwashed baby, still
attached to the mother by an umbilical cord, is a "beautiful sight."
What are your thoughts?
NEW GRANDMA

Catalogs create Christmas ideas

RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
(AP) — Thanks to all
those opulent, glittering,
bankbook bending
catalogues
that have
DEAR ABBY: Why do you and other writers always
DEAR NEW GRANDMA: My thoughts are the same
been
jamming
my
refer to prostitution as "the oldest profession," when
were
as your thoughts. However, if the pictures
mailbox for week after
according to the Bible, the oldest profession is sheeptaken with the knowledge and approval of the new
week since last August, I
herding?
mama, it's strictly the business of the parents. Now
have
my Christmas list
Genesis: Chapter 4, Verse 2: "And again, she(Eve) bore
up,
he
let's hope that when the new baby grows
all sorted out.
his brother Abel. Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, and
doesn't sue his parents for having violated his
Cain a tiller of the ground."
Now if only the Connecprivacy.
MARY IN ELLENSBURG, WASH.
ticut, New York and New
Jersey state lotteries
CONFIDENTIAL TO BUTTONS AND BOWS IN
DEAR MARY: In typical sheeplike fashion, along
would cooperate with
WILLIAMSPORT,PA.: What one acquires too easily
with other writers, I bought the tale of the oldest
winning tickets, Santa
to
hard
to
get
—
be
hard
valued.
Don't
play
intended.)
is
rarely
profession.(No pun
will be deorbiting down
get.
However, my Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
our chimney with a load
defines a profession as "a calling requiring special*•*
of loot that would make
ized knowledge and often long and intensive
the Aga Khan envious.
academic preparation." So obviously neither prostiIf you hate to write letters because you don't
First off, for the child in
tution nor sheepherding qualifies as a profession.
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
all of us, at the price of a
•••
on letter-writing. Send ;2 and a long, stamped (37
mere $2,430,000 the mercents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Bookchants of merriment
let, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
DEAR ABBY: My 19-year-old daughter is pregnant. The
down at Sakowitz, the
Houston, Tex., department store, will erect
right in my own backyard
a full sized wooden roller
Census at Murray- tham, Rt. 1; Martha Car- Grimes, 819 North 20th Spruce St.; Rose Coffey Porter, Paris, Tenn.;
coaster. Nearly a half
Regina Peeler, Rt. 8; mile long, it is
St.; Starkie C. Colson, and baby boy, 301 North
Calloway County son, Rt. 5;
Barbara Taylor, Rt. 5, Sr., Rt. 1, Almo; Cosy M. 12th St.; Gerald B. Patricia D. Hagler, 902 guaranteed to meet all
Hospital for Monday,
Nov. 22, was 141 adults Mayfield; Neva Hopkins, Myers, 520 South Seventh Jackson, 187 Riviera; Curtis, Paris, Tenn.; safety codes and comes
421 South Eighth St.; St.; Katharine T. Hall Harlan D. Sykes, Rt. 2, Herbert V. Crouch, 308 complete with four cars
and four in nursery.
Dover, Tenn.; Pamela North Fifth St.; Beulah holding six passengers
/
2Elm St.
A newborn admission Mary J. Cooper and baby (expired) 11081
was Hazel Morton and girl, Rt. 7; Jeanie Harris
Census at Murray- FMney, Rt. 1, Brookport, E. Skinner, 403 South 16th each and a covered
St.; Walter Mills, Box 40, loading platform.
and baby boy, Rt. 6; Calloway County Ill.;
baby girl, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Lottie Futrell, Rt. 1; Hazel;
Dismissals were as Pamela F. Weldon, Rt. 2, Hospital for Tuesday,
"Allow six to nine monGlea,fon, Tenn.; Nov. 23, was 134 adults Tyea Hobbs, Rt. 1, Clyde V. Williamson, ths for delivery in the
follows:
Mayfield; Victoria J. New Concord; Mary Ann continental United
Martha Elaine Collins, Rosemary Brown-, Rt. 6, and three in nursery.
Rt. 2; Donald Lee Finney, Paris, Tann.;
No newborn admilmions Schaefer, 1622 Farmer Jones, 411 South Ninth States," the catalogue
Ave.; Gary M. Watson, St.; Toy Grooms, 103 states. Well, I can use
Irma Bucy, Rt. 2, were listed.
CR Box 80, New Concord;
1405
Stadium View Dr.; Chestnut St.; Velma Car- that time to get some
Jeannie P. Kingins, 1309 Puryear, Tenn.; Carter
as
were
Dismissals
Hazel J. Fulton, Rt. 7; roll, 105 Clark St.; Alma tickets printed. Charging
Overby; Carolyn Rice, Lee Farmer, Westview follows:
Box 70; Gary D. Wor- Nursing Home; Leola B.
Arthur Kinel, 213 N. Robbie Perry, 1119 N. P. Jackson, Rt. 1, Almo. the neighborhood urchins
50 cents a ride, I figure
I'll only have to keep my
YOU SHOULD
Christmas Club going
WRITE A
another
700 years to pay
SENTIMENTAL
off the credit card.
CI4RISTMAS
It's lucky for me my
STORY..
wife is allergic to fur or I
couldn't resist surprising
her on Christmas morning with what Santa's little phrase makers at
Sakowitz call "a full
length sweep of splendor", a fur coat made
IF I ADVERTISED
from
the bellies of rare
IN A PLACE
Russian
snow lynxes.
WHERE EVERYONE
There is a legend that
SEE
IT?
COULD
after the upset at
Yorktown, the victorious
V
colonial troops wanted to
YEAH
crown George
Washington king, but he

Local hospital reports newborn admissions, dismissals

"Tiny Jim"

SL1RE

LOOK AT
BEETLE!

r)/Vi-N DON'T •,OU GE
LOST?

MAYBE THIS 15 ONLY A TRAP,
CANNOT RISK
THAT tot/ITCH-QUEEN PLOTTING
AGAINST DIANA AND
THE CHILDREN.

tiOzz en..rr I

Your IndividUhi
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,
NOVEMBER Xi, 1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 1614
Career initiative will pay off
financially:liityou're inclined to overspendor partners
may tend to extravagant.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Make plans for a trip or visit
to an old friend. It's hard to
reach agreement with close
ties about joint expenditures.
GEMINI
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN (May 21 to June 20) 1111
9
.
research
about
a
Do
further
coats. Also from Lord &
financial investment. You
Taylor at $400, roughly may be keeping too much to
the price of the tea yourself and this causes produmped in Boston har- blems with a loved one.
bor.
CANCER
When those winning lot- (June 21 toJuly 22) et)
tery numbers are called
A close tie seems unsymin all three states, I'll also pathetic. The party life may
dial Altman's toll free well lead to romantic oppornumber and ask Santa to tunity, but also to the temptabring me a book for tion to overdo.
Christmas, a first edition LEO'
of William Faulkner's (July 23 to Aug. 22)
"Sartoris" at the knock- A career opportunity comes
down catalogue price of your way, but exercise in$2,275. Or maybe I'll ask itiative. You'll have to make
for Henry VIII's an immediate decision.
autograph, framed with Romance is iffy.
VIRGO
his portrait, for only (Aug.
23 toSept. 22)
$12,000.
Though there is some luck
Of course, by that hap- with travel, you'll have a
py time, I'll need to have tendency to exaggerate. It's a
my own stock ticker in poor time for shopping for luxthe den or at bedside, and ury items.
the friendly folk at LIBRA
Sakowitz can ship it (Sept.23toOct. 22) —
reindeer express for You'll want to spend for the
$3,158, including installa- home now, but are inclined to
tion. The catalogue notes, be extravagant. Some
however, that "monthly misunderstandings are possicharges from exchanges ble this evening. *
for line service are addi- SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov.21)
tional."
You'll have mixed results in
dealing with close ties. You
should express your opinions,
but some disagreements are
likely.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
You're inclined to overdo
healthwise now. Exercise inAnswer to Friday's Puzzle
itiative to take advantage of a
CAS A LOT ORM career money-making opporA F1100 P 1EIE ROE tunity.
TO LEA LARMIAT CAPRICORN
0 VC CR T pop
19) 34A4
12 Eci T pap TO CI E (Dec.22toJan.
A direct approach is best in
AES ima NOW
CO A P PIMIRMIL C13 romantic dealings. Beat
around the bush and you'll
CWIM ADU CIO P
PART find yourself faltering for the
Damn Lig H
CI D E OE DO E right words.
tra
F ammo COO DE AQUARIUS
•-;
ELIA OCT E cici E (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
Spending time alone enables
W 121E1 EMI A II E 0121
you to complete domestic
tasks, but expect some interleaving
Siberia
ruptions. Relations with
60 DDE oppo43 Signify
friends are problematic.
nent
46 More saga61 '' — thee
PISCES
cious
sing
48 Heaps
(Feb.19 to Mar.21) X C.
51 —too and 62 Note of scale
Your thinking may be off
64 Nickel symtwo
regarding a career matter,
bol
53 Greek letter
but the timeis ripe for good
66 Zeus.s
56 Small lump
times in the social sphere. Air
beloved
58 Worthless
cept invitations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and high-strung. You
do best when your work
reflects your ideals, so don't
let materialistic considerations keep you from taking a
chance on your dreams. You
have an original point of view
and will enjoy a unique success in writing, lecturing,
philosophy and theater. You
need self-discipline to prevent
temperament from getting the
best of you. Humanitarianly
inclined, you're drawn to
public service. Birthdate of:
Louisa May Alcoa, novelist;
Busby Berkeley, film director; and Adam Clayton Powell
Jr., politician.

mulligan
stew

4/24-41t

111,4t

BECAUSE I DON'T
WANT TO,
THAT'S W1-111
!

11-4AT'LL BE
FIVE BUCKS

4

)440

IT

At•I OLD
PRI ED-LIP CAN

4,e
ot.ws.4.4te

ii.27

Well, after all,
Christmas can't go on
forever or what would the
catalogue dream merchants do for next year?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

NOV-27

I'M A SOOTHSAYER
AND I'LL ANSWER
QUESTiON FOR -OP
FIVE DOLLARS

declined the proffered
coronation. In the fantasy
world of Christmas
catalogues, George gets a
chance to reconsider and
serves as king in a
"Revolutionary Chess Set
and Battlefield Board"
that enables players to
"relive the War of Independence." The opposing pieces are arrayed as
George III and his red-

ACROSS
1 Roman garment
5 God of love
9 Small
12 Son of Adam
13 Rockfish
14 Emmet
15 — a rule
16 Fistic
encounter
18 Card game
20 NFL score
22 Box
24 Cult
27 Facial
expression
29 Jog
31 French coin
of old
32 Tricks
34 Platform
36 Close by:
Abbr
37 Reverberations
39 Rest
41 Near
4.2 Want
44 Italian poet
45 Stitch
47 Profound
49 Ripped
50 Redact
52 Cut
54 Greek letter
55 Seed
57 Mixture
59 LA's state
61 Poem
63 Poker stake
65 Ceremony
67 "Tea —
Two
68 Expires
69 Hurl
DOWN
1 Chinese
pagoda
2 Impeded
3 Earth god-

dess
4 Priest's vestment
5 Spurt forth
6 Hold back
7"— a clear
day..."
8 Sink
9 Diminishes
10 Printer's
measure
11 Visitor to
Earth, for
short
17 Bone
19 Exists
21 See 26 Down
23 Bellow
25 Builds
26 Soup bowl
27 Lubricate
28 Gaseous element
30 Bound
33 Sow
35 Quarrel
38 Observes
40 River in

MINN MIMI RI'M
ER= BUM MO
NM UM= MUM
UMW UMW
UMW WNW MEM
6111
MUM
MMINIMM
MUM WM=
WNW NMI UM=
MEOW UMW OM

whirdwirdiall
mon mum -mem
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PORUC
TRANSPORTATION
AVARAM.I
Mousy Call•way
County Troasit thy
C.aunty Service.
731-972S

limmommewww..
COMPLETE
TUNE-UP
4-6-8 CO. $35.00.
Parts ad Lake With
Caws.
Oil Champs And Lek
$8.00 Complete With
Comm.
pig Discoonts on
blemished tires with
vi warranty. Mom
sizes mad types.

ECONOMY
TIRE &
SERVICE
East Main
753-8500
$23,500 2 to 3 acres
mini fano with several
out bellings Whale
old store. House leas
been newly rearoall!
ed. Call 753•61)911
after 4:30.

1

-CUSTOM
JEWELRY
mode to your
smcificutims. We
repair Asks, size
rim's, sot stems oft.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside Verse.
Wasters Store)
Olympic Pima
Mrs. 9-9 Drily
1. Smoky

NOTICE
For Tow curroakseco,
Solt* free ow Saes Dept.
sral be at ow showmen
from 6:38 PM to 1:1141 PM
as 1145459s, Teindays,
Fridays.
Thursdays
MEMOIRS, OLDSMOSKI,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1456W./Ai
7535315

RESTORATION and•
COPY work West.
entucky's Finest up
CARTER STUDIO
753 8298s
oo Main

km Pitiable
hilIits

AlayfioN, Ky. 25% oft all
Stride baildiegs. Thursday
Doc. 201, sires 1s1
12130.
-7851

Move 5 minotes7 Call
759-4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759.
4445.

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
LITTLE HOUSE
ANTIQUES
Shop and Homo
:coda Milk road o
US 68 between Sb
Pubes
Nov. EL 1982 1:0
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The-Murray
Ledger & Times
HELP WANTED
Paducah Pepsi Cola is seeking a General
Sales Manager. We offer a challanging
position with excellent growth potential,
salary plus bonus, company car, expense
account, extensive training program and
fringe benefits.
Responsible for sales, marketing,
strategist and developement of personnel.
Advancement depends on your performance and desire to move ahead.
Degree in marketing or business
prefered. Send resume including :Glory
history to 3000 Belt Line Paducah, Ky
42001. Attn: Tim Elder.

6.

2. Mks

Waded

ag 3IE 3E"X 3011,_____

=11111P".11111111.....mmg 'den and women to help
in Scouting program In
East District Call MOM.
S•rVic• Manager
needed. Salary plus
:ommission. New car
dealership. Send resume to P.O. box 1040H.

Nuffiewes
Normory
759-4512

but Year
amen
Eariy
CaN
753-11105
New For Your
*School
*Church
Party

Keene Dept.

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Gains
*11*a Wavy weight
*Iforringbosse
•C Chains
iSorporithie
•kx and rope chains
60% off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS

(losido Vornon's
Wostrns Store)
°tropic Plaza
Mrs. 9-9 Daly
1-6 Seedily
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530110 or 753-2798.

Reserve
Your
Santa Claus
Suit For
Christmas
Now

POSITION
AVAILABLE
(ok armira)
Vfinchostor Priming
Services warts to
sap* an orporiooc.
consposing maw
coordinator. Most
byre layout, am* up,
proof reading and
customer rolatiou
dills. If qualified mid
iatirestod. Cull
Cherie: Olnao, 753
5397 ea Meaday,
Hoe. 29th.

16. Home Furnishings

25%

'ENTAL SA
_L

CINTEP
753424/1

• MURDER
Isley's Tweets
& Pest Control
Kew 753 3111

34. Aikalinsous

Atari Video Computer
System, 5 game car
fridges. like new Call
753-4732.
Atari and 6 cartridges.
210 Bear Cat Scanner,
Ilk. new. Call 753-5421
after Sp.m
FIREWOOD
good
hardwood (oak,
hickory, etc I $25 rick
Delivered. $27 3114
FIREWOOD Seasoned
oak and hickory 11' anc
$29 a rick. Green
wood. $23 rick, di
livered and stacked
753-9600
Fire wood for sale
Delivery. 4741342.
9, Situation Wanted
A couple would iike to For Sale 2 Copy
rent a one bedroom apt Machines. 753-6141
or house in Murray. Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co Paducah, Ky.
Please call 762 6251
Male Graduate Student 443-6139
desiring to rent furnished apartment in V.Mobile Home Sates
nice neighborhood for 12x5.5 Moolle Home with
occupancy around De- central air, partly furcember 15th. Write: nished, very good conDan Self, 2710 Lewis dition.Call 435-4307
La., Owensboro, Ky. 1971
121(65, ex12 exten42301.
sion on living room, 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
11. Want to Buy
completely furnished,
30" White electric range central air, excepting
in good condition. 753- bids. Call 159-1151 after
6p.ril
7153.
A private lot equipped
for trailer hook-up 21. Mobile Home Rentals
electric pole, water, A two bedroom newly
septic tank within 3 furnished. Shady Oaks
miles of city limits or a Mobile Home Court
trailer on a private lot. Call 753-5209.
Call 759-4702.
Nice two bedroom
Raw furs, raccoon, red trailer near Murray, no
fox, gray fox, muskrat, pets. Call 489-2611.
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver. Owen Mc- Three bedroom Mobile
Clellan, P.O. Box 63, Home, all electric, cenPulaski, Ill. 62976, tral heat and air, partly
furnished, TV tower
Phone 618342-6316.
with rotary, water furnished. Call 753-1917
15. Articles for Sale
after Sp.m.
For Sale: New ship- Three bedroom 12x60,
ment of desks, chairs, 2/
1
2 miles form Murray,
and file cabinets. Ross $125 per month, fur8. Sons Salvage. Marlin, nished or unfurnished.
T N 3 8 2 3 7
Call after 5:00, 733-4512.
Phone:901-587-2420.
Trailer for rent, see
Like new IRS 00 Model Brandon Dill at Dill's
Ill, 48K, 2 disc drive Trailer Ct
with Line Printer VIII,
Telephone Modem.
X,Business Rentals
Used 10 hrs. Real
Christmas bargain. ft
495. Call 435-4366
Mini
anytime.
Warehouse
Used Speed Queen 81b.
washers and 50Ib. gas
Storage Space
dryers. New DeWalt
For Root
radial arm saw made
753-4758
by Black & Decker. Call
759-1613.

5 pc. sectional couch
rust and beige upholst
cry. Call 753-5946 or
753-5940.
-'Duncan Phyfe dining
room suite (antique),
with table and 6 chairs
RENTAL SALES
and a buffet. Excellent
CENTER condition. Also 48in. oak
75.34201 round table with 6
11;00 E. Maki
....ladderback chairs.
492-8707
MOVING SALE.
Broyhill solid Pine
Trestle Dining Table
with 6 chairs, modern
smoke glass top
breakfast set with 4
chairs, Mahogany desk
and chair, antique
smoke table, loose
cushion couch, den
chair, roll-away bed,
half bed with mattress
and box springs. 75/1016 day, 753-50741141W
•Bolt Vibrators
Twin beds, perfect con•Exorcise Bikes
dition. Call 753-7909.
*Massage Rollers
Washer, dryer and dis*Tread Mil
hwasher, excellent
condition. 753-3901.

OFF
Exercise
Equipment

2.EdirsimilLimmo Klima*Psst

31 Apts. For Rent
For rent Hamelot North
Apartments
Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. I bedroom apartment also available.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
Furnished one bedroom, 7531730. After
5:00 p.m. 753-6965.
Furnished apts., I or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2814.

33. Roomsfor Rent

$40 Room only. Apt, for
rent $75. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 753-1165 or
436-2411.
United Ministry Cooler,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Parch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Rooms available in
Dec. at end Of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
19. Farm Equipment
with cable, gas apFord farm tractor, $1, pliances and sir conditioning. 753-3531.
000 436-2506.

New Atwell'. 6 Yrs- Ott
3 twerwen, eiedrk and
weed Peet. wow fur
81611 plus de
peen. 441-5647
Nice 2 bedroom en 641
N., be miles from city
limits 517$ per month
with 51% Clea01/1 No
Pen Call 753 4779
Would like to rent a
three bedroom haute in
or near Murray, Call
this number, 753 5.171

Lost Gold BuInva Accu
tron ladies watch. Lost
In the vinicity of Kroger. Call 753-1492 or
753-3936.
Lost coon dog in Sloe
4lTiwConcord Area.
Black and Ian with
plate. If seen, call
753-14/0 and ask for
Frank.

Angus Bull weighs
about 1500 lbs. has vow
calves, it is gentle
753 7531
Boars and Guts. Mur
physboro, ill ,
Yorkshire, ready for
breeding, largo soiec tion. Homer Jenkins,
615-6818092.

OPPE

- 753-

Winchester 11 Ga
Automatic, $150 New
H&R Single Barrell 12
Ga. with box of shells,
$50 753 7126.

22. Musical

To Plate Your
Classified
Phone

753-1916

110151 FOR MU
Located 3,4 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

MIN BIKE
For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 11 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
Cieod condition. Can
be seen at 1519 London Dr.
Murray, Ky.

19/9 Toyota
53 OH
miles Call 733077
Ford v 5 202 engine.
Doesn't use any oil end
runs good. S2S0 T rain
STieet0f1 YO tit 382. MIL
Eagle headers for At
engine. 130 7534335.

1.Und Trvets

AL 1.PAPER HG

753-3715
753-5292
•eas ao•.••• •

1114 GMC, 6 cylinder. Comm.*. block. brick.
straight shift 754 4,11.1 basements. f•vh
SW Sp m
satiens drive ways
I9/6 Blue Deep* sedevrales. panes, and
Tradesman 300 van 4s chimneys Free •Ii,
Ton. heavy duty rear tirnates Call 753 306
end. 111 engine auto Date Spencer portable
matic transmission. 71
sandblasting and peen
000 miles. partially tow/ Sack Ms service
customized,good con
dose a vsli•Ofs Call 132
Call a98 8951 Ws/ow• te Pm
dition
after ip m
mismeammen1111111111111mer
1978 Ford Wan F150 has
ROOS
steering
brakes air.
PROBLEMS,
AM FM stereo radio
with cassette Player,
53,000 Call 753 9400
Need s sesnm1 epl•
after Sp m

Meat SuIdie
Is eldeatieel. Wed
19/1 Chevrolet Motor_ re/grantee. Cell Ileg6
Home. dual air, hilly
006en4, 759.1711 sr
sell contained 55.500
7$3-6•76.
4342306

St. Sea1541olors

FREE ESTIMATES on
all electrical 'Numbing
1971 Savage bass and painting and well pump
Ski float, 16 ft 16 inches needs Licensed
Cali
long, Moody Troller, 115
83 0012 Or 7539673
Evinrude Motor, Troll
lip Motor. Depth Fin. Fence sales at Soars
der. see to eppreClaker now Call Sears 733 7310
for free 0171,7197, for
7537157
!Olaf needs

a Services Offared

Alundnom and Vinyl
siding and AIhim for vi hems. OS
gt.P. Plait*
-

luck Weser '
753.1173

APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 70 years
experience Parts and
service bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S
Silt St
753 4872, 753 1116
(horn.)

R0011 SAMOS
AND RINSOIMPIG
24 Teen experience.
Illehmeil Moan we
weigh.
DONAU
ROOS CO
344-6127
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR IS years es
periencit Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates Days 474
7359, nights 04 Ws
Gletteriaid by Sears
Sears continuous gut
tors Installed for your
Cali
specifIc•fiona
Stars 753 2310 for free
estimate.

, 0/ Murray
Have many loco
references
762 4792
5 4348
Agricultrist do all kind
of pruning. planting and
designing Thinning out,
mulching, cuffing
back, leaf raking, deep
root, surface fertilizing
Reasonable rates Call
Tony, 7 5 1 6 0 2
ep m Sp m

Minim Service Co
Simi= mi riml tag
castle trio work
Inierwess tail Will bl
Inlet MINI
Appliance service.
Washer. dryers,
freezer, refrigerator.
electric heat, and
microwave All brands
serviced Call 751 1322
Bob's Home Improve
ment, 17 years building
experience. remodel
Ind, addifiOnt, concrete
work. repairs, general
home maintaince Call
753 4.501

Need work on your
!roes? Topping, pry')
mg, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOWER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
'visional tree c•re
153-0331
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
Work completely
dry
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rte 2 Box
409 A. Paducah Ky
42001. or call 1 442 7076
Will do plumbing,
heating, carpentry. pain
fog and roofing Call 753
2211

11. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
Engine 74 15210-A 13
$175 exchange 73 11 110
Al2 $150 exchange star
for and alternator 115
exchange. 474-2325
Renegade C.11 Jeep
Top Call 419 71111 after
5P•1tt

Used Cars

Old upright Grand
Piano, drop leaf
breakfast table,
Treadle Singer Sewing
Machine Call 522-6475,
Cadiz, after 5p.m

Free Inspection
Licensed, Bonded, In
sured Servall Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn, Eddie Williams,
Ph. 7$3-1779,9 to 5.

4S. Forfeiter Sale

HEY LOOK ME OVER,
L END ME YOUR
Ford's & Merman
E AR...Excellent
hisersaco &
neighborhood.. Close to
shopping center,
Roil Est.'s
groceries, and rests.,
Soartlisido Cowl Sq.
rant. And I have spec
Merrily, 11•Mocky
bus rooms and a flow
113-4411
ing, easy floor plan
Cabinets and storage
galore...So, Look me
REALTORS
over by calling CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors at 753-1492.
This home is located in
Circarams on • quiet
tree-lined street
With
easing of Interests,
South 12th at Sycamore have the financial
knowledge to make it
TELEPHONE 753-1661
affordable for you.
Appointmonts made
More for your money in
for your cosormioace. this newly renovated 4
Fell time sales bedroom, 2 bath, brick
associates oroalag veneer and frame
home. Electric heat,
phones.
carpeted throughout,
Imms McCarty. . 153-7241 shady lot, near hospital,
753-7721 shopping center. etc
hentu
Immediate possession.
*es knew*. 7531311 Some owner financing
53-311 available to qualified
Isyspos
7534471 buyer. KOPPERUD
Sae Imindl
• REALTY, 753-1222.
Reduced to $29,900
New on the Market
Five bedroom home
with fireplace in den,
formal dining room,
newly decorated, fen
cod backyard and close
*JR:.
to schools. Priced in the
fairs. Call KOPPERUD
Large and lux- REALTY, 153 1221
today.
urious 4-bedroom
PRICE REDUCED on
residence situated
this attractively re
on wooded acre onmodeled 3 bedroom
ly 3 miles west of
hone. Central gas fur
Murray, overlook- neve very economical
good location
ing Um Oaks Counon quiet street Now
try Club Golf Offered at only $25500
Course. Five sets
Home is vacant and
ready for immediate
of sliding glass
Owner
occupancy
doors open into
transferred and must
private porches
sali. Phone 753 1222,
and patios. Home
KOPPERUD REALTY
has many outstanTwo bedroom, 21
/
2
acres, 7 miles east of
ding features Call
Murray on 210. 436-2002
KOPPERUD

REALTY

aSersto011sril

19/2 Liiketit. *Ned. CARPET CLIMI101111.
pros I srlok•I•4
NICE/ car. 51.161
Satisfied ?seen/aces.
OS 8.16
1973 Pontiac cestr.... veto sewn Cesenme
upwoster, Ciamatook
rery peed condition
Low's Comm Cleaning
751-11110
753 537
19/7 Lincoln T•wn
Canoe esteflent conch
tie& 841 Wham WA
Weft $4.1110 743040
RITMO%
1975 Mustang II red
on* T tops Phone 7$)
&TIMOR
1706 days or al, 4714
PAWING

moms

H.Homesfor Sale

4Real Estate

4.lind ONE

PAINT IN(

Kerr your 11413 form land
needs. consider this 225
acre farm east if New
Concord Good tenable
land Creek
Partially
Blacktop road
fenced
access. Reasonably
Priced Owner financing
at 10
Call John
Neubauer Real Estate.
7534531
Ps4s-Suppliss
H ALFWAY TO
AKC Alaskian Mist
HEAVEN or maybe
&mute puppleS, nice even CIOW
row crop
pets Of guard dogs, ping, livestock or
a
shots and wormed 753 combination of both
9390.
tobacco barn,
AKC Reg Boxer pup milkhouse, farrowing
Peel $10 or best offer house, year round
Call 437-1592
spring fed creek runs
AKC Registered Golden through the property
Retriever puppies, 6 into a 30 acre water
weeks old, 1st shots shed lake Oh, yes.
Great hunting dogs or ladies, there is a four
family Pet 401-444-13/1, bedroom brick home
parnpored Iv ft
642-8478, Paris.
AKC registered black owners. What more
Labrador puppies, could you ask on this 793
champion blood lines, acre country estate?
will be ready to 90 Dec Possible assumable
loan of $152,0130 at 7 tea
1st. Call 759-1711
qualified buyer
Yes.
For sale Peek -a Poo dial 753 1492 at Century
puppies. Call after 21 Loretta Jobs
3p.m. 753-0747.
Realtors
Matched pair Setter Just
minutes from new
Bird Dogs, 1 yr old
Murray State golf
$300. 75311141
course is this 35 acre
Three free kittens cute farm with small stocked
and lovable. Got to go! lake. Roads on three
7531678 after 5p.m.
sides for excellent sub
Yorkshire Terrier pup dividing. Completely
pies, asking $120 Call fenced. $40,000. Roberts
489-2651
Realty, 753-1651.

6. Help Wanted
job's oFrsHoRE. 23. Exterminating
Send stamp for details
to: OFFSHORE, Box
973, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mechanic wanted. New
car dealership. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040G.

IL

P.UvestscItisppliss

20. Serfs Equipment
S. Last and Found

4.Rolfilie

1974 Cho vrr 141,
Cheyenne Pick•va
automatic with power
steering and brakes,
air, 350 motor Also 2
wheel flat bed traitor
/53-9152 after 4.
1975 Elite, excellent
condition, S1,450 Will
trade and guarantee the
car. len College Farm
Rd
1975 Toyota Corolla,
speed, air, excellent
condition One owner
Call 753-3050.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
Ws do way typo
of cleaning.
474-1138

1111U.INC
specisks in sever
root plastic mils lastall voSor ilmos win
We

rotor sysfeass.

MUTER
KCVO
ILLS 11111.114
H)344•3476

WALLIS DRUG
NOISCRIFTIONS 0MM NW KM
•1105PITAL SUFFUSIONS"!NO SALI
*WOOS MANN IF MINIM
*IMPS WONT FOOOKT5
hue NM"es OWeestollesleyIN

Richard H. Crouch MD, DABFP
announce,a change in office hours
Beginning November 1 the elks will
be open
Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Closed All Day On Fridays
Open Most Saturdays 9 A.M.-12M Noon

PA()L 12 TB I. MI It R Al,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,Saturday, November 27. Ivc

Cutting grass big businesb
for landscape award winner

'OBITUARIES'
Paul I. Bork
dies Friday

DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — When he was 9
years old, Allen Layne
Williams was cutting
grass in his neighborhood
with a gas-powered push
mower. Eight years
later, he is an award winner in turf and landscape
management.
Williams now o*ns
three riding mowers, a
garden tractor, two
vacuum mulchers and
three weed trimmers. His
biggest customers are
churches, libraries and
cemeteries, including one
that is 15 miles away at
Devil's Elbow in Land
Between The Lakes.
The 17-year-old Marshall County High School
senior also is a member
of the Future Farmers of
America and recently
placed second in national
competition for the turf
and landscape management proficiency award.
Williams, who lives at
Benton, won $250 and an
expense-paid trip to the
FFA's Kansas City convention.
The teen-ager credits
his sister, Sherry, with
getting him started in the

Paul I. Bork, 84,
Bradeston, Fla., died at
6:20p.4. Friday.
He Ma been visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Hiram B.
(Lucille) Smith, Rt. 1,
Kiriutey. Other survivors
Include four grandchildren.
Friends may call from
7 p.m. to 9 tonight at the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Funeral services
and burial will be in
Bradenton. Fla.

Names
in the news
PARIS (AP) — Film
star Brigitte Bardot has
written an open letter to
the French Cabinet condemning the government
for failing to ban the import of Canadian baby
seal skins.
Miss Bardot, 48,
criticizing the French
failure to ratify a European trade agreement,
accused the ministers of
"not having had the
courage to take a
humanitarian and exemplary decision ...
which harms neither the
economy of our country
nor the survival of
humanity," the Socialist
daily Le Matin paper
reported Friday.
An official of the
Ministry of Agriculture
said that France had not
imported baby seal skins
for several years, but had
not signed a formal
engagement not to do so
in the future.

Rugby club fire
suit to be reviewed
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— A federal grand jury in
Indianapolis is scheduled
Monday to review the
trial of the man convicted
of masterminding the
Evansville Rugby Club
fire to determine whether
others should be indicted,
according to reports
quoting unnamed
sources.
Club president Bernard
C. Bartholome Jr. of
Evansville was convicted
June 3 of masterminding
a scheme to set fire to the
club headquarters to collect insurance money for
anew butiding.
The club was destroyed
in a fire early Sept.25,
1981.
A federal grand jury
will review transcripts of
Bartholome's trial Monday to determine whether
anyone else should be
charged in the case,
unidentified sources told
WENT-TV of Henderson,
Ky.,on Friday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Tom Turner in Indianapolis would not
comment on the case Friday, but sources said

DENVER (AP) —
Former astronaut Jack
Swigert, elected to represent Colorado's new 6th
District in Congress, will
remain hospitalized
through the weekend
after checking in with a
persistent fever, a
spokeswoman says.
The 51 -year -old
Republican underwent
tests Thursday at Denver
Presbyterian Hospital,
but Swigert
spokeswoman June Weiss
said Friday that results
were not back yet.
Swigert said he contracted an infection last
week, probably as a side
effect of chemotherapy
he has been undergoing
since being diagnosed in
mid-September as having
bone marrow cancer.
Swigert checked into
the hospital Wednesday.

A Tow Truck In Your
Wallet or Pocketbook?
IMPOSSIBLE?
1.1

If You Belong To

mowing business. He said
she had three customers
but found another job and
turned over the yard
responsibilities to bum
"Each year I kept getting more calls,"
Williams said. "I had to
have my parents help me,
then I bought more equipment."
This past summer,
Williams, with help from
his family, cared for 55
yards. He would cut 25
one week, and the other
30 the next.
He starts mowing,
Pruning trees and trinuning hedges in late April or
early May and stops the
first of October, working
four days a week from 9
to 5.
Williams takes Fridays
and Saturdays off when
he's not in school and on
Sundays, he goes to
church.
"I haven't missed a
Sunday in 17 years," said
Williams, whose mother
has been a preacher for
20 years.
This year, his business
has been "a little bigger
than it's ever been but
even with an $6,000 gross

VI

lb

some of the witnesses
who testified in Bar
tholome's trial could be
indicted for perjury,
WENT reported.
Turner, though, did say
the grand jury will be in
session Monday.
U.S. Attorney Sarah
Evans Barker could not
be reached for comment
Friday night.
Robert W. Lutterbach,
who pleaded guilty to setting the fire, was the key
witness in Bartholome's
trial and was sentenced
to 90 days in jail.
U.S. District Judge
Gene E. Brooks sentenced Bartholome to 208
days in jail, five years of
probation, 1,000 hours of
community service work,
$27,000 in fines, $53,500 in
restitution.
In addition to charges
he conspired to set the
fire and fraudulently collect the insurance money,
Bartholome was convicted of attempting to influence two witnesses to
make false statements to
the gra nd jury investigating the case.

Buy a Selected Color TV during RCA's

Income, usually I don't
end up with a whole lot of
money at the end of the
year.'
Williams explained
that much of his earnings
has gone into equipment
purchases.
He is considering opening a small nursery next
year on property his
family owns on Kentucky
80 two miles west of Hardin.
Williams plans to sell
small shrubs, fruit trees
and flowers. He said that
the business is "not going
to be big at the start but
maybe like my mowing,
it will pick up.'

Fatalities
reported
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents nationwide during the long
Thanksgiving weekend
had left at least 150 people dead by early today,
about halfway through
the period.
By 5 a.m. EST, 150 people had died in traffic accidents across the country since the holiday.
period began at 6 p.m.
Wednesday,local time.
The National Safety
Council has estimated
that between 420 and 520
people would die in traffic
accidents during the fourday weekend, which ends
at midnight Sunday, local
time.
During a four-day, nonholiday period, an
estimated 480 traffic
deaths could be expected,
the council said.
The toll for last year's
Thanksgiving weekend
was 413.
In 1968, there were 764
traffic fatalities over the
four-day period, the most
of any holiday weekend
on record.
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Now you can have the luxury of
RCA remote control at a price you'd
expect to pay for a manually tuned
set. Enjoy remote control tonight —
and get substantial rebate savings
in the bargain. Just fill in the
coupon we'll give you, send it to
RCA with proof of purchase, and
your check will be mailed from RCA.
GGR699R

ColorTrak consoles
with 8-function
remote control

Happy

Remote control
convenience in your
choice of three 25"
diagonal ColorTrak
consoles. At the touch
of a button, scan
through any of 127
available broadcast or
cable channels.* Also
turns set on and off,
adjusts volume up or
down or mutes it
completely. You get
Super AccuFilter
picture tube,
automatic color and
fleshtone correction,
many other features—
plus $50 direct from
RCA.

40th
Birthday
To:
Jerry
Speight

IT'S ALMOST
THAT TIME AGAIN
BUY ONE — GET ONE

You Hove it Now.

That's Right - Your AAA Membership Card
Entitles You To Free 24 Hour Emergency
Rood Service & Towing • At Home, Work,
Or Away. To Find Out More About This And
Many Many Other Benefits Call Today—

FREE
WATCH FOR
OUR AD
COMING

436-2723

SOON

GGR691R

DUNN
FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
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GGR(186R

RCA

3 301

ColorTrak console with
5-function remote control

Ron &
Joyce's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
Sun. -

SUNDAY SPECIAL
$379
6 oz. Sirloin Steak

Thurs.
llo.m.9 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
11 a.m.10 p.m.

All the automatic features of ColorTrak with
the convenience of infrared remote control.
Scan through any of 127 available broadcast
or cable channels,* control volume up or
down and turn set on or off—all from across
the room. And get $50 back from RCA.

'Local cable systems may vary: check your
cable company's compatibility requirements

OR

Chic
ken Fried Stook $299
with

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

country gravy
Both include: Choice of Potato & hot roll
and All you can eat

SALAD BAR

753-1713
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Did he forget about
Christmas Club?
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times
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The favorite way to save for Christmas!
Open yours today!
STICKY RICKY — Ricky Schroder stars as a abed .at by kb parinW caverns(a• V
the cake fiasco metal sem.)Is "Samilkigg Elglit," a ptilsantatisa at GE Tkaatre
Thesday on CBS. Patty Duke AMIN stars as Ms mother.'boosts &bevies'•Dig Brother,
played by James Farentimo.
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MONDAY
11/29/82
5:00 A.M.
Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Dudley Moore, Lucille Ball and visit dancing

-

tots

O

- Raggedy Ann and
Andy The two rag dolls set
out to rescue the kidnapped
French doll Babette
6:30 A.M.
- Blockheads Marlette
Hartley hosts this group of
international ventriloquists
(I)- Inside Business
7:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure A boy and his
dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palance, Joan Collins. Rated
PG

o

o

8:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'The Raging
Tide' A racketeer, after
committing murder, seeks
refuge on a fishing boat and
tries to pin the murder on a
fisherman's son
Richard
Come, Shelley Winters, Stephen McNally 1952
9:00 A.M.
EL - Phil Donahue Donahue's guest is James E
Burke, chairman of Johnson
& Johnson, who discusses
the Tylenol crisis
O - MOVIE: 'Oh!
Heavenly Dog' A private
eye is sent down to earth
to solve his own case
Chevy Chase, Jane Seymour, Robert Mobley. Rated
PG
O (1) - Phil Donahue
Donahue's guest is Dr. Elizabeth Connell, professor of
OB-GYN of Emory University
10:00 A.M.
(;) - MOVIE: 'Wild and

Wonderful' When the idol
of French films, a poodle,
takes a leave, he gets his
mistress involved with an
American musician Tony
Curtis, Christine Kaufmann,
Larry Storch 1964
:00 A.M.
- Blockheads Marlette
Hartley hosts this group of
international ventriloquists.
12:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE 'Embassy' A
diplomatic team from America tries to smuggle out a
Russian defector from Beirut
Richard
Roundtree,
Chuck Connors, Ray Milland 1972
O - MOVIE: 'Foolin'
Around'
An
Oklahoma
ranch hand enrolls in college, but learns more about
life outside the classroom.
Gary
Busey.
Annette
O'Toole,
Eddie
Albert
1980 Rated PG.
1:00P.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Savage'
A young boy is torn between loyalties for his race
and his tribe. Chartton Heston, Susan Morrow, Peter
Hanson 1952.
2:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates
4:00 P.M.
Lobo
O - Raggedy Ann and
Andy The two rag dolls set
out to rescue the kidnapped
French doll Babette
5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett
(t) - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]
5:30 P.M.
0- Bob Newhart Show
O - MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure' A boy and his
dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palonce, Joan Collins Rated
PG
Learning
2:1)
Disabilities
6:00 P.M.
ID EL - Newswatch
O (15) - Eyewitness News
EL - Barney Miller
O - Gomer Pyle

o

(3D _

o

o

"Do you have
Replacement
Cost Coverage for the
contents of
your home?

- Scene at 6
0(1)
- News
010 - Business Report
0 i - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Charlie's Angels
0
- CBS News

o

co -

6:30 P.M.
Magazine
CC - Family
ED GU
Feud
EL - Tic Tac Dough
- American Professionals
O Jeffersons
CeD - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky Journal
- MASH

O

She's blind and she's only
19-years-old, so when Isiah
(Victor Edwards) falls for
Quest star Jill Schaefer
'
. It is
prairie scandal on "Little
House: A New Beginning,"
Monday, Nov. 29 on NBC.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

o
o

-

7:00 P.M.
clo cri U - That's
Incredible!
Square
Pegs
O - MOVIE: 'Houseboat'
An Italian symphony conductor's daughter, concealing her identity, becomes a
widower's family maid. Cary
Grant, Sophia Loren. Martha
Hyer. 1958.
- Little House:
CD 0
A New Beginning Isaiah
Edwards falls in love with a
19-year-old blind girl (60
min.)(Closed Captioned]
O MOVIE: 'The Wild
Geese' A band of mercenaries attempts an impossible task in Africa. Richard
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Harris. 1978.
O CID - All Creatures
Great and Small
0 tof - Great Performances 'The Charterhouse of
Parma ' Gina realizes that
Fabrizio does not love her.
160 min
CI - Starsky and Hutch
Monday
Night
Match-Up If the NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming will be
shown.(60 min.)

O

eiGuem-

-

7:30 P.M.
aD go
-Private
Benjamin Colonel Fielding
hosts a talent show to entertain a group of orphans
8:00 P.M.
VAD GI) U
NFL
Football: Miami at Tampa
Bay
M•A•S•H
O
Hawkeye starts a rumor
that Marilyn Monroe will
visit the 4077th
(1) 0 (I) - MOVIE:
'Executioner's Song' Part
2
0 (1) - Great Perform-

O

o

-

azi 0 c21 -

ances 'The Charterhouse of
Parma.' Gina realizes that
Fabrizio does not love her
(60 min
21) - Magic of Dance
'Out in the Limelight. Home
in the Rain ' Dame Margot
Fonteyn talks about the rigors of the dancer's life
(60 min
MOVIE: 'Dallas' A
former Confederate guerilla
officer arrives in Dallas
seeking revenge on three
brothers who ravaged his
home and lands. Gary
Cooper, Ruth Roman, Steve
Cochran. 1950.
NCAA Football:
Notre Dame at Southern
California

-

-

8:30P.M.
(r)0 C1 - Newhart
Dick is proud when the
Stratford Inn is considered
as an historical landmark
9:00 P.M.
Cagney &
Lacey Cagney and Lacey
are assigned to 'spy' on
their fellow officers. (60
min.)
CI CL - Magic of Dance
'Out in the Limelight, Home
in the Rain.' Dame Margot
Fonteyn talks about the rigors of the dancer's life
(60 min.)
(21) - Six Great Ideas
'Justice.' Dr. Adler discusses why justice is the
key to an individual's pursuit of happiness. (60 min.)

amen-

o

9:15 P.M.

O TBS Evening News
O - MOVIE: 'So Fine' A
-
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Younger girl

(I)- P.M.

all me

Jane Rogers
Insurance
201 South 6th
753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
STATE FARM
fire ead Camay CosIM0V
Nor Oftes
Illywomplo• Noma

college professor becomes
a successful fashion designer in this comedy Ryan
O'Neal, Jack Warden, Richard Kiel. Rated R.
10:00 P.M.
0CE) News
CAD0OE0
- News
0 OID 0 (21) - Business
Report
0- Benny Hill Show

eyewitness

10:15 P.M.

O - All In the Family
10:30 P.M.
CS-)- Sanford and Son
- Three's Company
0
- Tonight Show
O )- PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests horn around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and

sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
O 21) - Captioned ABC
News
- Starsky and Hutch
Trapper John
M.D.

_

10:45 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Assignment
to Kill' A secret investigator uncovers a murderer and
an international organization
Switzerland
Patrick
in
O'Neal, Joan Hackett, Sir
John Gielgud 1969
'Ohl
MOVIE:
O
Heavenly Dog' A private
eye is sent down to earth
to solve his own case
Chevy Chase, Jane Seymour, Robert Mobley Rated
PG

-

11:00 P.M.
O CS) - Trapper John,
M.D.
Eyewitness News
C47) - Barney Miller
▪ - News

-

11:30 P.M.
CE) U - Nightfine
(3) 0 (10 - late Night
with David Letterman
0- MOVIE: 'Montana' A
sheep rancher, determined
Do move his herds into cattle country, meets opposition from wealthy ranchers.
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith,
James Brown, S. Z
1950
NCAA Football:
• Georgia Tech at Georgia
MOVIE:
'Columbo: Double Shock'
When an aging physicalfitness buff dies shortly before his wedding, everyone
suspects a heart attack except Columbo. Peter Falk,
Martin Landau 1973.
12:00 A.M.
- News
News/Sign Off
12:15 A.M.
CU
MOVIE:
'Columbo: The Conspiritom' An Irish poet tries to
sidetrack Colombo. who
races against time to nail
him for homicide and armssmuggling Peter Falk, Clive
Revill,
Nolan
Jearstte
1978

-

-

12:30 A.M.

fi EL - Tonight Show
a)0
OveredgM

- NBC News

O

MOVIE:
'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates

1:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Vice Squad'
This covers the life of a detective during an 'ordinary'
day as he looks for crooks
and thwarts crime Edward
G Robinson, Paulette Goddard. K T Stevens 1953.
Jim Bakker
CBS News
Nightvvatch

-

(12 -

1:30 A.M.
- Nightline

a
Nightw
cuatch- jiCpBS

News

glp - Romance Theater
2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'She
Demons' Shipwrecked on
an uncharted island, four
people discover a Nazi hiding place and fiendish experiments
Irish McCalla,
Tod Griffin, Victor Sen
Young. 1958
- CNN Headline News
O - MOVIE: 'The Wild
Geese' A band of mercenaries attempts an impossible task in Africa. Richard
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Hams 1978.
0 - NCAA Football:
Notre Dame at Southern
California
2:45 A.M.

O - MOVIE: 'Belle Starr's
Daughter' Belle's daughter
comes to town to avenge
her mother's death at the
hand of an outlaw. Rod Cameron, George Montgomery, Ruth Roman 1948
4:00 A.M.
the
0
-ind
HighC2)W
iVI9V:
AIEbullside
h pilot
and a major and his daughter travel into the desert of
South Africa searching for
lost treasure Darren McGayin, Maria Perschy, Brian
0"Shaughnessy 1966
0605 A.M.
Blockheads Marlette
Hartley hosts this group of
international ventriloquists.

-

•

4:45 A.M.

o - World/Lame
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Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1942

5:00 A.M.
CE) - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with David Horowitz,
Dudley Moore and Dr William Rader, who dicussses
anti-semitism

5:30 A.M.
O -

Rascal Dazzle This
compilation of film clips
catches the 'Little Rascals'
at their best Narrated by
Jerry Lewis

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Diamonds
for Breakfast' The son of a
Russian nobleman tries to
steal the royal diamonds his
father gambled away the
night of his birth Marcell°
TushRita
Mastroianni,
Taylor
Elaine
Ingham,
1968.
- Men's Gymnastics:
Palace
Ceasar's
1982
Invitational

7:00 A.M.
-

Yesteryear.

9:00 A.M.
1942

(I) -

Phil Donahue Dona-

hue's guest is an ex-Moonie
who was married in a mass
ceremony
in
Madison
Square Garden
- MOVIE: 'Ragtime' A
black pianist tries to get revenge fOr the way he is
treated by a white fireman.
Harold E Rollins, Elizabeth
McGovern, James Cagney.
Rated PG
0
- Phil Donahue
Donahue's guests discuss
no-nonsense education

o

"Melissa," the three part
"Mystery" series on PBS,
shows that trust and friendship don't always stand up
when there's murder in the
air. Ronald Fraser is one of
the questionable comrades,
Tuesday, Nov. 30.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

10:00 A.M.

-

MOVIE:
'The
Pharoah's
Woman
A
prince and the son of the
reigning Pharoah fight for
the fate of an empire. John
Drew Barrymore, Linda Cristal, Pierre Brice. 1961

12:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'The Black
Shield of Falworth' A
knight in training learns his
father was of noble blood
and wrongly accused of disloyalty. Tony Curtis, Janet
Leigh, David Farrar. 1954.
O - MOVIE: 'Ode to Billy
Joe' The romance of two
teenagers brings joy until a
secret intervenes. Robby
Benson, Glynnis O'Connor,
Joan Hotchkis. 1976 Rated
PG

1:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Rampage' A
trapper, a big game hunter
and a mistress search for
rare jungle cats Robert Mitchum, Elsa Martinelli, Jack
Hawkins 1963.

2:00 P.M.
O-

HBO Theatre: Frank
Langella
Sherlock
In
Holmes The world famous
detective
unravels 'The
Strange Case of Alice Faulkner' Susan Clark, Stephen
Collins

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

,29'640—

4:00P.M.
119 (I)- BJ and the Bear
- Split Cherry Tree A

•

poor farmer gains insight
into his son's dreams and
ambitions
Will Newman
Jarred Ross, Colleen De
whurst

o

4:30 P.M.

Rascal Dazzle This
compilation of film clips
catches the 'Little Rascals'
at their best Narrated by
Jerry Lewis
-

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett

Newswatch

O CID - Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
0- Gorner Pyle
•- Scene at 6
O - Men's Gymnastics:
1982
C.easar's
Palace
Invitational
0X0 News
Business Report
0 (21) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
•- Charlie's Angels
CBS News
-

o

01) -

-

6:30P.M.
P.M. Magazine
0 CC - FarnitY

5:30 P.M.
Bob Newhart Show

• 3D
Feud

131) - Tic Tac Dough
O - Andy Griffith
Jeffersons
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0 - Kentucky Journal
az- MASH

-

o

7:00P.M.
CE CID 0 - Happy
Days

CI)0

- Bring 'Em

Back Alive An intelligence
agent wants Buck's help to
rescue another agent 160
min )
- NBA Basketball:
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Father
Murphy Lizette falls in love
with a troublesome teenager
min ) (Closed Cap-

_

Vairird Maui firebox vita Mumma:ad staid tap

O - MOVIE: 'Ode to

MOVIE: 'Falling in
Love Again' A discontented
middle-aged man tries to recapture his lost youth Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
Kaye Ballard, Rated PG
0(1)- Word on Words
Nova 'Goodbye,
Louisiana ' Tonight's program reports on the staggering water problems of
Southern
Louisiana
(60
min )(Closed Captioned)
0- Starsky and Hutch
-

o

-

7:30P.M.
OCEMS- Laverne &

Shouldn't Yea to Roceivin Those bimetal! Pharmacy Services...
Nokomis Cestomors Doi
Fret Medical Statomouts For AN
Year Tax & lantana laced'
ACCURACY

PROFILE SYSTEM

CONVENIENCE

PERSONAL ATTENTION
DELIVERY SERVICE & MAIL OUT

SPEED

FREE PARKING
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMRE RS

753-1805

7538816

keep irOwong We attrobvt• it to the
tashomul hut use the latest computer tectusmoav

Oto Noon..* post

shove

We WO old

Billy
Joe' The romance of two
teenagers brings joy until a
secret intervenes
Robby
Benson, Gyms O'Connor,
Joan Hotchkis. 1976_ Rated
PG.
0 CE) 0
Business
Report
Cr) - Benny Hill Show

_

10:15P.M.
_

8:00 P.M.
0 CE CD 0 - Three's
Company
0 CU 0 (12 - MOVIE:
'Something So Right'
alD 0 (I1D - Gavilan GaviIan teams up with a spy-intraining
to
get
back
Gavilan's latest invention
(60 min.)
CID - Six Great Ideas
Mystery! 'Melissa.' First of 2 parts. Guy
Foster is suspected of murdering his wife. (60 min )
(Closed Captioned)
MOVIE: 'The Big
Bus' A bus driver is hired
by his ex-girlfriend to drive
the first nuclear-powered
bus on its maiden voyage
Joseph Bologna, Stockard
Charming. John Beck. 1976
- NHL Hockey: New
York Islanders at St. Louis

o
o

-

-

- Nightline

- Three's Company
MASH
- PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from ar/ound the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country_
(tUi - Captioned ABC
News
Starsky and Hutch
0
Quincy
-

-

10:45 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Room at the
Top' An ambitious young
man meets the daughter of
an industrialist and encourages a romance as his
ticket to the top. Laurence
Harvey, Simone Signoret,
Heather Sears. 1959.
11:00 P.M.
ix- Quincy

•

to
Hart
- St. Elsewhere
a)0
Dr Samuels becomes involved with an orthopedic
patierrt and Dr Cavanero attempts to deliver a baby by
telephone (60 num)
▪ - More Unexpurgated
Benny Hill This British TV
star returns with more comedy sketches
0
- Women and the
Law

All In the Family

10:30 P.M.
cu 0
- Tonight
Show
ai
- Sanford and Son

Shirley

8:30 P.M.
OCECI)0- 9 to 5
9:00 P.M.
- Hart
O CID CD

Neoied f124-11
11:Aat trim Sue collar
'Vastt
firotiot lawn,end rind bra analog
;Fireproof filairstries seek/01mnd coat iron fire door end
;11Mi door
irta-nid ajti pee
Automatic draft ,Limper
-Ftaloulmn CWISIO4 It111%11

t toned)

o

-

o
Go 0

21) - 3-2-1, Contact
(Closed Captioned)
•

6:00 P.M.

-- Last Word
GIZ) - Barney Miller
MASH
- NCAA Basketball:
Santa Clara at Southern
California

1151

-

11:30 P.M.
12D
- Nightline
3D0i'
with David Le-tte
Ln
a neanNight
- MOVIE: 'The Night
Strangler' A newspaperman is assigned to investigate a series of unsolved
murders in Seattle Darren
McGavon, Jo Ann Pflug, Simon Oakland 1973

8

(112
& -i
Wife Two:

Dollars on Trouble to Wm'
Someone is trying to scare
Sally's Uncle Cyrus to
death Rock Hudson, Susan
Saint James, William Demarest 1973
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TUESDAY cow(
11:45P.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Sphinx' A
beautiful woman journeys to
Egypt in search of a longLesleytomb.
forgotten
Anne Down, Frank Langella,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981
Rated PG.

12:00 A.M.
O (1) - Entertainment
Tonight
1:1) - Eyewitness News
El Last Word
-

12:15 A.M.
MOVIE:
CI)
El
'McMillan & Wife: No
Hearts, No Flowers' A

pyscopathoc killer threatens
Sally's life Rock Hudson,
Susan Saint James, Sheree
North 1972

12:30 A.M.
C2)- News
GiD 0 OID - NBC News
Overnight

12:45 A.M.
O -

MOVIE: The Great
Garrick' Members of the
Comedie Francaise perpetuate a hoax to deflate the
ego of the pompous _David
Garrick Bnan Aherne, Olivia
de Havilland, Lana Turner.
1937.

TELE-PUZZLE

1:00AAtt
GD - Ann Hott at Large
a - News/Sign Off
a - Jim Bakker
•- NHL Hockey: New
York Islanders at St. Louis
- CBS News
El
Nightwatch

O

1:30 A.M.
CI) - MOVIE.

'FrankenStein's Daughter'
Frankenstein's son continues his experiments in a
modern setting, and creates
the
monster's daughter

John Ashley, Sandra Knight
1959
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
GE)- Romance Theater

El

-

1:45 A.M.
- MOVIE:

'The
El
Howling' A young journalist
seeking refuge from the city
finds terror at a California
retreat Dee Wallace, Patrick Macnee, Dennis Dugan 1981 Rated R

2:00 A.M.
- CNN Headline News

2:45A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Her Kind of
Man' A young singer with a
gangster background makes
good in the Big City and
falls in love with a gossip
columnist Dane Clark, Janos
Paige, Zachary Scott 1948

•

3:00 A.M.
eg (2) - MOVIE:

'The
Great Lover' Mishaps occur
on a luxury liner bound for
France as a man, a duchess
and a card cheat resolve

their differences Bob Hope
Fleming
Jim
Rhonda
Backus 1949

3:15A.M.
0-

HBO Theatre: Frank
Sherlock
In
!Angell*
hoknes The world famous
The
detective
unravels
Strange Case of Alice Faulkner Susan Clark Stephen
Coatni

4:30 A.M.
_

Rat Patrol

I BELIEVE IN...
Mirrray Ledger & Times

ACROSS
1,7 Shown, jurist
on The People's Court
13 Miss Newton-John
14 Marilu Henner role
15 Biblical pronoun
16 — in the Family
17 — Masterson
18 Running
19 — 54, Where Are You?
21 See 23 Across
23,21 Linda Gray
on Dallas
24 Before
25 Olivier or Guinness
26 The — of Consent
27 Susannah or Dick
30 She's Daisy Duke
32 Green Acres star: init

Truth — Consequences
X-rated, maybe
Movie of the —
— Largo
—Stop
—and Disorder
Ending with verb
Played Ricky Ricardo
Roddy McDowell role
Played Matt DIllion: init
Miss MacGraw
Tune for Eubie
Plays Alice: init.
Played Moss Kitty
Daryl Anderson on Lou
Grant
58 —Wynn
59 Hayes and Reddy

33
34
36
39
40
43
45
46
48
49
50
51
53
54
56

DOWN
1 Veronica Hamel role
2 Mrs. —'s'cow
3 Yes, to Charo
4 Zsa Zsa's sister
5 Amass
6 Monty and Huntz
7 — and Fields
8,46 Down Plays
Hawkeye
9 Hingle or O'Brien
10 Nickel: syrnb.
11 .Eight Is —
12 Miss Jeanmaire
20 Classic car
22 Nero's 51
23 Gen. LeMay's outfit
28 Harrison or Reed
29 Nancy on 11 Down
30 Clara —
31 You—There
34 — Street
35 CBS Logo
37 High note
38 Plays Henry on Alice
39 Telly Savalas role

40
41
42
44
46
47
50
52
55
57

Birdie on Lobo
Prefix with kempt
Purcell on Real People
Kitty or H.G.
See 8 Down
Mario Lanza role
Bonnie Franklin role
Plays Buck Rogers
Miss Ekberg's sign-off
Myself
SOLUTION

OMEWPM MOGMPE
WOLAMO
WIM ME Mil OU
WMG Firarn
MtEi
MiL
EPEICKW.12
10E'
0:•:'
iTX10
MKM
Eiti
taK1
PM
PlaJ MEOW€ E.uO.1
MP: BM WWQ EM
EMMOW€: ULIWIALe:
ME-1MM WWIFIMW

teill2 Urged Poilies Srftelicale ine

Towy Maims-Osmor NW Mamma of Ti's Badman
Hello:
I am Terry Mullins owner and manager of Ti's Barbecue. I
would like to tell you about the "proven results" advertising that
I have used in my association with my first year in business at
Ti's Barbecue. During the past months I have used The Murray
Ledger 8t_Times to advertise special promotions and sales at my
place of business and I have been pleased with the results that I
have received. The coupons that I have run were very successful
in bringing in new business.
Being our "Hometown" daily paper, I feel that it is widely read
in Murray and Calloway County, making "Ledger Advertising"
the bargain that it is. If you are in need of effective advertising, I
can recommend The Murray Ledger & Times... just give them a
call at 753-1916 and ask for display advertising, you'll be glad
you did.
Sincerely,
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WEDNESDAY

ter its way of life.

5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett

_
o
young

12/1/82
5:00 A.M.
CE) - Hour Magazine

vorced and the man marries
his
sister-in-law
Robert
Cummings, Lizabeth Scott,
Eve Arden 1950.

Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Dudley Moore, Susan Anton and Dr Isadore
Rosenfeld

1:00 A.M.
0 HI10
Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO

Two of Hearts A
girl stumbles onto
the truth behind her broken
home
- 3-2-1. Contact
O
[Closed Captioned)
5:30 P.M.
11)- Bob Newhart Show
13
- Another Page

12:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

123
MOVIE:
The
Challenge' An American
military satellite is the pawn
in a confrontation between
the United States and a
small communist country
Darren
McGavin, Mako,
James Whitmore 1970
- SRO: Country Rock
'82 The Oakridge Boys, the
Charlie Daniels Band and
Rosanne
Cash
perform
some of their big hits.

Newswatch
- Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
Gomer Pyle
CAD - Scene at 6
HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cavort This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO
0CID
- News
13 CU - Business Report
(2j) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
- CBS News

5:30 A.M.

- Bushmen of Kalahari
o
This
documentary looks at
an African tribe forced to alter its way of life

6:30 A.M.
O

Two of Hearts A
young girl stumbles onto
the truth behind her broken
home
-

7:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The Great
Adventure A boy and his
dog struggle to survive in
the rugged Alaskan wilderness Fred Romer, Jack Palance, Joan Collins. Rated
PG.
113

-

8:00 A.M.

_ MOVIE: 'Bigger Than
o
Life' A

teacher becomes
hooked on drugs which has
a devastating effect on him
and his family James Mason, Barbara Rush, Walter
Matthau 1956

9:00 A.M.
-

Phil Donahue Donahue discusses AIDS, which
is related to several lifethreatening diseases found
among homosexuals
O MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion. Timothy
Hutton, George C Scott
1981 Rated R
CC - Phil Donahue
Donahue talks with two
suppliers of pornographic
material for cable television
-

o

10:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Paid in Full'
After the accidental death
of their child, a couple is di-

o

:00 P.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Skylark'
When a husband's business
crowds out their love, a
young wife creates a 'triangle' and the troubles begin
Claudette Colbert, Ray Milland, Brian Aherne 1941.

1:30P.M.
_

MOVIE: 'This Is
Elvis' Actual footage and
restaged scenes depict the
life and career of Elvis Presley 1981 Rated PG

3:00P.M.
Cle - Afterschool Special
3:30 P.M.
Q Eli - Afterschool
Special
Consumer Reports
'The Dollars and Sense
Show This show looks at
vacuum cleaners, turkeys,
cake mixes and other products.

_

O

4:00 P.M.
(I) - Lobo
O Bushmen of Kalahari
This documentary looks at
an African tribe forced to al-

_

Marked man
Alexis is a constant
reminder of Blake's past on
"Dynasty." Now Krystle's
former life is dredged up: her
first husband, Mark (played
by Geoffrey Scott), shows up
during the episode airing
Wednesday, Dec. 1 on ABC
(Stations reserve the right

oo _

6:30 P.M.

- P.M. Magazine
au
- Family
Feud
ap - Tic Tac Dough
NBA Basketball:
iktianta at Boston
- Jeffersons
cU - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(a
- Kentucky Journal
(12) - WASH

o -

o

7:00 P.M.
1131 CU CID 0 Gift Ziggy, the cartoon
character with the big round
nose, makes his televison
debut.
Rudolph
The Red-Nosed Reindeer
Rudolph is called upon to
guide Santa's sleigh (60
min.)
c4D
Real People
Tonight's program features
a tricycle race for adults,
golfers playing on a course

go 0

0

_

_

to make last-mmute changes )

covered with snow and a
look at the 'fastest bartender in the West.'(60 min.)
MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion. Timothy
Hutton, George C Scott.
1981. Rated R
0CU - Ascent of Man
(h) - Survival Special
'Mama Africa's Mysterious
Spring.. This wildlife special
looks at the variety of creatures who visit Kenya'a
Mzima Spring. (60 min.)
- NCAA Basketball:
Kentucky at Notre Dame
ID - Professional Wrestling Coverage of professional wrestling is presented
from
Madison
Square Garden, New York,
NY. (3 hrs.)

-

o

7:30 P.M.
(1)
Ila - Frosty's
Wonderland Andy Griffith
narrates as Frosty the
Snowman gets married
(Closed Captioned)

8:00 P.M.
is (2) OD O - Fall Guy
oaccem- MOVIE:

Bighorn Country
13y
Charles Frace'
_ Come in To See

:V•

This And Many Other.
Prints By
Charles Frace'
2,500 Signed and Numbered
22" x 26"

'Missing
Children:
A
Mother's Story'
GID 0
- Facts of Ufe
Blair is audited by the IRS
0 CU - Survival Special
'Mime: Africa's Mysterious
Spring' This wildlife special
looks at the variety of creatures who visit K enya.a
Mnma Spring. (60 min.)
Who Killed the
Lindbergh Baby? The Lindbergh kidnapping and the
trial of Bruno Richard -Hauptmann are examined (60
mm)
)
(21

8:30 P.M.
CAD 0
- Family Ties
Alex tries to climb the corporate ladder at a new supermarket

8:45 P.M.
- TBS Evening

•

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

ELLS STU I

"

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.

News

9:00P.M.
1/8(303)18- DYnasfY
Krystle's ex-husband arrives
in Denver and Fallon instills
doubts in
Blake about
Adam not being his son
(60 min.)(Closed Captioned(
CU 0CC - QuirleY
0- MOVIE: 'The French
Lieutenant's Women' An
actress on-screen tragedy IS
juxtaposed
with an off

screen romance with her
leading man. Meryl Streep,
Jeremy Irons. 1981. Rated
R.
Who Killed the
Lindbergh Baby? The Lindbergh kidnapping and the
trial of Bruno Richard Hauptmann are examined (60
min.)
- Health Care at
the
Crossroads Former
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano and Robert Rubin, assistant secretary of the
Department of Health and
Human Services debate national health care issues.
(60 min.)
Southern Basketball
Preview

o

o

(f)

-

-

9:30 P.M.
e_ Sports Legends
1 0:00 P.M.
113 CE C-C0(10

118

(12 - News
1:10 (3) - Eyewitness
News
O - All In the Family
CL)
Business
Report
fri) - Bennif Hill Show

o

(E)

-

10:30P.M.
0 II)
Show

B

- Tonight

- Sanford arid Son

CE)- Nightline
- MOVIE: 'Between
Two Worlds' A group of
people who don't know
they're dead take a ship's
voyage into the mysterious
world beyond. John Garfield, Paul Henreid, Eleanor
Parker. 1944
- Three's Company
go - MASH
CID - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
0
- Captioned ABC
News
0- Starsky and Hutch
- Archie Bunker's
Place

O

o

0

11:00 P.M.
- Archie's Place

13) - Last Word
140 - Barney Miller
SRO: Country Rock
'82 The Oakridge Boys, the
Charlie Daniels Band and

o-

Rosanne
Cash
perform
some of their big hits
O MASH
- MOVIE: 'Streets
of L.A.' A woman embarks
on a lone pursuit of three
teen-aged hoodlums in a
dangerous Los Angeles barrio
Joanne
Woodward,
Robert Webber, Michael
Gwynne 1979.
11:30P.M.
ID (I)0- Nightfine
MOVIE: 'The
Ultimate Warrior' Plague
and starvation compound
the problems of survivors of
a nuclear holocaust in the
21st century Yul Brynner,
Max Von Sydow, Joanna
Miles 1977
CC 0 CC - late Night
with David Letterman
- MOVIE: 'Isn't It
Shocking?' When elderly
citizens in a New England
town begin to die mysteriously, the sheriff is confronted with an ingenious
killer
Alan Aida, Louise
Lasser, Edmond O'Brien
1973
611 - NCAA Football:
Notre Dame at Southern
California

_

-

12:00 A.M.
c2D - Entertainment
Tonight
CID - Eyewitness News
O Last Word

_

12:34.A.M.
CI)- News
(A) 0 (3) - NBC News
Overnight ;
0 - MO1RE: 'Cutters
Way' A bitter Vietnam veteran draws his wife and his
only friend into an obsessive mission to uncover a
murderer John Heard, Jeff
Bridges, Lisa Eichorn 1981
Rated R

1:00A.M.
- MOVIE:
'Sanctuary of Fear' A New
York City clergyman befriends an aspiring young
actress whose life suddenly
becomes filled with terror
Barnard Hughes, Kay Lenz
1979.
e_ MOVIE. 'Marco' This
is Marco Polo's tourneys
through China set to music
Deem Arnaz Jr, Zero Mostei.
Jack Weston '1973
- News/Sign Off
_ Jim Bakker

•

•
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THURSDAY
1212/82
5:00 A.M.
Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Dudley Moore,
chef Bert Greene and discuss how to avoid Christmas burglaries.
- Split Cherry Tree A
poor farmer gains insight
into his son's dreams and
'ambitions. Will Newman,
..larrod Ross, Colleen DeWhurst

-

•

-

•

5:30 A.M.

7:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates.
8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'That Funny
Feeling' Two aspiring actresses who support themselves by maintaining a
house-cleaning service try
to impress a new friend by
using a client's apartment
Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin
1964.
9:00 A.M.
(1) - Phil Donald'. Guests
TBA

_ MOVIE

'Modern
Problems' A young man
becomes telekinetic after

•

accidentally being splashed
with nuclear waste Chevy

Chase 1981 Rated PG.
in CU - Phil Donahue

•

A young figure skater's
dreams of Olympic glory
seem shattered after she is
almost totally blinded in an
accident
Robby Benson,
Lynn-Holly Johnson, Colleen
Dewhurst. 1979
12:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Tall in the
Saddle' A woman-hating

0-

cowboy takes over as ranch
foreman only to find the
new owners are a spinster
and her younger niece. John
Wayne, Ella Raines, Audrey
Long. 1944.

Raggedy 'Ann and

Andy The two rag dolls set
out to rescue the kidnapped
French doll Babette

Donahue's guests are children who supervise themselves at home while their
parents work.
10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The General
•
Died At Dawn The intriguing tale of a soldier of fortune who aids the Chinese
people in their revolution
against the feudal warlords
in pre-World War II China
A fine drama set against a
fascinating historical background Screenplay by Clifford Odets. Gary Cooper,
Akim Tamiroff 1936
10:30 A.M. --- MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
•

6:00 P.M.
- Newswatch

12:30 P.M.

MOVIE:
Heavenly Dog' A
-

'Oh!

private
eye is sent down to earth
to solve his own case
Chevy Chase, Jane Seymour, Robert Mobley. Rated
PG
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: Tarzan's
Fight For Life' After a
witch doctor steals the
medicine intended for a
young chief. Tarzan battles
the tribesmen in a desperate attempt to save the
child. Gordon Scott, Eve
Brent, Jil Jarmyn. 1958
2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a
relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates.

o

3:00 P.M.
0(,1) - Sesame Street
4:00 P.M.

- BJ arid the Bear
aft - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood

€1

4:30 P.M.

O

-

Split Cherry Tree A

poor farmer gains insight
into his son's dreams and
ambitions. Will Newman,
Jarred Ross, Colleen Devvhurst.

o 2]) - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.

Carol Burnett
O - Men's Gymnastics:
1982
Ceasar's Palace
Invitational
0 dED - 3-2-1, Contact

0-

(Closed Captioned)

5:30 P.M.
alr- Bob Newhart Show
0iffi) - G. E. D.

WEDNESDAYcorit
to

(it htwatch

CBS

News

1:30 AM.
O
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
(I) - Romance Theater
2:00 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
NCAA Football:
Georgia Tech at Georgia
2:15 A.M.

•_

MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the

•

closing of their school incite
a student rebellion Timothy
Hutton, George C Scott
1981. Rated R
2:30 A.M.
(2) - MOVIE: 'Sudden
•
Terror' An 11-year-old day

dreamer living on a Mediter
renew island witnesses a

political essasination,
can't convince

but
his family

he's telling the tn.ith Mark
Lester, Lionel Jeffries Susan George 1971
3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Gun Belt' A
famous gunfighter decides
to marry and hang up his
guns but is then framed by
a gang George Montgo-

•

mery, Tab Hunter, Helen
Westcott 1953
4:15 A.M.

O CID - Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
•- Gorner Pyle
- Scene at 6
o _ Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games

•

John Palmer has taken
over the anchor position on
the "Today" show, freeing up
Co-hosts Jane Paulen/ and
Bryant Gumbel for other
fournalistic duties. Monday

0CE) - News
Of)- Business Report
Mac Neil - Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
421 - CBS News
CD

-

through Friday, on NBC
(Stations nerve me rpm
to mate misi-minute changer

6:30 P.M.

(I)- P.M. Magazine
0 3) 0 CID - Family
Feud

(3)- Tic Tac Dough
113 - Andy Griffith
- Jeffersons
o CID - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Kentucky
Considered

O C2 - 110111•S•H
7:00 P.M.
- Joarii•
CI) CS)
Loves Chachi Joanie is accused of cheating on a term
paper.
0 CU at
- Magnum.

P.I. Magnum discovers that

an old friend is accused of
threatening a tennis star
(60 min )

O - MOVIE: 'Downhill
Racer' An ambitious American ski bum replaces another skier injured in preOlympic competition and

sought for advice by a star
pitcher from the Boston Red
Sox
Ct CID - Sneak Previews

Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
„leffrey Lyons take a look at
Arhat's happening at the
movies
Nova 'Goodbye,
o
Louisiana T onight • s program reports on the staggering water problems of
Southern Louisiana (60
min )(Closed Captioned(
•- NCAA Basketball:
(2i)

-

UCLA at DePaul
becomes a superskier Rob8:30 P.M.
ert Redford, Gene Hackman,
2D 0(1)- Taxi Louie disCamilla Spiry. 1969
covers that his girlfriend is
21D 0
- Fame After a
getting married
death in the family, Coco
undergoes a big personality • - ,MOVIE: 'Ohl
Heavenly Dog' A private
change (60 mini
is sent down to earth
o _ MOVIE: 'Modern toeye solve
his own case
Problems' A young man
Chevy Chase, Jane Seybecomes telekinetic after
mour, Robert Mobley Rated
accidentally being splashed
PG.
with nuclear waste Chevy
(1)- Portfolio
Chase 1981 Rated PG
- Wilcl America
9:00 P.M.
'Bighornl" A band of wild
- Knots
OID 0
Rocky Mountain bighorn
Landing
sheep is observed through
o - TBS Evening News
the seasons
Hill Street
o
- Sneak Previews
Blues
Detective
Belk et
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
winds up MI the middle of a
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
?ewe' heist and Captain Furwhat's happening at the
illo is forced to consider removies.
leasing a prime murder
ap _ Country Jamboree
suspect (60 min )
- 1982 Royal Wetter
0(f) - PAyeteryl 'MelFair Horse Show Coverage
issa ' First of 2 parts Guy
of the Horse Show is preFoster is suspected of mursented from Toronto. 'Ondering his wife 180 rien1
tario,•Canada (2 hrs
(Closed Captioned]

1977
CAD - Three's Company
up - MOVIE: 'The Wild
Geese' A band of mercenanes attempts an impossible task in Africa Richard
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Harris 1978
0(1)- Tonight Show
- PBS late Night

•(-Quincy
1 1:00 P.M.
(t)0 News
•
- Quincy
aD - Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller

_

11:30 P.M.

up EL - Tonight Show
(1) -

This live talk show features
GO la
- Unto Plififn
newsworthy guests from arwith Devid letterman
ound the worlds of politics,
- Pill•A•B•H
entertainment, business and
- MOVIE: 'Web of
•
sports with telephone calls
Violence' A man witnesses
from viewers around the
the kidnapping of his ex
country.
fiancee and starts his own
ABC
Captioned
O 41) investigation Brett Halsey
News
Margaret Lee 1969
- Sterility and Hutch
MOVIE
•

•

CP

CAD

01)

-

•

21) -

7:30P.M.

ChallengeO CD CU 0 - star of
the Family Buddy is not • - NBA Basketball:
Philadelphia at Phoenix
sure what to. do when
Jenny encounters a • boy9:30 P.M.
friend problem
- World of Books
eft
a
CID - TINIOINISAND
10:00P.M.
Outcloorsrnion
Media Probe*
'Photography.' Cheryl Togs
hosts this look at people

0 CH) -

who make their living behind the camera. (R)(Closed

Captioned]
8:00 P.M.

(2) (3) •_ NFL
Consumer Reports •
Football: San Francisco at
'The Dollars and Sense
Los Angeles Rams
Show This show looks et
- Simon
al CU 0
vacuum cleaners, turkeys,
and Simon Maggie goes to
cake mixes and other prodA J and Rock for help when
ucts
her identical twin sister di4:45 A.M.
sappears 180 min.)
0- World/large
X0(I)- Cheers Sam ts

-

Desk job

es

- Eyewitness Now,

- Women Watch
•
Ci)•(ft - News
GD
al GU 110 Eft - Business
RePort
Benny HIV Show

so -

10:30P.M.
•CI)- Sanford ancl Son
- MOVIE. 'Who is
Kling the Muni Menr
When a sutra men dies
*odds making a film, his

•

brother takes his piece in
order to probe the 'occident Robert Forster. Fiona
Lewis.
Joanna Cassidy

"Good evening
welcome to Easy Street
I'm Bobby Bryan.,"

RELAX
wind down your day
with Easy Street
10:30 to midnight
Monday - Thursday
on

S

913
"
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/16)
MIST swum

Pizza •Salamis
Sandwiches
Spaghetti
lesagaa

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Fast Not Delivery
Om I I AM Deily
Startles Nev. We WIN
Oros Os Sundays
FT•111112 A.M. to 12 P.M.

We're More
than Ice Cream

THE
BIG
DIPPER
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

*Nachos
*Deli Sandwiches
*Hot Dogs
*Chili
*Custom Made
Ice Cream Coke
Your One Stop Meal

TAC
O JOHNS.
EVERY
TUESDAY6

AA Family Seek Hesse
.77 Laaches Served
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Maar Nightly-Sen.-Timm 5 p.m.-9 p.ne.
Fri. and Sat.5 p.m.-10 p.m.

1

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

Taco Tuesday
2Tacos
c..srate,.0416..0
4coder
99
C
Meesefrees the Seeds=
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THURSDAYcow.
'McCloud: Fifth Man in a
String Quartet When a
music student is accused of
murder, an old gangland
murderer resurfaces causing
McCloud to become suspicious Dennis Weaver, J D
Cannon,
Neville
Brand.
1972

12:00 A.M.
-

Last Word

a - MASH

a

12:15 A.M.
CID MOVIE:

'McCloud: Butch Cassidy
Rides Again' McCloud is
publicly humiliated when he
stages a mock robbery to
demonstrate security systems and is held up by four
bandits
Dennis Weaver,
JO Cannon 1973

12:30 A.M.
a CID0 - Nightline
O - MOVIE: 'Juarez'

This

Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES,Saturday, November 27, 1982

historical drama explores
the conflict between the
heroic Mexican-Indian liberator and the misguided Hapsburg Prince Maximilian for
Mexico's
freedom
from
France Paul Muni, Bette
Davis, John Garfield. 1939
CD

(I) -

NBC News

Overnight

O-

12:45 A.M.

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games

1:00 A.M.
MOVIE:
'Premature Burial' An Englishman suffering from catalepsy is obsessed with
the thought that he'll be
buried alive. Ray Milland,

TimeMachine

Hazel Court, Richard NeY
1962
- Last Word
- Jim Bakker

0

-

CBS

2:30 A.M.
(21) - MOVIE: 'Cooley

News.

Nightwatch

1:30 A.M.
11) (I) - CBS
Nightwatch JIP

News

- Romance Theater
NBA Basketball:
Philadelphia at Phoenix

al -

High' This drama centers
on an early 1960's group of
high school students growing up in Chicago learning
about life, love and survival.
Starring
Glynn
Turman,
Lawrence-Hilton
Jacobs,
and Garrett Morris. 1977

o

3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'D.O.A.'

When a man stumbles into
the Los Angeles Police
Headquarters, he claims he
is slowly being murdered-the victim of a- poison for
which there is no cure Edmond O'Brien, Pamela Britton, Luther Adler. 1949
O - MOVIE: 'Father
Figure' A widowed father
struggles to reestablish a

1:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Modern
Problems' A young man
becomes telekinetic after
accidentally being splashed
with nuclear waste Chevy
Chase 1981 Rated PG

O

2:00A.M.
CD - NN Headline News

7 News/Sign Off

•

relationship with his two
sons from whom he has
been separated for five
years. Hal Linden, Timothy
Hutton, Cassie Yates.

MONKS AND MONKEYS
— In "The Discovery of
Animal Behavior" the
progress of man's knowledge about wildlife is
tracked through the
ages. Monks, seeking to
find a divine presence,
assumed the roles of the
first naturalists. Six
programs, part of the
"Nature" aeries, begin
weekly broadcast on PBS
Sunday, Nov.29.

MURRAY
t**/3„.A.4s
00#

Vs
TELEPHONE
(502) 753-1916

AP NEWsCA`^""

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
"The Carol Burnett Show" (1967-78) was one of network
television's longest-running variety shows. Burnett first
became familiar to audiences from three seasons on "The
Garry Moore Show"
1)Name at least two of Burnett's regular supporting stars.
2) Burnett had the same close friend appear on the open-,
tag telecast of each season. Who was be?
3) On what short-lived sitcom did Carol Burnett play Buddy Hackett's girlfriend?

Every hour, AP NewsCable maintains a consistent schedule, so
it's easier than ever for you to pick
out the kind of news you're most
interested in. When a fast-breaking
news event takes place, AP
NewsCable will interrupt the regular
schedule to keep you informed of
the latest developments.
GENERAL NEWS
Important national and international
events.
00(on the hour)Every hour, every day.

„Aaluris„(g
=ego 'tont-poo8 a tiny paiaptsuo3 'flauffig .tuopeN tug.(z
lestuo3
..lauo82em a(Ai .ueuuo)f AanicH 'aouaznel aPia!A (1

:30(on the half-hour)
Monday-Friday
11:30 PM to 6:45 AM
Saturday
12:30 AM to 7:45 AM
9:30 AM
7:30 PM
11:30 AM
930 PM
1:30 PM 10:30 PM
3:30 PM 11:30 PM
5:30 PM
Sunday
12:30 AM to 1:45 PM
3:30 PM
9:30 PM

sJaatsmi
r 1982 United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

We're Open
HOLLAND
+ MEDICAL +
The Finest In Home Health
Supply & Medical Equipment
*Featuring*
Remember Medicare
wiN pay up to SO% of
your medicol heath
home cost if you ore
6S years or older

•Wbeel Choirs
*Crotches
*Beds
•Cones
@Support stockings
ond mach, mach Coring For Yee h Our
Treaties
awns.

TIMETABLE

SPORTS NEWS
Sports scores, standings, schedules,
and stories.
:15(15 minutes past the hour) Every hour,
every day.

1.[D

:45(45 minutes past the hour) Saturday,
Sunday.

SPECIAL RATES
•

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from 8 colors Red-Blue-GreenYellow-Violet-Black -WhiteBrown
STATE NEWS
General news, sports, and weather
from your own area.
:30(on the halt-hour)
Monday-Friday
7:30 AM to 10:45 PM
Saturday
8.30 AM
4:30 PM
10:30 AM
6:30 PM
12:30 PM
8:30 PM
2:30 PM
Sunday
2:30 PM
8:30 PM
4:30 pm 10:30 PM
6:30 PM

©

STOCKS
Reports on '119 NYSE stocks, 35
AMEX stocks and 14 OTC stpcks.
:45(45 minutes past the hour) MondayFriday. Every hour.

1:)

BUSINESS
Oeneral business news, Dow Jones
averages, dollar exchange rates,
and gold prices.
.54(6 minutes before the hour) MondayFriday. Every hour.

()

(M times Eastern)
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FRIDAY
12/3/82
5:00 A.M.
EL Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Andy Williams, the
Walt Disney animators and
discuss toy safety.
O - Rascal Dazzle This
compilation of film clips
catches the 'Little Rascals'
at their best. Narrated by
Jerry Lewis.

6)

).•

-

3:30 P.M.
Dazzle This
of film clips
catches the little Rascals'
at their best Narrated by
Jerry Lewis

- Rascal
o
compilation

4:00 P.M.
(19 - Lobo
(2) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood

o

4:30 P.M.
021 - Electric Company

6:30 A.M.

O - Video Jukebox
7:00 A.M.
the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and took ahead
to next week's games.

o - Inside

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'How to
Commit
Marriage
A
young couple decide to live
together after learning that
the girl's parents are separating Bob Hope, Jackie
Gleason,
Jane
Wyman.
1969.
_ HBO Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO

O

o

9:00 A.M.
(A) - Phil Donahue Donahue discusses new techniques for correctmg facial
deformities.
- SRO: Country Rock
'82 The Oakndge Boys, the
Charlie Daniels Band and
Rosanne
Cash
perform
some of their big hits.
Clp - Phil Donahue
Donahue
examines
the
scientific, moral and legal
questions surrounding the
nation's first sperm bank for
geniuses.

o

10:00A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Wild Seed'
Teenager runs away from
the New York home of her
foster parents to seek her
real father in California. Michael Parks, Celia Kaye,
Ross Elliott. 1965
10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ragtime' A
black pianist tries to get revenge for the way he is
treated by a white fireman.
Harold E Rollins, Elizabeth
McGovern, James Cagney.
Rated PG.

•

o

12:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Smoky' A
wild black stallion escapes
after trampling a wrangler's
brother who had been mistreating hirn. Fess Parker,
Diana Hyland, Katy Jurado
1966
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ruggles Of
Red Gap' An American
wins a British valet in a
poker game and brings hen
to the West. Charles laughton, Charles Ruggles. Mary
Boland 1935

•

1:30 P.M.
_ MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion Timothy
Hutton, George C Scott
2:30 P.M.
- New Shapes in
ylucation

•

5:00 P.M.

O - Carol Burnett
O - HBO Magazine
Starring Dick Gavel This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO
21) - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]
5:30 P.M.
O Bob Newhart Show
0
- Dealing In
Discipline
-

6:00 P.M.
0(1)0(1)0 -News
Eyewitness News
O
- Barney Miller
O - Winners
g4:1- Scene at 6
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
CiD - Business Report
CD (21) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Charlie's Angels
- CBS News
6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
Family Feud
B
- Tic Tac Dough
O Andy Griffith
112 CAU - Bear Who Slept
Thru Xmas
- Jeffersons
O CE - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(21) - Comment on
Kentucky
- M•A'S•H
7:00 P.M.
▪ CID 019 - Benson
ca cc
- Dukes of
Hazzard Uncle Jesse and
Boss Hogg square off in a
billiard championship (60
min.)
(1)- Jerry Falwell
O MOVIE: 'Living Free'
This sequel to 'Born Erste__
covers the adventures encountered in moving Elsa's
three
mischievous
cubs
hundreds of miles to a
game
preserve
Susan
Hampshire, Nigel Davenport,
Geoffrey Keen 1972
- America at Play
- MOVIE: 'The French
Lieutenant's Woman' An
actress on-screen tragedy is
juxtaposed with an offscreen romance with her
leading man Meryl StreaP,
Jeremy lions 1981 Rated

CL -

o

_

_
_

_

Couple
- wad
0 X 0
Street Week Louis Ftukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters
8:00 P.M.
- MOVIE.
From Russia with I.Dve"
The beautiful Russian defector that James Bond is
trying to help is actually a
pawn in a plot to destroy
him Sean Connery, Pedro
Armendanz, Lone Lertya,
Robert Shaw 1963
_ Dallas
CE) e
Lucy refuses to attend J R.
and Sue Ellen's wedding
(60 min )
(AID 0
- Knight Rider
Michael Knight's girlfriend is
framed on a murder charge
(60 min.)
CU - Nova 'Goodbye,
Louisiana' Tonight's program reports on the staggering water problems of
Southern
Louisiana
(60
min.)[Closed Captioned)
- In Concert at the
Met with lerontyne Price.
Marilyn Home & James
Levine Tonight's program
features selections from
Mozart and Handel to Verdi
and Rossini Leontyne Price,
soprano, Marilyn
Horne,
mezzo-soprano, Metropolitan Opera Orchestra/James
Levine, conductor (2 hrs .
30 min )
_ MOVIE: 'CrossCurrent' Two San Francisco police detectives are
assigned to search for a
killer. Robert Hooks, Jeremy
Robert
Slate,
Wagner
1971
Friday Night Boxing
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
the Playboy Hotel, Atlantic
City, NJ (2 hrs.)

co co

Major wager
Vance (Christopher Mayer)
Isn't happy when he hears
that his uncle has wagered
the Duke boys' car, the General Lee, in a pool game
against Boss Hogg on C85'
•'The Dukes of Hazzard.''
wig Friday, Dec 3
(Start‘one ressnoitie(WO
to ms laff-manule dwingal

o

•

-

•

9:00 P.M.
0 ou 0
- Falcon
Crest
O - TBS Evening News
GID
Remington
Steele Remington leads an
effort to solve the slaying of
the host at a reunion of
Laura's friends 160 men)
0 - MOVIE: 'Ragtime' A
black pianist toes to get revenge for the way he is
treated by a white foreman
Harold E Rollins, Elizabeth
McGovern, James Cagney
Rated PG
CI CD - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy

au -

9:30 P.M.
O alp - Inside Business
10:00 P.M.
c12CU GO0(I) VI GI
- News

•cu

axon-

10:30P.M.
Tonight

e

•

•

la CID - Voyagers! Phinese
Bogg and Jeffrey
help
Marco Polo get started on
his tnp to China (60 min)
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is pined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news
Steridcy and Hutch
7:30 P.M.
•at)
•- New odd
'

-

Show
•arj Roddorel Files
CU - Nightlino

- MOVIE: They Died
With Their Boots On' The
events
leading
up
to
General Custer's famous
las; stand against Chief Sit
ung WA at Litt)* Big Nom
are depicted Errol Flynn
Clime de Havillend, Arthur
Kennedy 1941
- Three's Company
- Sobel Gold
- PSI Late Night

•

SAVE
$$$$SSSS
0.4

10%
OFF

o

-

-

Eyewitness
News
113 - All In the Family
Business
Report
- Bonny Hill Show
•

ANY HAIR
CARE SERVICE

announces

ML 1011 NAVE TO 00 S SUING 111 A
COPT Of TOW ammo NUM led
eel Os re 1 roff any beir
service. Ile vow yee Is ft.. pp
grelky, service, ceevedeeie
nips et hoses* Mos. WINItt TOO
NEM NM AN APIPONITAIINT.

SOFTSHE
SUNDAY
2 SOFTSHal TACOS

- $1.59
ear

EVERY SUNDAY
Beginning Sun., Nov. 28th
Offer Good All Day

Afx
STUNK PILAU,
110111111, 7534542
•

2611 I.C. MATINS KM
PAIDOCAll, 442-4386

No Coupons - No Limit

`FalitasticSant'
the original Farr* Haira
Ws we gait braless tone 0,0111111. as/.as Dam pool

-

•

3:00 P.M.
(21)- Sesame Street
•
•

• •I*t&4t 1-41 , • •

rat.••

t-.1.• • w

--

I
a

‘
i ‘,. • n• •.$

•
•

•
•
alD
•
•

146E12

THE Mt

SATURDAY
12/4/82
5:00 A.M.
0 I2I - Movie Cont'd
TBS Morning News
0 - MOVIE: 'Falling in
Love Again' A discontented
middle-aged man tries to recapture his lost youth Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
Kaye Ballard Rated PG
CO

-

5:30 A.M.

L4J- Sign On
5:45A.M.
- Agriculture U.S.A.

6:00 A.M.
CD - Health Field
Mornings on 5
- Ag USA
- Between the Lines
Perspective
6:15A.M.
- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
Children's Gospel
O
Hour
(I)- New Zoo Revue
O Vegetable Soup
(3)- To Be Announced
U.S. Farm Report

o

-

o

WE -

(ft -
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6:45 A.M.

o up- Weather
- News

7:00 A.M.
0 GE) CE 0 - Super
Friends
0 CU liFi
- Speed
Buggy
- Romper Room
(4)
- Flintstone
Funnies
Men's Gimnastics:
1982
Ceasar's
Palace
Invitational
▪ - Super Heroes

a

Tender loving
Kerr

o

Deborah Kerr stars as the
long-suffering nurse of an
elderly barrister in the
"Hallmark Hall of Fame"
presentation of "Witness for
the Prosecution," a CBS
broadcast, Saturday, Dec, 4
(Stations reserve the right

o-

7:30A.M.
Pac Man/
Little Rescals/Richie Rich

OCECUSI-

o
33 9Pandemonium

I

A.O.Smith
CONSERVATIONIST'
water heaters
offer agreatreturn
on investment
for your residential
customers.

to make lest-minute changes.)

_
-

O That Girt
(4)0(1)- Shirt Tales
Spiderrnan
8:00 A.M.
CE)
Gilligan's
Planet
O - Fall of Eagles
143
- Smurfs
O - MOVIE: 'Nine to
Five Three frustrated ladies
take matters into their own
hands against their chauvinistic boss Jane Fonda, Lily
Tomlin. Dolly Parton 1981
Rated PG
Understanding
Human Behav.
- Wild Kingdom

-

O

13

CC

-

8:30 A.M.
- Bugs
C) 111)
Bunny Road Runner Show
Lone Ranger
9:00 A.M.
ap CaD 0 - Mork &
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley/
Fonz Hour
0 - MOVIE: 'Scrooge'
Scrooge, a miserable man

-

FRIDAYcon
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
Captioned ABC
News
• Starsky and Hutch
MOVIE: 'Hawk
the Slayer' A heroic warrior
vows to avenge the death
of his father Jack Palance,
John Terry 1981
1 1:00 P.M.
Cap - Last Word
- Barney Miller
11:30 P.M.
- Nightfine
MOVIE: To Be
O
Announced
X 0
- Late Night
with David Letterman
MASH
(15) Best
Of The
Midnight Special
11:45 P.M.
O SRO: Country Rock
'82 The Oak ridge Boys. the
Charlie Daniels Band and
Rosanne
Cash
perform
some of their big hits
1 2:00 A.M.
O C2D - Entertainment
Tonight
(4) - Don Kirschner's Rock
Concert
O Nightline
(;)

41
,

-

at

More plumbing contractors than ever before
have begun recommending and installing
residential Conservationist water heaters.
Why?'

GiD -

•

The reasons are simple. First,consumers are truly
interested in purchasing energy-saving products
if the pay-back period is fast enough.
Second:- more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept in selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33 a year or more. And
that's a At% annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

Murray Supply
Co.
202 E. Maim

753-3361

*Conservationist is the registered trademark
of A 0 Smith Corporation

-

_

-

_

1:15A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion Timothy
Hutton, George C Scott.
1981. Rated R.
1:36 A.M.
Eyewitness News
MOVIE: 'The
Illustrated Man' A totally
tattooed hobo encounters a
young man and forces him
to live out the hallucinations
suggested by the tattoos.
Rod Steiger, Claire Bloom.
1969
•
O - News/Sign Off
2:00 A.M.
- News
- Romance Theater
2:30 A.M.
fa
- MOVIE: 'Puppet
on a Chain' A narcotics
agent in Amsterdam tries to
smash a drug ring Barbara
Parkins, Alexander Knox
1972
(1)- CNN Headline Ninftle
3:15 A.M.
HBO
Magazine
O
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows anti stars
appearing on HBO
3:45 A.M.
O Mission Impossible

o (31) -

-

-

4:00 A.M.
Video Jukebox
4:15A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Little
Cigars'
A
voluptuous
blonde IS on the lam from
Pier sadistic gangster boyfriend and his two henchmen. She becomes involved
with a team of midgets who
are in reality crooks Angel
Tompkins, Bitty Curtis. Jerry
Moran 1973
4:45 A.M.
World/Large
-

12:30A.M.

(2) _ At The Movies
at - Last Word
_ MOVIE: 'Gorge'

A
two-hundred foot monster
destroys much of London.
Bill Travers, William Sylvester 1961
▪
- News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.
- Madame's Place
00 (I) - NBC News
Overnight

-

who demands payment of
loans even on Christmas is
visited by three spirits of
Christmas. Albert Finney,
Alec Guinness, Dame Edith
Evans. 1970
- Focus on Society
- Daniel Boone
9:30 A.M.
X0
- Gary Coleman
Show

0
- Atop the
Fancepost
0(3)- GED Course
113 (21) - Writing for a
Reason
- Twilight Zone
12:30 P.M.
0
- John Wayne
Theatre
(I) - Hollywood Christmas
Parade
10:00 A.M.
- Playboy All Amer.
Team
O CE (ID 0 - Scooby,
Scrappy.
Yabba-Doo/
(1)- Here's Richard
Puppy Show
Gunsmoice
00
- Incredible
0 (a - Writing for a
Hulk and the Amazing
Reason
Spider- Man
- Dance Fever
Inside the NFL Len
1:00P.M.
Dawson and Nick Buoni---NCAA
(ENorth- Carolinalina
conti analyze this week's
CCBasketTall:
NFL action and look ahead
vs. LSU Coverage of this
to next week's games.
NCAA Basketball game is
0
- Personal Finance
presented from the Byrne
fr) - Wild, Wild West
Meadowlands Arena in East
10:30A.M.
Rutherford, NJ. (2 hrs.)
Meatballs
Yesteryear... 1942
& Spaghetti
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1942.
11:00 A.M.
- Art of Being
O CE (3) 0 - ABC
Human
Weekend Special 'Arthur
the Kid A ten-year-old apFocus on Society
plies for the lob of 'boss'
MOVIE:
'The
for a group of deperados
Uninvited' A young man
(Closed Captioned(
fights the nameless evil that
fascinates the girl he loves
El CU 0
NCAA
Ray Milland, Ruth Hussey,
Today
Gail Russell. 1944.
O - MOVIE: 'The Proud
and the Profane' A war wi1:30P.M.
dow meets and falls for a
c2) - Football Bowl
tough marine colonel servGames Preview
ing in the Pacific during
MOVIE: 'The Agony
O
WWII William Holden, Deand the Ecstasy' Michelanborah Kerr, Thelma Ritter
gelo and Pope Julius II con1956
flict over the painting of the
(A) - Jetsons
Sistine Chapel ceiling. Charl'Ohl
MOVIE:
ton Heston, Rex Harrison,
Heavenly Dog' A private
Diane Cilento. 1965.
eye is sent down to earth
0- News
to solve his own case
Focus on Society
Chevy Chase, Jane SeyP.M.
2:00
mour, Robert Mobley
'Falling in
MOVIE:
Bugs Bunny &
Love Again' A discontented
Friends
middle-aged man tries to re0 CU - Everybody's
capture his lost youth ElBusiness
liott Gould, Susannah York,
- Wrestling
Kaye Ballard. Rated PG

o
o-

-

(1ri)

-

o-

_

(;)

-

-

-

isti)-

o

(I)

-

11:30A.M.

1119 (2)(I)9- American
Bandstand
GO Cr 0 (12 - NCAA
Football: Army vs. Navy at
Philadeiphia. PA
X
- Flash Gordon
12:00 P.M.
(4)- Big Mos Maisie

-

Public Affairs
- American Story
0
21)- Black Stroam
2:30P.M.
119 - NCAA
cip

o

Texas
F
1)°"l
"arm" at
3:00P.M.
- P4CAA
CU 0
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SATURDAYcon
Basketball:
Kentucky

Villanova

at

6:00 P.M.
CE0
- News
CID 0 Heisman Trophey
1982
(A)- Scene at 6
00
Hee Haw
0 CC - Bobby Jones'
World

o ct) -

_

Sports World
Today's program features
the Mr. Olympia competition, World Pro Ski racing
and women's volleyball-United States vs. China. (90
min )
- Everyday Cooking
0
- G. E. D.
▪ - MOVIE: 'Two Years
Before The Mast' Shanghaied crew on a trip around the Horn in the
1880's. Alan Ladd, Brian
Onlevy, William
Bendix
1946

(2-

6:30 P.M.
130 - Teddy Ban's
Nashville
Eyewitness News
EL - Point to Point
0CC - Accent
Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
KET Schol.
Challenge
7:00 P.M.
- NCAA Basketball:
Western
Carolina
at
Vanderbilt

o

_

o
Shop

(10

j -

o

3:30 P.M.
Woodwright's
-

0

- G. E. D.
4:00 P.M.
Men's Gymnastics:
1982
Ceasar's
Palace
Invitational
CID - This Old House
[Closed Captioned!
- Firing Line
4:30 P.M.
O - Motorweek Illustrated
CL - Grizzly Adams
0 (11) - Nashville on the
Road
0 X - Magic of Oil
Painting
5:00 P.M.
- Glen Campbell
Show
- Wald Championship
Wrestling
MOVIE: 'Flash
Gordon' Flash fights to
save Earth from Ming the
Merciless Sam J Jones,
Melody Anderson, Max Von
Sydow. Rated PG
-Montage
CL - Portfolio
(21) - Matinee at the
Bijou
• - Kung Fu
- News
in
5:30 P.M.
Hee Haw
cc - NBC News
0 X - Tony Brown's
Journal
- CBS News

- mat

o-

Disney
- T.J. Hooker
- NCAA Football: TBA
Diffrent
Strokes Mr, Drummond
comes to blows with the
new apartment manager
[Closed Captioned)
O - MOVIE: 'Nine to
Five' Three frustrated ladies
take matters into their own
hands against their chauvinistic boss. Jane Fonda, Lily
Tomlin, Dolly Parton. 1981,
Rated PG
Telethon: St. Jude's
1982 St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital TelethonJoe Nyder and Jan Holmes
are the local hosts with
special
appearances
by
Danny Thomas, William
Shatner, Ella Fitzgerald, Bob
Hope and many more.
13 CL - Together in
Concert: Tex Beneke and
Orchestra
Nature 'Natural
Mysteries ' First of 6 parts
This
program
examines
such animal activities as
breeding,
communication
and quest for food (60
min
dB - NCAA Basketball.
UCLA at Notre Dame
7:30 P.M.
- Silver Spoons
AD 0

o

o

GE)

CC

-

-

o

-

o
o
o
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O
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Ricky is convinced that his
father's secretary has fallen
in love with him
8:00P.M.
dB
- MOVIE: 'Witness
For The Prosecution A
London murder trial sets the
stage for this drama based
on the Agatha Christie classic. Ralph Richardson, Diana
Rigg, Donald Pleasence.
1982
(3)- Love Boat
CiD 0 (1) - Gimme A
Break After her father is accidentally shot, Samantha
becomes concerned about
family mortality
- Gold Medal
Exposition
Show
with
Daniel's
Jack
Original
Coronet
- Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau
(21- NCAA Basketball:
Southeast Missouri St, at
Southern Illinois
13

8:30 P.M.
- Love, Sidney Conclusion. Sidney befriends a
street-wise
hooker
and
brings her home to reform
her
Christmas
Legend of Nashville
9:00 P.M.
- Fantasy Island
GIE) - Devlin Connection
Brian and Nick investigate
the deaths of several of the
world's leading chefs (60
min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Oh!
Heavenly Dog' A private
eye is sent down to earth
to solve his own case.
Chevy Chase, Jane Seymour, Robert Mobley Rated
PG.
tsti) - Mystery! 'Meiissa.' First of 2 parts. Guy
Foster is suspected of murdering his wife. 160 min 1
[Closed Captioned)
•- NCAA Basketball:
Western
Kentucky
at
Georgetown

o

Nat) fLEARRA4GE -n4E
LETTERS You FICCED 0.1
To SPELL THE AWE CF A

5Fteiv FI6ORE/ACW:

510001 )(WY— 521N:N4 ',weft")
'azi2t.
Mitzi 40
r7 -51911KtiV

-

10:00 P.M.
0C2) CiD 0CU 0CM News
- Eyewitness News
Cl] - ABC News
0- TBS Evening News
0 X - MOVIE: 'Merry
Andrew' A archaeologist
goes to Sussex to dig for
an ancient statue of Pan but
finds the site occupied by a
traveling
circus
Danny
Kaye, Pier Angel,. Baccaloni
1958
Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies

o

5fter-

irr

CU

o

This Week
•CE)- Gunsmoke
- Here Come the
Brides
- Saturday Night Live
- That Nashville
Music
- Screenwriters
Dance Fever
10:45P.M.
MOVIE: 'The
Howling' A young Journalist
seeking refuge from the city
finds terror at a California
retreat Dee Wallace, Patrick Macnee, Dennis Dugan. 1981. Rated R
:00 P.M. in - MOVIE: 'Saturday's
Hero' A handsome youth
tries to rise above his immigrant family's background
by going to college on a
football scholarship John
Derek, Donna Reed, Sidney
Blackmer 1951
CD CL - Pop! Goes the
Country
- MOVIE: 'Thunder
Over the Plains' A Union
officer is assigned to the
Southwest territory in the
post-Civil War period Randolph Scott, Phyllis Kirk,
Fess Parker. 1953.
•(12 - Best of Midnight
Specials

(12 _

Gate Bridge
of San Franfor ransom
Ron Casteel

_

News/Sign

Off
2:00 A.M.

el co - Movie Corvt'd
2:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'calling in
Love Again' A discontented
middle-aged man tries to recapture his lost youth Elliott Gould, Susannah York,
Kaye Ballard Rated PG

•

-

3:30 A.M.
0 CL - MOVIE:

'The
Monitors' A beneviolent alien civilization has gained
complete control of earth
Inspite of thee good intentions the arthlings want
them out and gone Alan
Arkin, Susan Oliver, Keenan
Wynn and Sherry Jackson
1969
• Mission Impossible

2:45 A.M.

122) - ABC News
3:00 A.M.

-

111

4:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

'The
Howling' A young journalist
seeking refuge from the city
finds terror at a California
retreat
Dee Wallace, Patrick Macnee, Dennis Dugan 1981 Rated R

4:30A.M.
O - Agricuttur• U S.A

al)- News

Nashville. TN
Nashville. TN
Harrisburg, IL
Atlanta. GA
Nashville, TN
Home Box Office
Paducah. KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville. TN
Murray, KY
Nashville. TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

WNGE
WTVF
WSIL
WTBS
WSMV
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WITV
USA
KFVS

11:30P.M.
QD - MOVIE:
'Camelot' King Arthur and
his Queen Guinevere are
happy together until Sir Lancelot arrives and falls in
love with the queen Richard
Hams, Vanessa Redgrave,
Franco Nero 1967
Solid Gold
Cl)- Wrestling
0
- Saturday Night
Live
0 CU - Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy

IIII
•CID
CD
•

a
•
•
(I
•
•CI
•EEL
•
•
•ID

O up-

12:00 A.M.
'Will
MOVIE:
CID
Success Spoil Rock Hunter?' A commercial writer
attempts to get a blond
movie siren to endorse a
brand of lipstick Tony Randall, Jayne Mansfield 1957
Saturday Night
Live
12:15 A.M.
MOVIE. 'Flash
Gordon' Flash fights to
save Earth from Ming the
Merciless Sam J Jones,
Melody Anderson, Max Von
Sydow Rated PG

NED A SECOND CAR
BUT DREAD
A SECOND IIISIIRAIKE
PRE/MUM?

-

0

-

HEWS A WAY TO MIS
'foaled Luba Alls
Nes alsoCommicill Ms Is/
• dm/4 woe smaillisor•
sib immilisimi
Po.

12:30 A.M.
CID - America's Top

an wierwmerma.rod.

Ten
11. -

Ns,dm.

flap...fig air Abe.inn.,
am or door b. nealolbar *ow
gp
wpm,lor *at oro ea
,
/
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•
1•••
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t.s Aro

”ao law ...Mae Ls, i
•Il
taa.a.
..
• rallOV
•In mai row car.110ln NO.
Wir Sai
toomatomg Sono.
Mr gar
Ird•one Then

Wrestling

1:00 A.M.
GSD - Eyewitness News
1:30A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Ground
Zero' A nuclear weapon is
highiacked and hidden atop

OuRuFnis
7 5 3 5940

ad ad

O

-

10:15 P.M.
- Eyewitness News
10:30 P.M.
(f) - Entertainment

the Golden
while the city
cisco is held
Melvin Belli,
1974

plloallallalllisam.

silt
ISIfriss ad a
Meanie
is dr psi •sirs
Anson olor.
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SUNDAY
12/5/82

o

5:00 A.M.
News
5:30 A.M.
Its Your
Business
o - Emmet Otter's Jug
Band Christmas Emmet
and his mother compete
against a band of toughs in
a local talent contest
6:00 A.M.
Today's Black
Woman
- Mornings on 5
o James Robison
6:15 A.M.
- Southern
Weather
6:30 A.M.
Face to Face
- Best of Kids Are
People Too
O - It Is Written
MOVIE: 'March of
the
Wooden
Soldiers'
Mother Goose characters
and Santa Claus accompany
Laurel and Hardy. 1934
- Accent
el
Perspective
6:45 A.M.
CD - Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
(10 - World Tomorrow
Jerry Falwell
O - Cartoon Carnival
(1)- Community Worship
a
- Montage
Spiritual Uplift
- Sesame
CE 0
Street
O - America's Black
Forum
Robert Schuller
7:30 A.M.
611 CD 0 Cl) - Amazing
Grace
(I)- Day of Discovery
- Nashville Gospel
Show
James Robison
Old Time Religion
. 8:00 A.M.
O
Swaggart
0 W - It Is Written
- James Robison
O - Lost In Space
W - At Home With the
Bible

o - TBS Morning
in

CU

Go

-

-

-

0

CO

-

-

O

O-

-

O

Gip

-

a-

(12 _

O-

•

a (1 -Jimmy

- MOVIE: 'Zorro. the
Gay Blade' Zorro and his
effeminate brother are portrayed in this comic spoof
of the legend. George Hamilton, Lauren Hutton, Brenda
Vacarro. 1981. Rated PG
o EL - Young sit Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
Undersea World
o
of Jacques Cousteau
Sesame Street
- Show My People
8:30 A.M.
James Robison
- Reborn
- Day of Discovery
W
Paducah
o
Devotion
Garner
Ted
Armstrong
CID

-

-

•

(E)-

-

N

9:00 A.M.
(2) Kenneth
Copeland
Oral Roberts
- Kingdom Living
0- Lighter Side
- Silhouettes of The
City
- Miracle Revival Hour
Mystery! 'MelO
issa.' First of 2 parts. Guy
Foster is suspected of murdering his wife. 160 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Ernest Angley
Jerry Falwell
9:15 A.M.
o CID - Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
Two Rivers Hour
- World Tomorrow
0 - MOVIE: 'In Harm's
Way' A Navy man captures
Japanese-held islands in the
days following the Pearl
Harbor attack. John Wayne,
Kirk Douglas, Patricia Neal
1965.
gip 0 (1) - Herald of
Truth
o - Oral Roberts and You
o 121) Electric Company
10:00A.M.
Rex Humbard
CL - PTL Club
(4)0 ES 1.1Z - Jim
Whittington Religion
0 - International Figure
Skating from Peking
0 CU - Changed Lives

_

CU

(MD

-

-

•

N

O

-

-

-

Starting Nov. 28 We WI
B. Ow On Swage
A M. to 12P.M.

o

Matinee at the
Bijou 'Nabonga.' Starring
Buster Crabb and Fifi D'Orsay (1944); cartoon; short
and chapter one of the
serial 'Zorro's Black Whip.'
(90 min )
tri) - Sesame Street
Lone Ranger
10:30 A.M.
CL
- Baptist
Church
Face the Nation
C3) - This Week with
David Brinkley
First Baptist
•
Church
- Way of LHe
ea - MOVIE: 'Charlie
Chan On Broadway' Chan
finds that murder takes the
stage and a missing diary
holds a political scandal.
Warner Oland, Joan Marsh,
Donald Woods. 1937.
▪
- Rex Humbard
11:00 A.M.
Newsmakers
- Meet the Press
fra - First Baptist Church
O 121) - Kentucky
Entrepreneur
(12 - Oral Roberts
11:30 A.M.
This Week with
David Brinkley
111) CU lin Irit - NFL
Today
C3D - Jerry Falwell
(4)0CID - NFL '82
MOVIE: 'Taps Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion. Timothy
Hutton, George C. Scott
1981. Rated R
Sneak Previews
o
o (21) - Comment on
Kentucky
12:00 P.M.
- NFL Football
Minnenta at Miami
- NFL Football
(4)O
Teams to be Announced
O Andy Griffith
0
CID
0 a Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news
MOVIE:
'The
C")
Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravitz' Duddy is a young
man in search of wealth and
identity and he takes the
shortcut On the road to
success he uses family and
friends, which causes both
joy and grief to those he
loves. Richard Dreyfuss
1976
NFL Football
Teams to be Announced
CC

-

▪-

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49
0, •
With Garlic Bread
7,3Iad 59 Extra

Ins.de Dining Only

[roe Refills On Drtnigs

99 Special for Kids
.Y.-deesday IIAM lOPM

Lloyd Dobyns travels to
the Philippines for "Bataan.
the Forgotten Hell," an NBC
report to air Sunday, bec. 5.
The documentary focuses on
the Japanese prison camps
of WW II.

-

cc -

Go

Mtattott•(warm th• fight
to matte kast-milnul• chinges.)

_

(3) _

-

(I) -

-

(d) -

12:30 P.M.
Holt at Large
(I) - Computer World
- Search the Scriptures
0 Cep 0
- Wall
Street Week Louis flukeyser analyzes the '80s with a
weekly review of economic
and investment matters

o C21) - Ann

.41111,

War and
remembrance

:00 P.M.
If CL - Jack Anderson
Confidential
At The Movies
o - MOVIE: 'The
CarpetBaggers' Story of
Jonas Cord, Jr , and industnal and motion picture
dynamo George Peppard.
Alan Ladd. Martha Flyer
1964
o - Johnny Majors
0 1.
- Everybody's

(ID-

Business
CD

121)

-

Writing for a

Reason
1:30 P.M.
0(3)-Bonanza
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
O SRO: Red SkeltonFreddy
the
Freeloader
Freddy plans his holiday
meal
Everybody's
Business
0
- Writing for a
Reason

-

13

CU

-

2:00 P.M.
- This Week with
David Brinkley
Focus on
Society
Ce

21)

-

2:30 P.M.
(29- At The Movies
O - MOVIE: 'Zorro. 'the
Gay Blade' Zorro and his
effeminate brother are portrayed in this comic spoof
of the legend. George Hamilton, Lauren Hutton, Brenda
Vacarro 1981. Rated PG
- Focus on Society
C) - MOVIE: 'Flower
Drum Song' A Chinese gal,
already promised to a boy
whose family chose her
from a photograph, falls in
love with another. Nancy
Kwan,
James
Shigeta
1961
3:00 P.M.
MOVIE:
'Adventures of Captain
Fabian' Witchcraft in New
Orleans, involving a judge
and his son, a woman and
her daughter who to avenge
mother's death vows to become first lady of New Or
leans Errol Flynn, Vincent
Price, Agnes Moorehead
0
- NFL Football:
Dallas at Washington
CC - That Nashville Music
Kentucky Afield
- Gunsmoke
o (1) - Understanding
Human Behav.
Q 21) - National Press
Club
CS (12 - NFL Football
Teems to be Announced
3:30 P.M.
(11) - Wild Kingdom
W - Happy Days Again
0(0 - Greatest Sports
legends
4:00 P.M.
(3) 0 - 1982 All-

American Team
- Land of Fear, Land of
Courage Host Edwin Newman looks at the political situation of the Republic of
South Afnca. (60 min.)
- Mr. Magoo's
Christmas
American Story
(2j) - This Old House
(Closed Captioned)
4:30 P.M.
C)a - Spot-bibelot
- Jacques Cousteau
HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cave/ This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO
0
- Bridge
5:00 P.M.
0(2)0
- News
CID
- ABC News
(4)- Scene on Sunday
o W - Art of Being
Human
Everyday Cooking
(1)- Wonder Woman
5:30 P.M.
a CE - ABC News
- Jack
Anderson
Confidential
Nice People
CL 0 CL - NBC News
SRO: Country Rock
'82 The Oakridge Boys, the
Charlie Daniels Band and
Rosanne
perform
Cash
some of their big hits
O MASH
4E0 - Wild America
'The Wolf and. the WhiteTonight's
tail
program
looks at the birth of twin
deer fawns and the emergence of wolf pups
-

O _

0

_

EDa-

-

(60 min1
Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew
6:30 P.M.
- One-on-One Wirterskiing Championship
7:00 P.M.
GE) CD
- Matt
Houston
- All-Star
O (5)
Party for Carol Burnett
star-studded
This
party
honors one of the most versatile actresses in both television and motion pictures.
(60 min.)
Nashville Alive
CU 0 CID - CHiPs
Pooch's marriage plans are
shattered when his bride is
killed by a drunk dnver. (60
min.)
0 - MOVIE: 'Taps' Cadets threatened with the
closing of their school incite
a student rebellion. Timothy
Hutton, George C. Scott.
1981. Rated R.
0
- Nature 'In Praise
of God.' Tonight's program
focuses on the naturalists
who were among the first
to • study animal behavior
(60 min.)
All Creatures
Great and Small
- Ernest Angley
•

-

•

-

CD

21)

-

7:30 P.M.
- Royal Winter Fair
Horse Show

•

8:00 P.M.
(3) CI) 5 - MOVIE:
'The Jerk' This comedy involves the outrageous rise
to stardom of an inept and
unlucky fool Steve Martin,
Bernadette Peters, Catlin
6:00P.M.
--Adams. 1979.
o C2D
•
Seventh
(1)
Believe It Or Not!
Annual Circus of the Stars
O CU
Mickey Rooney serves as
Minutes
ringmaster to 25 stars who
0 - Best of WOrld
perform breathtaking feats
Championship Wrestling
Morgan Fairchild. Vincent
Pnce and Isabel Sanford will
(4)0 W - NBC Reports:
BATAAN. The Forgotten
serve as co-ringmasters (2
Hell Lloyd Dobyns hosts
hrs.)
this special look at the
O - Week In Review
Death March of Bataan and
CC 0(89 - MOVIE: 'The
the Japanese prison camps
Gauntlet' An Arizona cop
of World War II. (60 min.)
escorts a prostitute from
Solid Gold
Las Vegas to Phoenix to
testify against organized
o W - Personal Finance
cnme Clint Eastwood, SonNature 'In Praise
dra Locke, Pat Hingle
of God Tonight's program
1977
focuses on the naturalists
who were among the first
0(1) - In Concert at the
to study animal behavior
Met with Leorrtyne Price,

O

Go

a

- so
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Another'Archie'spinoff seeks TV success
By FRANK BLODGETT
Television Critic Tom
Dorsey, of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, has an
interesting theory on why
we've seen so few shows
cancelled this season. As
he pointed out in his
Wednesday column,
there are certainly plenty
of turkeys just waiting for
the chopping block.
Dorsey's idea, shared by
many media critics, is
that since television viewing is down about 11 percent over the past 5
years, for a variety of

reasons, it's harder to get
a large number of
viewers. A few years ago
a 30 "share" (an
estimated 30 percent of
those who are watching
television at a given
time) was considered
necessary for survival.
Now a 26 or 27 share will
keep a series around.
Since it costs more to
create and promote a new
show than one you've
already got and since
costs are getting very
high and since network
TV revenues are down

SUNDAYCONT.
Marilyn Home & James
Levine Tonight's program
features selections from
Mozart and Handel to Verdi
and Rossini. Leontyne Pnce,
soprano; Marilyn
Home,
mezzo-soprano; Metropolitan Opera Orchestra/James
Levine, conductor. (2 hrs.,
30 min.)
Masterpiece
Theatre 'To Serve Them
All My Days.' P J. refuses
to give the Headmaster a
list of students who are involved in 'unhealthy friendships (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
• - Black Pulse

-

8:30 P.M.
▪ - Bryant Productions
9:00 P.M.

o

-

TBS Weekend News

O - MOVIE: 'The Wild
Geese' A band of mercenaries attempts an impossible task in Afnca. Richard
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Hams. 1978.
121) - Crisis to Crisis
- Jerry Falwell

•

10:00 P.M.
A CI)(1)0 C4D GI Ca
News
- Eyewitness News
CU B - ABC News
- Jerry Falwell
ID) - Wrap Around

10:15P.M.
- Eyewitness News
GI -Jim Bakker
10:30 P.M.
- C.M. Newton
El
Show
Rockford Files
- 700 Club
(4)- Miller and Co.
(I) - Ron Greene
Show
41) - Jack Van Imp.
CBS News

O

(I) -

o
67.0

-

10:45 P.M.
(f2 - Face the Nation
•
1 1:00 P.M.
- Saturday Night
0
Live

O

Open Up
(J) - MOVIE: 'The Star
Maker' Pt 2
O (I) - MOVIE: 'My Girt
Tess A tender love story of
an immigrant girl and her
dream of sending for her
father, still in the old country LAI Palmer. Sam Wane-

maker, Akim Tamiroff, Alan
Hale 1948
700 Club
11:15P.M.
MOVIE: 'Zorro, the
Gay Blade' Zorro and his
effeminate brother are portrayed in this comic spoof
of the legend George Hamilton, Lauren Hutton, Brenda
Vacarro 1981 Rated PG
O - Andy Griffith
1119
12 - It's Your
Business

o-

1 1:30P.M.
0'S - Kojak
11:45P.M.

O - Andy Griffith

because of declining audiences, bottom line
oriented economics says
it's better to stick with
what you've got and hope
it will catch on than to
start again from scratch.
While I'd certainly like
to see some of the new
series go, I'm glad to see
the new kids on the block
get more of a chance than
they have been getting in
the past few years,
because that means a few
high quality shows may
make it along with rest.
Speaking of quality,
one of my favorites,"The
Greatest American
Hero," appears to have
bitten the dust along with
a new series, "The
Quest." ABC announced
this week that both have
been put on "hiatus."
It's interesting to note
that although five series
have been removed from
the prime time schedule
so far this season, none
has been cancelld
outright. In fact, CBS has
ordered the production of
new episodes of both
"Alice" and "Filthy
Rich." This supports
Dorsey's theory that the

networks think it's
sounder business to stick
with their current shows.
As for the new shows,
we've all heard the old
Beatles tune, "I'll get by
with a little help from my
friends." Well, this
week's show has been
getting by with a lot of
help from it's relatives —
in this case a father and
an honorary uncle. Of
course I'm talking about
"Gloria," seen Sunday
nights at 7:30 right between Papa Archie and
"Uncle" George Jefferson, both perennial top 20
shows (which spun off of
the same show as
"Gloria"). Now if a show
can't get high ratings in
that time slot,. . . Gloria
has been the only new
show this season to be
consistently in the top 20.
I think "Gloria" Is okay
for what it is. Most television situation comedies,
after all, are not great
art. The new, single
Gloria Bunker Stivic is
about the same as the old
one, little girl voice and
all. (Though I must admit
I miss her counterpoint to
Archie and Mike.) Time

will tell if Gloria, and Sally Struthers, are strong
enough to make it as
stars. Struthers is a fine
comedy actress and I've
always liked her in this
role. Too bad she hasn't
succeeded as a dramatic
actress. Maybe she's
another victim of type
casting.
Burgess Meredith is
wonderful, as he always
is, as Dr. Adams, the old
veterinarian who takes
poor Gloria and Joey
under his wing. Len
Richards does fine as a
zany assistant, a
character that all good sit
corns need. And, Jo De
Winter gives the show
balance as the sensible
Maggie, Dr. Adams partner.
There are some pretty
good laughs in this show,
though not as many as the
Laugh track would have
you believe. There's also
a bit of drama. Dr.
Adams, for instance,
almost poisons a horse
(with Gloria's help I and
decides to retire and
Gloria panics whenever
she takes a test in her
veterinarinas assistant

class until Dr. Adams
gives her a "magic
feather" (like the one the
mouse gave Dwnbo) by
letting her think he'll give
her an A no matter what
she writes.
While it's certainly not
the best situation comedy
ever made,-Gloria" will
keep you entertained between Archie and George.
By the way, this must
make "All in the Family"
the all time kin of spin off
shows. Counting "Archie
Bunker's Place,"
"Maude" and a second
cousin once removed
"Good Times," there are
five spin offs to date. I
can't wait until next
season when these same
producers will give us
''P•teathead." It's about
this ex-college professor
who leaves his wife and
goes to live in a commune
SET IN DORSET — Cas
yo. tell me where "To Serve
Them All My Days" was
Get yourself a job at Michelin The television adaptation
of R.F Delderfield's novel
was filmed at Milton Abbey
School in Dorset

12) - Sports Sunday
12:00 A.M.
CL -Directions

o

- MOVIE: 'The Big
Shot' A three-time loser,
with one more sentence
meaning life imprisonment,
gets involved with his exgirffnend and old gang
Humphrey
Bogart, Irene
Manning, Stanley Ridges
1942
- Star Trek
GI

Hey, Cablevision
Viewer!
Are You Watching...
HBO Magazine

12:30 A.M.

O(2)- ABC News
Eyewitness News
0- News/Sign Off
Seiko World Super
Tennis

-

•

•

-

12:45 A.M.

O-

SRO: Country Rock
82 The Oakncige Boys, the
Charlie Daniels Band and
perform
Cash
Rosanne
some of their big hits
1:00 A.M.
(2) - ABC News

CU 6.9
1 C2 - CBS
News Nightwatch
14) - CNN Headline News

1:45 A.M.

o - MOVIE: 'Confidential
Agent' A Spanish Republican agent becomes involved
in murder while he is trying
to elude the agents who are
out to stop his mission
Charles Boyer. Lauren Bacall, Peter Lorre 1945

2:15A.M.
O - PA0V1E: The Wild
Geese A band of mercenaries attempts On ortpossibMa task in Africa Recherd
Burton, Roger Moore, Richard Hams 1978

4:30 A.M.

o - its Your Business

It's all about HBO. And hosted by
Dick Cavett. Learn about production
on site. Listen to the stars of HBO
movies and specials. And hear what
people just like you are saying
about HBO.

Standing ROCM 9110Y:
Country Rock'82
•

All in one show! The Oak Ridge
Boys. The Charlie Daniels Band
And Rosanne Cash. Stomp your
feet and clap your hands.

Oh, Heavenly Dog —

Chevy
Chase and Benji star in this
humorous private eye flick.

It's AU There For You On...

Cablevision of Murray
Television Worth Watching
II 753-5005
Coll

cAeLp,

I.
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'60 Minutes,'CBS remain atop Nielsen polls

•

NEW YORK (AP) —
CBS' "60 Minutes" was
the top-rated prime-time
television program for
the third week in a row,
helping the network extend its run of first-place
finishes to a month,
figures from the A.C.
Nielsen Co.showed.
CBS now has won the
networks' ratings competition six times in the
eight weeks of the current
season. NBC won twice in
October, thanks in large
measure to its broadcasts
of baseball's World
Series.
The No. 1 network had
eight other shows, in addition to "60 Minutes," in
the Top 10 for the week
ending Nov. 21, including
the last two installments
in the three-part miniseries, "The Blue and the
Gray."
Part II of the expensive
Civil War drama was
third in the current competition, with Part HI in
sixth place. The opening
chapter was No. 2 in the
previous week's survey.
CBS' rating for the
week was 20.5, with ABC
second at 17 and NBC
third,- for the fourth consecutive week,at 13.8.
The networks say CBS'
rating means in an
average minute of prime
time, 20.5 percent of the
country's TV-equipped
homes were tuned to the
No. 1 network.
CBS' rating was the
highest for any network
this season.
The rating for "60
Minutes" was 28. Nielsen

says that means in an
average minute of the
news magazine program,
28 percent of the nation's
homes with television
were watching the show.
"Love Boat" on ABC
was the only program to
break CBS' hold on the
week's Top 10, finishing
fourth.
Shows featuring

familiar television faces
were the highest-rated of
the season's new programs, and both were on
CBS. "Newhart" finished
in seventh place and
"Gloria," starring Sally
Struthers, was ninth.
Eight of the week's nine
lowest-rated programs
were espisodes from new
series or specials. "Tales

10101)ex
/7;espots

of the Gold Monkey" on
ABC was No. 62, followed
by "Cheers" on NBC,
ABC's "Star of the Family," "Voyagers" on NBC,
NBC Sports' "Ringside,"
"St. Elsewhere"
"Gavilan," both also
from NBC, and two ABC
programs, "Quest" and
the holdover "Greatest
American Hero."

Here are the week's 10
highest-rated shows:
"60 Minutes," with a
rating of 28 representing
23.3 million homes,"M-AS-H," 26.3 or 21.9 million,
and "The Blue and the
Gray," Part LI, 25.7 or
21.4 million, all CBS;
"Love Boat," 25.2 or 21.4

million, ABC; and
"Dallas," 25.1 or 20.9
million, 'The Blue and
the Gray," Part III, 24.9
or 20.7 million,
"Newhart," 24.2 or 20.2
million,"Magnum,P.I.,"
22.5 or 18.7 million,
"Gloria," 22 or 18.3
million, and "The Jeffersons," 21.7 or 18.1 million,
all CBS
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Al Alit:rowans
Gros* Rodocod
Throogh November
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Allicroinree Coals School
Thursday December 2.d
IOur Store 7:01 PAL
Opaeasuaker!"Itiarawavo
Ovim wits Over Your Mingo

DUAL MOOE
REMOTE
CONTROL

Bookmobile
schedule
Schedule for the
Calloway County Public
Library Bookmobile has
been announced by
Carolyn Adams,
bookmobile librarian.
Nov. 29 — Carolyn
Stubblefield, 10-11:30;
Mohundro-121, 12-1;
Nov.30— No schedule.
Dec. 1 — Thelma
Brown, 10:30-11:30; Lynn
Grove, 11:30-12:30;
Madrey-1 21, 1:30-2;
Crouse-Penny Road, 2-3;
Gingles-Penny Road, 33:30;
Dec. 2 — Collie HillColdwater, 10-11; E.
Black-121, 1 1-1 1 :30;
Bazzella-Coldwater,
11:30-12; Baker-121, 121 2:30; Patton-Penny
Road,1:30-3.

Rebates
Fr..$20.00
To $75.00
Oa Oar
T.V.'s

398.00

Solo
Loss
lobes

-20.00
Yodel •Pir1t48

19' Diagonal
COLOR TV

Your Not
Cost

3780
.

Model 19PC3714VI CaNnet constructed of hoch
otasuc

• Extre-wIde oven
• Time Oookindi with
60-minute timer

• Temperature Cooking
with the Wort:nes=meter"' nemperature
Probe

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
7171 MAIN NC AARC) COY and JOHN SIM W DNS OWNERS

COLORED PRIM'

497"

.variable Power Levels
• Cooldop light

• Bullt-tn exhaust system
with two-speed tan
•Oonventent"kart" button

_

